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ABSTRACT

Evidence from French syntax is presented in favor of the cyclic application
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principle of' the transformatior;;! cycle. Certain properties of the clitic-piacement
transformation are studied, and it is shown that the clitic 'se' should be introduc
independentiy of the other clitics. The surface structure distribution of the quanti
fiers 'tousr and 'chacun' Is shown to be best described by transformational,
rather than interpretive, rules. A set of transformations is developed t o account fo
the syntax of the 'faire' + infinitive construction; it is argued that the central
rule in this set must be considered a verb-raising transformation.
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PREFACE

The central topic of this thesis is the distribution of the French clitic pro-

+

nouns in the 'fairer/'laisser'

infinitive construction.

I t is argued that the assyrn-

rnetry of this distributiori can be accounted for by an extremely simpie set of rules
applied in a cyclic fashion.

In the sense that a complicated distribution of data can

be demonstrated to follow from the principle of the transformational cycle, we may
claim to have achieved the level of explanatory adequacy.
The crucial facts and the way in which rhe cyclic application of previously
introduced transformations accounts for them are presented in chapter six.
earlier chapters serve to prepare the wa!;

fcr this final chapter.

The

Chapter two, for

example, treats the question of the syntax of the clitic pronouns.

A rule of clitic

placement (CL-PL) is motivated and several rather particular aspects of its operation
are considered, including the derived constituent structure assigned by it (directly
relevant to chapter six) and a number of properties relevant to rhe argument presented in chapter five.
In chapter five, it is argued that the clitic 'se' should not be introduced in
the same manner as the other clitics, but should rather be inserted by a transformation distinct from that of c!itic placement.
the assymmetry discus&

This result correlates with the fact that

in chapter six is in part one between 'se' and the other

clitics.
The 'faire'l'laisser' + infinitive construction itself is discussed in chapters three
and four.

I n chapter three, we develop a number of transformations to account for

the distinctive properties of this construction, and in chapter four we consider the
interaction of these transformations and that of clitic placement.
Chapter one consists of a discussion of the quantifiers 'tous' and 'chacur?'; it
is argued that their surface structure distribution must be described by means of Wo
transformations, L-TOGS and R-TOUS.

The importance of this chapter with respect

7
to the rest of the thesis lies primarily in motivating the rule L-TOUS, which inter-

acts in very instructive ways with both CL-PL (chapter two) and the rule of 'faire'attraction (FA

-

chapter three).

CHAPTER I

Section I
In this chapter we discuss the distribution of the quantifier "tous"
" t o u t e ~ " ) . ~ In many ways, "tous" acts like English "all,"
most determiner of a p!ural NP:

(fem.

e.g., it occurs as the left-

"tous les garqons," "toutes ces femmes," "tous

~ addition, i f associated with a subject NP, it may appear
mes vieux livres," e t ~ . In
not only as part of that NP, but also in one of several other positaons in the
sentence:

(1)
(2)

(3)
I t may not,

o ow ever,
(4)

(5)
(6)

Tous les garcons sont partis
la guerre.
Les garcons sont tous partis a la guerre.
Les garqons sont partis tous 5 la guerre.
appear in more than one of these positions:3

*? Tous les garqons sont tous partis
la guerre.
*? Tous les garqons sont partis tous a la guerre.
* Les garcons sont tous partis tous la guerre.

Within the framework of a generative grammar, it is an important question
how this I:ind of "global constraint" is to be accounted for.

One possibility would

be to have "tousr1 generated as part o f the determiner structure of plural NP's, and
to postulate a transformation optionally moving it to the right.

The alternative is

to allow "tous" to be generated in variocrs positions in the sentence and to have
some kind of interpretive principle which would formally associate a "free" "tous"
with the subject NP.

I f the subject NP were not plural, or if it in this way be-

came associated with more than one "tous,"

the derivation would block.

Let us

call the above alternatives the "transformational hypothesis," and the "interpretive
hypothesis," respectively.
Under the transformational hypothesis, the ";ous"

in sentence (1) would have

been generated in its surface position by the phrase-structure rules.

Sentences (2)

and (3)would be derived from a structure resembling sentence (1) through application of a transformation which we shall call R-TOUS (rightward "tous"-movement).

Under the interpretive hypothesis, on the other hand, sentences ( I ) , (2),and (3)
would all be characterizable as having had "tous" generated by the PS-rules in i t s
surface position.
There is no sense in which we can choose between these two h~potheseson
the basis of a priori notions of simplicity,

Interpretive rules have been proposed to

account for various other phenomena in languagei4 it may be that they are the
appropriate mechanism here.

The choice must be made on empirical grounds.

In French, the constructions relevant t o deciding between these two hypothIn English there are no cases where "all"

eses are more varied than in English.

appears to move to the left:

(A)
(B)

The men may all have left.
The men may have all left.

(C)

* I may have all seen the men.

(D)

* I may all have seen the men.

but

However, in French, there are cases in which "tous" has clearfy beer: moved to the
left, for example when the object 'NP is a c ~ i t i c : ~

(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
Again, "tous"

may not occur more than nnce:6
(1 1)
(12)
(13)

etc.

m.

Je voudrais & lire
Je les ai tous lus.
Je voudrais tous t e k s lire.
J'ai tous voulu & lire.

* Je voudrais tous te les lire tous.

* J'ai tous voulu les lire tous.

* J'ai tous voulu tous les lire.

These facts are similar t o those discussed previously; there is again a global

constraint on the distribution of "tous."

In the case of objects, however, in order

for "tous" to have this freedom of occurrence, the NP must have been cliricized.
Otherwise, "tous" can only appear attached to the NP:

(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)

Je voudrais lire tous les livres.
* J'ai tous iu les livres.
* Je voudrais tous lire les livres.
* J'ai tous voulu lire les livres.

It is natural to ask how the two hypotheses considered earlier could be ex-

tended to cover this additional data.

The transformational hypothesis required a

rule, R-TOUS, which optionally moved "tous" off subject NP's to the right.

We

might now postulate another transformation, L-TOUS (leftward "tcusU-movement),
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which moves "tous" from object position to the left, just in case the object NP
has been ciiticized.

Sentences (8)-(lo), but not (71, would be derived through appli-

cation of L-TOUS. Correspoildingly, under the interpretive hypothesis, we could add

a rule which formally associates an appropriate "tous" with an object clitic, although
not, in general, with an object N?.

In this way, in none of sentences (7)-(10) would

"tous" have been moved from i t s deep structure position.

As in the case of subject

NP's, the interpretive hypothesis would have to include a provision blocking any
ser.tence, e.g., (11)-(13), in which an object clitic was linked to more than one
Association of a "tousrr to a singular object clitic v:auld

"tous."

similarly be dis-

allowed.

We have as yet presented no evidence that would choose between the transformational and interpretive hypotheses.

Both seemingly require an ad-hoc reference

to ciitics, but are nonetheless capable of accounting for the kind of global constraint
in question.

We shall ncw pr~ceadto argue in favor of the transformational and
-I

against the interpretive hypothesis. !
-a

I

nere is a second contex;

in wnicn Itous" associateci with an object i\iP may

occur displaced from object position, and that. is in non-restrictive relatives, e.g.:
(18)
(19)
(20)

Irige de 7 ans,
Les amis de Pierre, clle j'ai W connus
Mes fruits, sire tu as tous manges, . . .
i e s films de Goaard,
tu peux
voir, . . .

. ..

Under the transformational hypothesis, we could postulate a rule moving "tous" to
the left if the NP has be%n removed by wh-preposing.
a generalization being missed.

But in fact there is clearly

The rule L-TOUS, discussed earlier, moved "tous" to

the left from object position just in case the NP had been removed by clitic-placement.

We can now generalize L-TOUS so that it applies to any "tous" from which the NP
has been removed, in other words to any "bare"

'tous.'

Within the interpretive theory, there is no natural way to capture this generalization.

If one tried to say, e.g., that 'tous' could be formally associated with a

plural object NP that had been displaced from object position (i.e.,

clitics and

relative pronouns), one would need an otherwise unnecessary, complicated mechanism
to determine if a particular NP had been moved, since linear order is insufficient.
That is, one could not assume that object NP's directly to the right of verbs had
not been moved, because of:

(10)
(21)

VS.

J'ai tous voulu les lire.
* J'ai tous voulu ses livres.

!n order to know that the plural NP in (10) (but not in (21!) had beer; moved, one
would need, in effect, to make reference to the derived structure of clitics, which is
virtually giving up the generalization.

The advantage of the transformational hypoth-

esis is precisely that no mention need be made, in the SD of L-TOUS, of either

clitics or relative pronouns.

One ccjiiid, in an interpretive theory, simplify the

process of determining whether a particular NP has moved, by allowing reference to
The transformational theory is superior in that it

deep structure

accounts for the same facts while excluding the use of deep structure information;
it is thus making the stronger claim.
Furthermore, there is a second generalization about these constructions that
only the transformational hypothesis can capture.

In transformational terms, the

distance over which L-TOUS can operate is limited; i.e.,

whereas sentence (10) i s

grammatical:

(10)
(22)

cf.

J'ai m v o u l u les lire.
J'ai voulu lire tous les livres.

we have, corresponding to:

(23)

1 1 est important de lire tous !es livres.

the following contrast:

(24)
(25)

11 est important de tous les lire.
* I! est tol;s important de & lire.

Similarly, many speakers accept:

but not:

(26)
(27)
(28)

11 faut que tu lises tous les livres.
11 faut que tu & lises m.
* li faut tous que tu & lises.

In general, 'tous' may not be moved out of an adjectival complement, as in (25),
and for many speakers may not be moved out of lower sentences, as in (28).

More-

over, these restrictions are mirrored in non-restrictive relatives:

(29)

* Les livres de Jean, m'il est

tous important

de lire,

...

and for those speakers who reject (28):

(30)

* Les livres de Jean, qu'il faut tous que tu lises, . .

.

Under the transformational hypothesis these restrictions need be stated only once,
i.e.,

with respect to L-TOUS. Sentences (29) and (30) will be excluded exactly as
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(25) and (28).
In an interpretive theory, however, sentence (29) is a problem.

Comparing it

to:
(31)

Les livres de Jean, wril est important de lire

tous. . . .

we see that after wh-preposing has applied, the 'tousr in the same clause as the
relative pronoun, as in (291, may not be associated with it, whereas the 'tous' in a
more deeply embedded clause, as in (31), may.
(18)

i e s amis de Pierre, sue j'ai

Even worse, comparing (29) to:

tous connus, . . .

we see that the ungrammaticalness of (29) depends on the existence of an embedded
clause.

I t is difficult to imagine how an interpretive theory could account for these

facts; it has in effect been led astray by the difference in scope between L-TOUS
and wh-preposing, a non-probiem in the transformational theory.
We have shown that only a theory including a movement trar\sformation, LTOUS, is capable of expressing certain generalizations about the distribution of 'tous'
coming from object position.

We 'now argue that this transformation itself reflects a

still deeper generalization about the structure of French sentences.

Consider the

word 'tout' (='everything1), which is morphologically related to 'tous,' and which
patterns just like it. Thus, parallel to sentences (7)-(10): we have:
(32)
(33)
(34)
(35)

Je voudrais lire tout.
J'ai tout lu.
Je voudrais tout lire.
J'ai tout voulu lire.

The transformational hypothesis allows us to express the obvious generalization
by collapsing L-TOUS, which we recall referred to "bare"'

'tousrr with the rule

otherwise needed to account for the distribution o f ' t o ~ t . ' ' ~We will now have a
single rule (which we shall continue t o refer to as L-Taus) which moves 'tout'i
'tous' from object position to the left.

In an interpretive theory, on the other hand,

there would be no way of expressing the similarity in distribution betwesn 'tout'
and 'tousr.

A rule very much like L-TOUS would be needed for 'tout', quite apart

from the interpretive rules for 'tous.'

We conclude that the transformatiorial hypotti-

esis is the correct one.
Given a rule L-TOUS, we can immediately deduce the ordering relationship
between it and the rules of clitic-placement and wh-preposing.

L-TOUS R-;;st clearly
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follow both these rules if the above-noted generalization about 'bare' 'tcus', as well
as that between 'tous' and 'tout: is to be capturedall

Section i l
All the evidence we have so far presented in favor of the transformational
hypothesis has been drawn from instances of 'tous' associated with objects.

In other

words, we have not given any direct argument for a rule R-TOUS, but only for a
rule L-TOUS.

There is, moreover, no a priori reason why a l l occurrences of 'tous'

need be handled by the same mechanism.

It would not be impossible for the gram-

mar of French to contain both a rule L-TOUS and an interpretive rule associating
certain occurrences of 'Tous' with plura! subject NP's.

We shall, nonetheless, argue

against such a position and in favor of a rule R-TOUS.

We note that such an interpretive rule would have to be ordered after the
passive transformation, because of the following paradigm:
Les aarcons ont

tous ernbrass6

la fiile.

(3G)
(37)

* La fiile a tous 6te embras&e par les qarcons.

(38)
(39)

* La fille a
ernbrasse les qarcons.
L ~aar$ons
s
ont tous kt$ embradspar la fille.

Sentence (37) shows that a deep structure subject that has been disp!aced by the
passive transformation may not be associated with a 'free' 'tous'.

Sentence (39)

shows that a deep structure object (full) NP, which normally may not be associated
with such a 'tous', can be if it has become the surface subject via the passive transformation.

This implies that the interpretive rule in question must make reference

to 'subject NP' a t a point in the derivation subsequent to the application of the
passive rule. 12
We note furthermore that these facts hold as well for 'chacun:'

(40)
(41)

Les aarcons ont chacun embras& la iille.
* La fille a chacun 6t6 embrasshe par les sarcons.

(42)
(43)

* La fille a chacun embrass; les qarcons.
Les qarcons ont chacun

6th embras& pzr ia fille.

This suggests, not unnaturally, that the interpretive rule for 'tous' should be general-

ized to
'tous' or

' c h a c ~ n . ' ~We
~ would thus have an interpretive rule associating a
' ~ h a c u n ' ' ~with a subject NP and applying after Passive.

however, gives rise to various difficuities. 15
Consider the following paradigm:

(44) Paul a cornpar& ces deux auteurs.
* Paul a comparb chacun de ces deux auteurs.

(45)

'freer

This ordering.

(45)
(47)

Paul a calornnie' ces deux auteurs.
Paul a calomnih chacun de ces deux auteurs.

Sentence (45) shows that certain verbs are restricted as to the nature of the direct
object NP they may occur with. i8

These restrictions are mirrored in the passive:

(48)
(49)

Ces deux auteurs ont itk cornpards par Paul.,
* Chacun de ces deux auteurs a 6tb compare par Paul.

(50)

Chacun de ces deux auteurs a

Siqnificantly, the paradigm remains unchanged if

it6

calomni6 par Paul.

'chacun'

is placed elsewhere than

a t the head of the subject NP:

(51)

"

(52)

Ces deux auteurs ont chacun

i t 6 compar6s par Paul.
i t 6 calomnies par Paul. 17

Ces deux auteurs ont chacun

Under the transformational hypothesis, the contrast between (51) and (52)
is easily accounted for.

Sentence (45) will be ruled out by a kind of selection re-

striction associated with the vert

'wmparer'

and depending on the feature compo-

sition of the object N P , ' ~ i.e., will be ruled out a t the level of deep structure.
Sentence (491 will therefore be excluded automatically, as the passive of an impossible deep structure.

Finally, sentence (51) is excluded since it could only have

come about through application of R-TOUS to the structure underlying the ungrammatical (491, but such a structure woufd already have been designated as ungrammatical a t the time of lexical insertion. On the other hand, sentence (521, derived
parallel to (51), but from intermediate structures resembling sentences (50) and [47:,
wiil never have been marked as ungrammatical: in particular, the verb
will not be subject to the same restrictions as

'calomnier'

'comparer.'

Under the interpretive hypothesis, however, there is no natural way of ruling
out (51). We recall that the interpretive rule associating 'chacunr (or 'tous') with a
subject NP must follow the passive transformation.
application of this rule, the NP
of

'comparer.'

Ices deux auteurs'

Consequently, at the time of
in (51) is no longer the object

This implies that the interpretive hypothesis cannot straightforwardly

exclude (51) and (45) in the same way.

There are two possibilities: On the one

hand, the interprztive rule in qoestion could be compiicated to prevent 'chacun' from
being associated either with a NP-object of 'comparer' in the active (but see footnote

16) or with

P

NP-subject of 'comparer' in the passive c o n ~ t r u c t i o n . ~The
~ undesir-

ability of such a solution is evident.

16
On the other hand, a more plausible attempt to salvage the interpretive hypothesis could be made by allowing the interpretive rule2'
tc deep structure information.

for

'chacun'

to refer

For example, one could claim that after the inter-

pretive rule has applied, associating

'chacun'

with a particular NP, a check is made

of the deep structure of the sentence to see if that NP is not also the deep structure
object of a verb like 'comparer.'

If it is, the derivation is blocked.*'

There are, however, a number of objections that can be raised against such a
proposal.

For example, checking to see whether a particular NP is the object of a

particular verb in deep structure is a non-trivial problem.

Consider the following

sentences, which make much the same point as (511, (52):

i53)
(54)

* Ces deux auteurs sont chacun faciies comparer.
Ces deux auteurs sont chacun faciles
calomnier.

The difference between (53) and (54) is clearly due to the difference in embedded
verb.

Furthermore, 'chacun' could not have been associated with 'ces deux auteurs'
to subject posiiicn:

in (54) if that NP had not been
(55)

* I1 est chacun facile de calomnier ces deux auteurs.

This implies that an interpretive rule would have to apply after such movement had
taken place.

In addition, it would have to be able to tell that the subject NP in

(53) is the deep structure object of

'comnarer.'

'facile' and 'comparer' are in distinct seri.-qces.
(56)

Mous sommes

We note that, in deep structure,
Compare now sentence (53) with:

: 3.31it tiispcses

ce ql;'on

nous compare.

Here, 'nous' is the deep structure ~ b j i : ~
3t 'cornparer', yet it can have
associated with it in a higher sentence.

'chacun'

This suggests that not only must the inter-

pretive rule make reference to deep structure information, but it must also be able
to keep track of particular N P ' s . ~ ~ Under the transformational hypothesis, no such
difficulties ever arise; all the sentences discussed in tbic section follow from a simple
statement o f the selectional restrictions on verbs like

'comparer.'

We conclude that

there is a movement transformation R-TOUS, which mcves the quantifiers 'tous' and
'chacun' off subject NP's to the right.

Section Ill
In this section, we will briefly consider two questions related to the transformations L-TOUS and R-TO'JS. Both of these transformations can place 'tous'
(or 'tout', 'chacun', 'rien' as the case may be) in one of a number of positions.
Neither transformation, however, can place 'tous' before the finite verb:
(60) * Mes amis tous partiront.24
(61)

* Mes amis tout feront.

This is part of the more general fact that the elements subject to R-TOUS and CTOUS can occupy certain specifiable positions

-

(62)

Mes amis partiront tous.
Mes amis feront tout.
Mes amis ne feront rien.
Jean les deteste tous.

i63)

Mes amis sont tous partis.
Mes amis ont taut fait.
Jean n'a rien fait.
Jean les a tous lus.

independently of their origin:

and, parallel to (60), (61)
(64) * Jean tous t e les dcncera.
(65a) * Jean rien ne fera.
(65b) * Jean ne rien fera. 25
We note that within the present theory there is no way to state such a generalization. 26
There is nonetheless no motivation for trying to combine R-TOUS and iTOUS.

We recall That R-TOUS, but not L-TOUS, can apply to a 'tous' associated

with a fu!! NP:
(66)
(67)

Mes amis ont tous dit que.
* Jean a tous vu mes amis.

..

In addition, L-TOUS, but not R-TOUS, can apply to a 'bare' 'tout':
(683
(69)

Jean a tout mange'.
Tout a disparu.
* II a tout disparu. 27

(70)

Paul laissera tout lui tomber dessus.
Paul laissera iui tomber tout dessus.28

A second problem related to these rules is posed by the following:

(71)

Jean les connait tous.
Mes amis, qu'il connait tous, sont la.

If the 'les' and 'que' rn (71) are extracttxl from oblect position by the rules of CL-PL

dnd ~ h - ~ r e ~ o respectively,
s i n ~ ~ ~ then these sentences are violations of the A-over-A
This difficulty would disappear

principle (discussed in more detail in chapter two).

if it could be shown that there was a rule, applying before CL-PL or wh-preposing,
which detached 'tous' from its NP, e.g.:

[V [tous Pro] I
VP NP
NP VP

There is in fact some evidence in favor of such a rule.

Some speakers accept

sentences !Ika:
(72)

qui j'ai tous donn'

Mes amis,

des livres,

..

I f no 'detaching' rule existed, then wh-preposing would have to apply t o a structure
of the

/

tous

\

Pro

I

qui
The important point is that wh-preposing wou!d then have t o move
only is

'g

'A

qui'.

But not

qui' not a constituent, it is broken up by an intervening NP-node.

More-

over, postulating a 'detaching' rule may allow us to explain the fact that speakers
vary radically in their judgments concerning sentences such as (72). Assume, for
example, that the rule in question attaches 'tous' to the next highest node up.
for (72)' we would have:

Gotice, however, that

still not a constituent a d might therefore not be expected to move.

'i

Then,

qui' is

For those

speakers who accept (72), we could say that 'tous' was moved out of the preposi:ional phrase entirely:

This, then, would permit wh-preposing to apply t o the zofistituent

r

'a

qui'. 32

Footnotes to Chapter I
1.

'Tous' is pronounced itusl

if it is not foli~wedby another word belonging

to the same 'phrase':

(c)

Les garqons sont t o u ~
partis.
Les garqons partiront toug
I1 parlera de nous toug h sa petite arnie.

(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)

Toud les garqons sont partis.
Toud nos amis sont . ;1
Les garqons partiront toud deux.
Les garqons partiront tou$ les trois.

(a)

(b)
Compare:

'Tous' is apparently an exception to the rule of Final Consonant Deletion, altnough
not to the Truncation rule, and in that respect is similar to 'six' and 'dix'.

(For

discussion of these rules, see Schane (1968) and Milner (1967))

2.

'Tous' differs from 'all' in that it may not be followed by 'de' ('of'):
(h)

Tous ces garqons
* Tous de ces garqons

(i)

All those boys
All of rhose bovs

(See also fn. 57, chapter 2).

3.

For some speakers, sentences (4) and (51, although not grammatical, are less

bad that sentence (6). The significance of this fact is unclear.

4.

See, e.g., Chomsky (forthcoming-b) and Jackendoff ( 1969).

5.

The examples here are of direct object clitics, which provide the simplest

paradigm. We return below and in chapter 2 to consideration of dative clitics, 'y',
and 'en', with respect to their Interaction with 'tous.'

6.

This is, of course, only true in general of several 'tous' associated with the

same N?.

Thus contrasting with (12) we can have:

(i)

Les parcons ont

tous voulu

les lire tous.

where the first 'taus' is associated with 'les garcons' and the second with 'les'.
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Nonetheless, there do seem to be some constraints on the occurrence of more than
one 'tous' associated with distinct NP's.

For example, parallel to (j), we do not get

(k)

* Les qarcons les ont tous tous lus.

(I)

Tous les garqons les ont tous lus.

alongside of

Many speakers do, however, accept:
Im)

? Les filles les ont chacune rous embrassis.

We expect that sentences like (k) will be excluded on the basis of some kind of
output constraint, perhaps analogous to those discussed in Ross ( 1967a).

We leave

this question open.

7.

The argument in the text is in no way a demonstration of the incorrectness

of interpretive rules in general (see fn. 4).

The question is ra:her

to determine

which areas of the syntax are best described by which kinds of mechanisms.

For

more detailed discussion of this problem, see Chomsky (forthcoming-a) and Dougherty
(forthcomirtj).
We note further that we are arguing against interpretive rules being used to

account for the surface structure distribution of quantifiers.

I t is still entirely

p~ssiblethat aspects of the semantic interpretation of quantifiers should be handled
by interpretive rules.

English.

This position is in fact taken by Dougherty (1968) for

We have no comparable evidence that would bear on this question in

French, except to note that there is a difference in focus between, e.g., (1) and (2).

8.

Actually, it is not clear +.hat the interpretive hypothesis is salvageable even in

this manner.

Many speakers reject sentences in which 'tous' is associated with a pre-

posed relative pronoun which is itself preceded by a preposition.

For these speakers,

(18) and (19) contrast sharply with
(n)
(0)

* Les amis de Pierre,

aui

Les amis de Pierre, contre

j'ai

tous

aui

...
tous fa*ch;,

je me suis

...

I t is difficult to see how these facts could be accounted for under the interpretive
hypothesis.

We return to this problem below.

(See also fn. 21, chapter 3.)

Somewhat similar, for many speakers, is the distinction between:
(p)

Je & lii-ai m.

(q)

"? Je & parlerai

m.

The interpretive hypothesis would seem to be incapable of motivating this difference
between (p) and (q), since a t the time of application of the interpretive rule, both
'les' and 'leur' are preposed NP's, differing only in case-marking.

The transforma-

tional hypothesis, however, (see chap. 2, section C, I) correctly predicts that parallel

, I.-.!
,,

.&
.

one should rather get:

(r)

Je & parlerai

A a.

Sentences such as (q) could presumably bd derived only by applying a further
transformation (cf. fn. 22, chapter 5) de1etir;g the '8' under certair! conditions.
Example (r), ir, fact, poses a problem for the interpretive hypothesis in still
other ways.

The 'tous' in (r), as well as that in:

(sl

Je & a i

tous parl6.

(see fn. 15, chapter 2) must be subject to an interpretive rule associating it with the
dative clitic 'leur.'

A 'tous' preceded by

'h'

could not, however, have been associ-

ated with an accusative clitic:
(t)

Je les verrai tous.
Je les a i tous vus.

(u)

* Je les verrai

(v)
(w)

Je vais
ies montrer & w.
* Je vais vous @ montrer 8

h

tous.
* Je las ai a tous vus.

m.

Under the interpretive hypothesis, this constraint wculd necessitate a special statement.
Under the transformational hypothesis, this difficulty never arises.
We recall that the interpretive hypothesis implies that 'tous' is always generated
in its surface position by the PS-rules, let us assume under some node called Q
(quantifier). Sentence (s) shows that one possible expansion of this node must be
'Prep.

+

Quantifier.'

We would therefore expect to have, parallel to (s), the follow-

ing non-restrictive relatives:

(x)

* Vos amis, qui j'ai
tous par14 . . .
* Vos amis, h qui j'ai h tous donnd des livres,

(see chzpter 2, section C, I).

...

These are ungrammatical, however, for all speakers,

and thus contrast with sentence (rill which is grammatical for some speakers.

It is

difficult t o imagine how these facts could be accounted for in an interpretive theory.
Under the transformational hypothesis, 'tous' is aiways generated as part of
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some NP.
Pro'.

Underlying both (n) and (r) will be a sub-string of the form:

'b

tous

If the pronoun is a personal pronoun, clitic-placement (see chapter n ~ o )will

apply t o it, leaving behind

'4

tous'.

Sentence (r), and derivatively (s), are derived in
In

If the pronou.) is a relative pronoun, wh-preposing will apply.

this manner.

French, unlike English, wh-preposing must move the preposition along with the pronoun (see fn. 28, chaptei. 3).

Application of wh-preposing will move '; qui' and

leave behind 'tousr, as in (n). Thera is consequently no way in which (x) couid
have been derived.
(see text).

In addition, we note that 'tous' may not be moved along with
(y)

9.

An independent constraint will exclude (n) for many spec?:2:-s

*

\'?;

amis,

qui tous j'ai parle',
tous qui j'ai parle',

* Vos arnis,

'2

qui':

...
...

Although L-TOUS cannot appiy to a 'tous' which is still part of the original

NP (e.g., (15)-(17))' it can apply to

9

'modified' 'tousr (or 'tout'):

(cf. chapter 2,

section A, I11).

(z)
(aa)
(ab)

Paul les a presque tous lus.
Paul a presque tout mangb.
Paul n'a presque rien foutu.

Sentence (ab) indicates that L-TOUS is also applicable to 'rien' (cf. fn. 10, chapter 3).

10.

For an extensive and relevant study of the word 'toutr within a non-generative

framework, see Andersson ( 1954).

11.

Notice that the ordering:

CL-PL

---

L-TOUS would not be immediately

apparert if one were considering only the distribution of 'toutr (or 'rien') (to the
exclusion of 'tous').
(ac)

In fact, sentences such as:
J'ai envie de tout lui dire.
J'ai envie de ne rien lul dire.

might suggest just the opposite ordering (see Gross (1968, p. 61)) if both CL-PL and
L-TOUS are considered rules which flip something around the verb.

We show in

chapter two, however, that the derived structure assigned by CL-PL to the sequence
'clitic+verbl is that of a verb.

This insures that application of L-TOUS subsequent

to CL-PL could not yield:
(ad)

* J'ai envie de lui tout dire.
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* J'ai envie de ne lui rien dire.
(see also fn. 14, chapter 2).

The fact that L-TOUS must be ordered after CL-PL

and wh-preposing will turn out to be relevant to certain arguments in chapters two
and three.

12.

Under the transformational hypothesis, these facts would imply the ordering:

Passive

--

13.

Transformationally speaking, this means that R-TOUS will apply to 'chacun'

R-TOUS.

as well as to 'tous'.

14.

Parallel to sentences ( 11-(6),we have:

(ae)
(40)

Chacun des garqons a enlbrasd la fille.
Les garcons ont chacun embrassd la fille.

(af)

* Chacun des garqons a chacun embrass6 la fille.

See also fn. 57, cbapter 2.

For an extensive discussion of the quantifiers 'each' and

'all' in English, see Dougherty (1968).

15.

See Dougherty (forthcoming), to whom the following argument is due, for an

extremely convincing and much more detailed argument in favor of the transformational hypothesis with respect to the distribution of quantifiers in English.

16.

See Dougherty (1968) for more detailed discussion.

this is true of

'comparer'
(ag)

17.

only if there is no indirect object:

Paul a cornpar;

chacun de ces deux auteurs .& son frere.

Similarly, although wi&- some loss of acceptability,

to the right of

We note that, irrelevantly,

'chacun'

could be placed

'htd:'

(ah)

Ces deux auteurs ont & t i chacun calomni6s par Paul.

Again, we have:
(ai)

18.

* Ces diaux auteurs ont

it;

See Dougherty (7968) for further details.

chacun cornparis par Paul.

We note that nothing depends on
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the exact nature of this mechanism.

Sentence (45) will presumably be excluded for

the same reason as:
(aj)

19.

Subjects of

* Paul a cornpard son ami.
'comparer'

in the active can of course be associated with

'chacun:'
(akl

Ces deux auteurs ont chacun cornpard Marx e t Lenin.

We assume here that sentence (45), under the interpretive hypothesis, is not
ruled out in deep structure.

I f it was, then sentence (51) would have to be excluded

by some totally different mechanism, since, under this hypothesis,

'chacun'

ir?

(51)

is not generated as part of the object NP a t all.

20.

vie note that such an interpretive rule could not apply a t the level of surface

structure, since it may not associate with a subject NP a
that has been created in the course of the derivation.

'free'

'tous' (or

'chacun')

For instance, it would have t o

apply before L-TOUS to prevent the quantifier in:
(at)

A

la porte.
Vos amis nouc ont tous mis
Vos amis nous ont chacun rnis h la porte.

from being associated with

'vos amis.'

I f the interpretive rule followed

L-TOUS,

then an ad-hoc mechanism would be needed to determine when a particular 'free'
Similarly, sentences

quantifier had originated in deep structure as part of some NP.
such as:
(am)
(an)

A

Ils nous mettront tous la porte.
Nos amis, p u ' i l s mettront tous 5 la porte,

...

suggest that the interpretive ruie in question would have to be ordered before CL-PL
and wh-preposing.

21.

Notice that the interpretive hypothesis would allow equally well the formula-

tion of a similar rule that did not refer to deep structure information.
words, it would predict that there might be a language such that
not be associated with the object of a verb like

In other

'chacun'

could

'comparer', unless that object had

been moved to subject position ?t some point prior to the application of the interpretive rule.
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Insofar as no such language is possible, it is a strong argument against the
interpretive hypothesis.

The transformations1 hypothesis, which uses selectio!! restric-

tions to account for ihis kind of data, would, justifiably, have great difficulty in
describing such a language.

22.

See chapter four for some evidence in favor of a movement rule for this

construction.

23.

For more detailed discussion o f this entire question, see Dougherty iforth-

coming).

24.

The following sentence is not an example of the application of 3-TOUS:
(ba)

Eux

Wts

partiron;

the inversion in (ba) takes place rather within the NP, with pronouns only, and is
obligatory:
(bb)

Tous eux partiront.

That (ba) is not an instance of R-TOUS is suggested by the following paradigm:
(bc)

Mes amis partiront presque tous.
Mes amis partiront tous les deux.

ibdi

* Eux presque tous partiront.
* Eux tous les d e w partiront.

The inversion in (ba) should instead be related to that in:
(be)

Eux deux partiront bient6t.
I1 vient de parler de nous autres.

Further evidence for distinguishing the inversion in (ba) from R-TOUS comes from
consideration of

25.

'chacun':
Ils sont chacun partis

h

la guerre.
la guerre.

(bfl
(bg)

* Eux chacun sont partis

(bh)

Chacun d'eux e n parti

la guerre.

The sentences in (65) may be excluded for more than one reason

parallel to:
(bi)
and (65b) because

* J'ai envie de rien ne faire.
'ne'

is a clitic with finite verbs (see chapter two).

-

(65a)

26.

See Emonds (1969) for a framework in which such generalizations might be

expressible.

Notice that the positions capable of being filled by elements subject to

L-TOUS and R-TOUS are those in which adverbs can occur naturally:
(bj)

,

Jean chante souvent.
Jean a souvent chante.

* Jean souvent chante.
We omit from consideration cases of extra-long pauses:
(bk)

27.

Jean, souvent, va

If R-TOUS did app!y to 'tout', we might expect 'il' to show up in the va-

cated subject position.
(bl)

-

I he following sentence is not a case of R-TOUS:

I1 ne se passera rien.

but of a r u k which we call

28.

Paris.

IL-E:'.

; z c chspxei- 2, i l l .

See chapters three and four for a discussion of this construction.

I t will be-

come apparent there that in:
(bm)

Paul lui laissera tomber tout dessus.

the 'tout' and 'tomber' have been inverted via a different rule (FA) than R-TOUS.
The position of the clitic in (70) indicates that there FA has not applied.

29.

I t is unclear why in English we do not have:
(bn)

30.

* My friends, v~hohe knows all, are here.

We leave open the question of where the 'tous' wou!d be just prior to this

rule (see footnote 24).

31.

Again, the argument is unchanged if the structure is
a

32.

NP

Notice that this analysis will also account for the difference between (72) and

(711, which is grammaticai for all s~eakers, since in the case of a direct object,
attaching 'tous' to the next nighest node insures its being removed from the NP

do~ninating'que'.
In addition, we can now account for the fact that the A/A pri!h.:ip!e

is not

violated in:
(b-3)

Paul mangera tout le sucre.
* Paul le mangera tout.

since the 'detaching' rule leaves the A/A principle intact.
We leave open a number of questions; e.g., we do not discuss
'tout entierr, nor the use of 'tout' in:
(bp)

Tu Iras toute f r o d e .

Nor do we consider how or;e might accouct for the following paradi?:;;,
(bq)

Tous mes amis partiront.
Mes amis partiront tous.

(br)

Mes amis partiront tous les trois.
* Tous les rrois mes amis partiront.

(bs)

Mes amis partiront tous deux.
* Tous deux mes amis partiront.

-

. expression

CHAPTER !I

Section A
Part I
Direct object NP's in French normally follow the vzr5:

(1)

Marie connatt mon frhre.

If the object i s a personal pronoun, however, the corresp~i?ci~ng
sentence is ungrammatical:

(2)

* Marie conna'l't nous.

Rather, the pronoun appears to the left of the verb:

(3)

Marie nous connait.

In this section we shall consider how such facts might best be accounted for
ivithin a transfo:,national grammar.

We shall argue in favor of a movement trans-

lormation, to be called "clitic-placement," which would prepose object pronouns to
the verb under certain conditions.
inapplicable is the "ne.
"focus" of "ne.

.

.

One ,,,,;,onment
nn*lcr

.que" construction.

in which such a rule would be

If the direct object pronoun is the

.que," i t remains in the usual object position and may not precede

the verb:

(4)
(5)

Marie ne connait que nous.
" Marie ne nous connait que.

What interests us here i s the fact that many personal pronouns have a different
shape in a sentence like (3) than in one like (4):

(6)
(7)

Marie les connait.
Marie ne connait qu'eux.

The form of the pronoun in the "ne.

.

.que" construction is exactly the same as

that occurring in a host of other environments, e.g.:

(8)

Marie parle d'eux.
Eux n'auraient pas fait qa.
I Is sont intelligents, eux.
J'ai fait r;a pour eux.
J'ai un portrait dreux
la rnaison.

These can all be characterized as environments in which full NP's are allowed:
Marie ne c o n ~ s i tque mes amis.
Marie parle de mes arnis.
Mes amis n'auraient pas fait Fa.
Ils sont intelligents, mes amis.
J'ai fait qa pour mes amis.
!a maison.
Jfai un portrait de mes arnis

(6)

Let us call the form of the pronoun which occurs in these environments its
"strong" form.

In this class will fall "eux,"

"vous,"

Conversely, let us call the form of the pronoun which .;,durs

"elles."

sentences like (6), i.e.,

"moi,"

preposed to the verb, i t s "weak"

"toi,"

"lui,"

"elle,"
in

or "clitic" form, or simply

The direct object clitics corresponding to the above strong forms are "les,"

"clitic."
II

"nous,"

nousIw "me," "te,"

"le,"

"la,"

"vous,"

These do not pattern a t all like

"les."'

NP's; e.g.:
(10)

* Marie ne connatt que les.

In particular, they occur only pre-verbally, except in positive imperatives; neither o f
these positions can be occupied by a NP:
i6)
( 11)

Marie les connalt.
Pre'sentez-les-moi.

(12)
( 13)

"
"

Marie mes amis connait.
Pre'sentez-tes amis-moi.

The French pronominal paradigm thus consists of a t least two parts (with
some morphological overlapping):
direct object clitics.

the NP-like strong forms, and the non-NP-like

We can further distinguish, parallel t o the direct object clitics,

a class of indirect object, or dative, clitics, which also occur either pre-verbally or

in positive imperatives, and nowhere else.

They are, corresponding to the strong

forms listed above, "leur,"

"te,"

"nous,"

"me,"

"lui,"

"fui," " v ~ u s , ' ~"leur"

with some morphological overlapping), as in, e.g.:
(14)
(15 )

Marie leur parle.
Donnez-leur-en.

As before, full NP's could not occur in these positions:
(16)

* Marie mes amis parle.
* Marie rnes amis parle.

(17)

* Donnez-mes amis-en.

"

~onnez-ames amis-en.

Conversely, these clitics do not occur in NP position:

'

(again

(18)
(19)
1.11-

Marie ne parle qu'A mes amis.
* Marie ne parle qu'A leur.

see that both direct 2nd indirect object clitics are in complementary distribution

with full NP's, and therefore also in complementary distribution with the NP-like
strong forms:

(7)
(10)

Marie ne connait qu'eux.
* Marie ne connait que les.

(20)
(21)

Marie les connait.
* Marie eux connait.

(22)
(19)

Marie ne parle qu'; eux.
* Marie ne parle qu'i leur.

(14)
(23)

Marie leur parle.
* Marie eux parle.
* Marie 6 eux parle.

Consequently, we would like to say that, e.g., "eux," "les,"

and "leur,"

derive

from a single abstract lexical item which is spelled out differently depending on i t s
position in the sentence (and on case-marking).

In some cases, e.g., "nous,"

"vous,"

the pronoun will have a unique spelling:

(4)
(3)
(24)

Karie ne connait que nous.
Marie nous connait.
Marie nous parle.

If we make the m i n i r l l assumption that pronouns are introduced as an ex-

pansion of NP? we can generate in a straightforward manner thoss sentences containing the pronominal "strong" forms, as in (8). The clitics, on the other hand,
appear uniquely in positions that cannot be filled by a NP; sentences containing
them can therefore not be generated without additional mechanisms.

Section A
Part I I
Broadly speaking, we have ths choice of complicating either the phrasestructure rules or the transformatioaal component, or both.

One possibility would

be to say that sentences containing clitics are generated as such in the base, i.e.,
that the PS-ru!es should be extended so as to allow the clitic pronouns to be
generated in their surface positions.

We cou!d then claim that sentence (3), e.g.,

had a deep structure essentially identical to its surface structure, i.e., a NP object
An obvious difficulty with this analysis is the problem of

appeared a t neither level.

stating subcategorization restrictionsI3 since, restricting ourselves to the simplest
cases, direct-object clitics cooccur only with verbs that also take direct object NP's.
Thus, "connaitre,"
,I

but not "partir,"

must be assigned the subcategorization,

NP":

(2Sj
(26)

Marie connait Paul.
" Marie part Paul.

Consequently "connaitre,"

but not "partir,"

may be preceded by a direct-object

clitic:

(27)
(28)

Marie le connait.
* Marie le part.

Now in the analysis a t issue, clitics are being introduced distinct from NP's;
therefore a feature "

NP" will say nothing abcut what, if any, clitics
One could, however, postulate a kind of lexical re-

may co-occur with the verb.

I,

dundancy rule which assigned the subcategorization feature "dir. obj. cl.

NP," and similarly for in-

to all verbs already having the feature "
direcz objects.

In this way, "connaCtre,"

but not "partir,"

would be assigned the

," thereby allowing (27) while excluding (28).

feature "dir. obi. cl.

A solution involving a lexical redundancy rule of the form described above

fails, however, in the case

. .

.:titics which do not correspond to any object of the

verb they precede in surfoi:e s?r,.xture, i.e., in the case of clitics "moving up" from
some "lower"

deep structure constituent.
(29)

(30)

Consider, e.g.:

Jean est fidble A ses parents.
Jean leur est fidhle.

The clitic "leur"

in surface structure precedes the verb "Gtre,"

but clearly

corresponds to a deep structure complement of the adjective "fidble."

Moreover,
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"itre" cannot be preceded by "leur"

if followed by an adjective which does not

take a "dative" complement:

* Jean est capable ses parents.
* Jean leur est capable.

(31)
(32)

or if followed by a place adverbial:
(33)
134)

Paris.
Jean est
* Jean leur est

The clitics cooccurring with "&rer'
ment:

Paris.

are clearly dependent on the choice of comple

sentence (34) cannot be excluded in the same way as sentence (28).
Several other constructions illustrate the same point:
(35)

(36)

Je croyais Jean fid6le
J'y croyais Jean fidile.

ses principes.

The clitic "y" which precedes the verb "croire" corresponds to a deep structure
complement of the adjective "fidkle."
(37)
the clitic "leur"

Simi!arly, in the "faire.

.

.par" construction:

Je leur ferai porter les *-??lisespar mon domestique.

corresponds to a deep structure complement of "porter": 5

(38)

Mon damestique leur portera les valises.

These examples show that there is in general no way to determine in the
lexicon the cooccurrence restrictions between verb and clitic.

These restrictions

depend not only on the choice of complement, but also on the particuiar lexical
item chosen inside the complement.

Compare, e.g.,

(37)-(38) with:

* Je leur ferai tuer par mon domestique.
* Mon domestique leur tuera.

(391
(40)

The verb "faire" can be preceded by a dative clitic in (371, but not in (331, precisely because the verb in the complement sntence in (37) happens to take dative
A t the very least, verb-clitic restrictions cannot be determined until

complements.

after lexical insertion.
An even more serious problem derives from cases in which a clitic corresponds to a complement formed by transformation.
(41)

Consider the somewhat literary:

Jean nrest pas aim6 de ses enfants rnais il n'en est pas
detest6 non plus.

The ciitic "en" corresponds to a complement formed through application of the
passive transformation.
complement in:

Similarly, we will show in chapters 3 and 4 that the dative

(42)

Je ferai lire ce livre

Jean.

is dcrhed transiormationall y from the underlying subject of the sentence embedded

under "faire."

This complement, if a pronoun, appears as a clitic preceding "faire":
(43)

Je lui ferai lire ce livre.

Moreover, the relevant transformation is sensitive to the Dresence of a direct object
in the embedded sentence:
(44)
(45)

Je lui ferai boire du vin.
Je le ferai boire.

We conclude that verb-clitic restrictions cannot in general be determined
until sometime in the course of the derivation.

These facts are inconsistent with

an analysis in which sentences like:
(3)

Varie nous conna'it.

are derived from structures not containing an object NP; in more complicated structures, lexical redundancy rules cannot provide the necessary information to predict
which clitics, if any, can occur with a particular verb.

A second kind of argument involves the word "tous,"

which was discussed

in the previous chapter; there we argued that the distribution of "tous" in surface
structure could best be described by postulating movement transformations, R-TOUS
and L-TOUS.

Specifically, having a transformation L-TOUS allowed us to capture

the generalization about the distribution of "tous" vs. "tout."

and obviated the need

for msking any ad-hoc reference to clitics, or t o relative pronouns.

Furthermore, it

made entirely unnecessary any kind of interpretive principle formally associating
''tous" with an NP or a clitic.

The transformatior! L-TOUS, however, depends

crucia!!y on quantifiers being generated as part of object NP's, in particular as part
of object NPrs which are subsequerrtly subject to CL-PL (or wh-preposing), and is
therefore inconsistent with an analysis in which sentences such as (3) are generated
directly as deep structiures.

We consequently reject such an analysis of clitics.

We note in addition tha:
(49)

an analysis which generated both (3)and:

Marie connatt mes amis.

as deep structures would have difficiilty excluding:

(50)

"

Marie la connait mes arnis.

since "connaftre" would be subcateyorized both with respect to following direct
object NP's and preceding direct object clitics.

In particular, the sequence 'clitic +

is the outpu* of the rule distinct from the input in both clitic and i\lP positions?

The former alternative is meaningful only if we have some way of deleting the
original rjr.onou.1; i.e., if the output of CL-PL as applied to
is

*

RA

. 3

* Marie conna'lt nous

nous connatt nous , the second "nous" must be deleted.

Or,c! possibility13
would be to make use of :he feature [+ DOOM I , as used

L-V

Pos"ral 11968a). CL-PL would then be stated as:

X V
1 2

Y
3

Pro
4

Z --5

1

4+2

3

1

4
5.
I+DamJ

The use of such a feature is however a powerful mechanism which would need to
be justified here.

We know of no arguments comparable to Postal's showing that

the feature [+ DOOM] does any work a t all in this case.
should be considered purely as a movement transformation.

We conclude that CL-PL

Section A
Part Ill
We have argued in favor of a transformation CL-PL which moves certain pronouns to the left.

The transformation L-TOUS discussed in chapter one also moves

certain elements to the left.

One might suppose that this similarity is reason to

attempt to combine the two rules.

We claim the contrary, namely that the two

rules are different in a number of other ways, to the extent that it would clearly
be undesirable to try to relate them.
First, the surf-face positions of clitics and 'tout'/'tous'
Clitics can appear before finite verbs; "tout"

(58)
(59)

are not identical.

cannot:

Paui ie lira.
* Paul tout lira.

"Tout" can appear after a finite verb or precede a past participle; clitiss cannot:
(60)
(61)

Paul lira tout.
* Paul lira le.

(62)
(63)

Paul a tout lu.
* Paul a le lu.

Furthennore, although both can precede infinitives:
(64)
(65)

Paul va tout faire.
Paul va le faire.

"Tout" has a freedom of position which clitics never do:
(66)
(67)
(68)
(69)

Paul va tout vouloir faire.
Paul va vouloir tout faire.
Paul va vouloir le faire.
* Paul va le vouloir faire.

(70)
(71)
(72)
(73)

Paul va tout faire lire h son fils.
Paul va faire tout lire
son fils.
* Paul va faire le lire son fils.
Paul va le faire lire
son fils.

Second, the derived structure of clitic
'tout'/'tousr.

+

verb is different from that of

Nothing can intervene between clitic and verb:14
(74)

* Paul lui, parait-it, parlera.

(75)

Pau! les a tous, parait-il, donn6s aux pauvres.
Paul les a. uarait-ii, totrs donnds aux pauvres.

but:

Third, 'tout'l'tous',
(76)

but not clitics, can be moved alona \fi!iti; ni~diflers:

Paul les a presque tous vus.

Paul les a tous deux mis

la porte.

(77)

Paul a parle/ de nous deux.
Paul a parig de nous autres.

(78)

* Paul nous deux connait.

but:

* Paul nous autres connait.

Fourth, "tous,"
(79)
(80)

but not ciitics, can be moved along with a preposition: 15

Je leur a i
tous parlg.
* Paul lui parlera.

Fifth, the placement of "tout,"

but not that of clitics, depends in part on

the presence of other adverbs:
(81)

Je I'aurais trouv4
Je I'aurais certainement trouv6

(82;

I1 vrjudrait certainement tout lire.
II a tout voulu lire.
*? I I a tout voulu certainement lire.

We conclude that CL-PL and L-TOUS are distinct rules.
tain the parallelism between "tout" and "tous,"

(83)
(84)

In order to main-

and to successfully distinguish:

je les a i tous lus.
* J'ai tcus lu les livres.

we must have CL-PL precede L-TOUS, as indicated in chapter one.

is also suggested by the above-mentioned facts about adverbs.

This ordering

Section B

Part I
In this section we shall be concerned with the derived structure assigned by
the CL-PL transformation.

We shall argue that the pronoun is not attached as a

sister to the verb, both then dominated by VP, but rather that the pronoun and
verb are more closely bound together.
'clitic

+

verb'

In particular, we shall argue that the sequence

is itself dominated by the node V.

We have already noticed, in the prwious section, certain properties of the
sequence

'clitic + verb,' e.g., that nothing (except other clitics) could intervene

between the two elements, and that the clitic could not be modified nor preceded
by a preposition.

In this context we can mention a further fact about ciitics,

namely that they cannot be contrastively stressed.

Thus one cannot say, with stress

on the clitic:
(85)

* Jean la' p:kf$:e.

One would instead say something like:

(86) Crest elle que Jean prgfgre.
This is true even if the clitic i s phonologically identical to the corresponding strong
form :
(87)
(88)
(89)

* Je lui' parlerai.
~ u i ' n'aurait pas fait qa.
Je I'ai achete' pour lui' , pas pour toi. 16

These observations suggest that the sequence
same status as, e.g.,

's:~bject NP + verb'

or

'verb

'clitic+verbl does not have the

+

object NP.'

In the latter

constructions, the nominal element can be contrastively stressed (e.g., (88)1, and the
sequence can be broken up:
(90)
(91

Jean, parait-il, est amateur de boxe.
Jean voit souvent Marie.

If clitic and verb were sisters under a VP node, we would not expect them to act
differently.
Another characteristic of clitics is that they cannot be conjoined:
(92)

* Jean la e t le voit.

Furthermore, they occur in a fixed orde?*
of the natural order of complements:

(93) Jean me le donnera.

which is in certain cases the opposite

(94)
(95)
(96)

* Jean le me donnera.
Jean donnera qa i Marie.
? Jean donnera
Marie qa.

The above, while far from conclusive, does suggest that the sequence

+

verb'

has some speci.rlI svntactic status.

'clitic

We shall not, however, be able to pro-

pose a theory capable o t G:cplaining these facts.

Instead, we shall try to strengthen

the plausibility of our chi!.

by considering subject pronouns, which provide a more

striking conrrast wirn regc -r

NPrs than do the object clitics. Then we will try to

show that certain transformarions treat the sequence
in fact, as a verb.

'clitic

+

Such a result wouid of course imply that

verbr
'clitic

as a constituent,

+

verb'

was

not immediately dominated by VP, even in the absence of any explanation for the
facts about cunjunction, rnodificaticn, etc.

Section B
Part I !
Up to this point, we have been concentrating our attention on what we

have been calling object clitics.

We have argued that their unique position in sur-

face structure is to be accounted for by a transformatien CL-PL, and we have noted
several interesting properties that they possess.

We recall that French pronouns have

a strong form which patterns like true NPfs, and that the object clitics for the most

part were morphologically distinguishable from them.
There is still ar;other class of pronouns in French that are morphologicall~
distinct from both the strong forms afid the object clitics; these occur in what is
apparently subject-position and are as follows:
"vous,"

"ils,"

strong

"elles"

"je,"

"tu,"

"'I

" "elle," "nous,"

(again we notice a certain morphological overlapping with the

These subject pronouns seem to occupy the same position in sur-

face structure as full NP subjects:
(97)
(98)

Jean partira bienth.
11 partira bient6t.

However, these subject clitics, as we shall caii them, for reasons which will become
clear, share all the significant characteristic behavior o f the object clltics. 18
Nothing can intervene between subject-clitic and verb:
(99)

* 11, parait-il, est fou.
* II, souvent, mange du fromage.

( 100)

Jean, parait-il, est fou.
Jean, souvent, mange du fromage.

Nor may the subject clitics be modified:
(101) * Ils toils partiront bientht.
* Ils deux partiront bient6t.
(102) Tous les garqons partiront bient6t.
Eux tous partiront bientbt.
Eux deux partiront bient6t.
or conjoined :
(103) * Jean et il partiront bient6t.
* I1 e t Jean partiront bientht.
* !I e t elle partiront bient6t.
vs:
(104) Jean e t lui partiront bient6t.
Lui et Jean partiront bientbt.

Furthermore, they may not be contrastively stressed: 18'
(105) * I I/ partira le premier.
(106) ~ u i 'partira le premier.
Finally, they act differently from full NP's with respect to the phonological rule of
truncation.

In general, the plural morpheme "s"

cated, even before

1,;

;L

qinning with a vowel.

of a subject NP is always trunThe sentence:

(107) Me> amis aiment nager.

is pronounced
The "s"

/mezamkmnaZe/

and not

*lmezam&mnaie/

.

of a plural subject clitic, on the other hand, is not truncated.

The

sentence:
(108) Ils aiment nager.
is pronounced

/iumnafe/

and not

likewise impossible for object clitics.

*likmnaie/

.I9

We note that truncation is

The sentence:

(108ai P a ~ l lvous aime.
is pronounced

/pa Ivu=m/

and not

*/p>lvurm/ .20

In various ways, then, the subject clitics behave much more like object clitics
than like true subject NP's.

This suggests that s t some point they cease to be
Again,

dominated by NP and become syntactically more closely bound to the verb.

we point out that assigning a derived structure to the sequence 'subject-clitic + verb',
such that they are sisters dominated by VP is unlikely to lead to a satisfying explanation for these phenomena, since other pairs of VP-dominated nodes share none
of the clitic-like properties.
clitic

+

verb'

Khat we propose, rather, is that the sequence

is itself dominated by the node V.

'subject-

We leave aside for the moment

the question of Chomsky-adjunction vs. daughter-adjunction.20'
In effect, we are claiming that the French pronominal system contains a
linguistically significant distinction between c! i-tics (subject and object) and nonclitics (strong forms).

Interesting confirmation of the relationship bemeen subject

and object clitics comes from consideration of pronouns referring to inanimate
things.

There is a restriction in French such that the strong form of the pronoun

cannot refer to such inanirnatzs?'

e.g.:

(109) J'ai park de la table.
(110) *? J'ai parid d8&.
(1'1 1)

Je ne vois que ce livre-1;.

(112) *? Je ne vois que

lui.

( 113) Je vais le brcler, ton livre.
(114) *? Je vais le brbler, lui.
(The starred sentences are grammatical if the pronoun is understood as referring t o
a person.)

Significantly, neither subject nor object clitics are subject to this re-

striction :
n'est pas mall ton livre.
(115)
(116) Je leur ferai prendre I'air,
mes v6tements.
( 1 17) Je & tirai tout de suite, ce livra-I&.

A

In light o f the other similarities between the two kinds of clitics, we claim this to
be a significant generalization.

One way to make such a generalization statable

would be to say they had a similar derived constituent structure, e.g., were not
dominated by a major category

(S, NP, VP).

Siinilarly, we note that clitics are also the only kinds of pronouns which are
morphological!y distinguished for case:
(117a) IIs sont partis.
Je les vois.
Je leur parle.
(117b)

&'

ne seraient pas panis.
Je ne vois q u ' u .
2 u.
Je me suis

Although we have no explanation for this fact, it again points up the naturalness of
the class

[subject clitics. object clitics]

Retu;.rting t o the problem of the derived structure of subiect c ~ i t i c s ,we
~~
find evidence supporting their distinct character in the consideration of two syntactic
transformations.

First, for some speakers, L-TOUS can raise "tous"

into a higher

Sentence:
(118)

[ I faut

tous que

tu & voies.

As expected, L-TOUS is inappiicable if the object NP is still in object position:
(119)

* II faut

tous que

t u voies ces films.

For such speakers, the following contrast can be observed:
(120) 1 1 faut t u q u ' h partent.
(121) * !! falrt tous que ces sarcons partent.
L-TOUS is applicable to a "tous" associated with a subject clitic but not to one
associated with a subject KP.

The parallelism with sentences (1181, (119) ,s

. king.

There, L-TOUS wa. applicable t o a "tous" associated with an object clitic but not
ts one 3sscciatd with an object NP.

We can reduce these two facts about L-TOUS

to one by admitting that the subject clitic in (120) is no longer in subject-NP
position.

A second transformation which distinguishes subject clitics from subject NP's
is one we shall call stylistic inversion (STYL-INV). This transformation will account
for the inversion of subject and verb in sentences such as:
(122) Je me demande quand partira ton frdre?
(123) ~ o i l hce que dira mon phre.
I t is, however, inapplicable t o subject cl itics:
(124) * Je me demande quand partira-t-il?
(125) * Voila ce que dira-t-il.
(126) Je me demande quand il partira?
(127) voile ce qu'il dira.
One could of course place an ad-hoc restriction on the rule STYL-INV to exclude
(124), (125), but it would be far more desirable to say that the ungrammaticalness
of soch sentences follows automatically from the fact that subject clitics are not
UF's.
V
4

Y
5

This would be true if we assumed that STYL-INV is stated as: X
1
-----t

1

2

4

3

5

wh
2

NP
3

, which would be necessary in any case (rerm 4

needs to be changed in some unclear but irrelevant way - cf. sentences (143), (145)).
STYL-!NV applies in the presence of a wh-word, both in embedded and nonembedded sentences, e.g. :
(128) Quand partira Jean?
There is another inversion rule in French which accounts for sentences such as:
(129) Part-il?
This rule, which we shall call subject-clitic inversion (SUBJ-CL-INV) does not apply
to NPfs:
(130)

* Part Jean?

Before going on t o discuss the relevance of this rule to the question of derived
structure, we point out that there are certain contexts in which both it and STYLINV are applicab!e, e.g.:
(128) Quand partira Jean?
( 131) Quand partira-t-il?

SUB?-CL-INV applies only in non-embedded sentences, in the presence of interrogation and uai-ious kinds of adverbs (and in this way is very much like subject-Aux
Sentence (131) is an instance of SUBJ-CL-INV having applied,

inversion in English;.

sentence (128) of STYL-INV.

This is the case, since, as (129)-(130) show, SUBJ-

CL-INV applies only to clitics, and as (124)-(125) show, STYL-INV applies only to
full NPrs.

And, in fact, there are a number of other arguments which suggest that

it would be undesirable to try t o combine the two rules.25
AS

aii~:d\; noted, the environments of the two rules differ with respect t o

embedding and the presence of an overt wh-word.
"si"

Particularly interesting is that

("whether") doesn't count when present:
(132) Je me demande si Jean partira.
(133) * Je me demande si partira Jean.

just like:
(130) * Part Jean?

Secondly, there is a restriction on inversion with "pourquoi,"26

but only with

respect t o STY L-INV:
(134) " Pourquoi part Jean?
(135) * Je me demande pourquoi part Jean.
(136) Pourquoi part-il?
Third, only STYL-INV is affected by following complements:
(137)
(138)
(139)
(140)

Je me demande quand Jean mangera la soupe.
* Je me demande quand Zangera Jean la soupe.
* Je me demande quand mangera la soupe Jean.
* Oiland mangera Jean la soupe?

(141)

Quand mangera-t-i! la soupe?

but:

Alternatively, if these facts were ro be handled by an output constraint on sequences of NP's, they could be used as a further argument against NP-status for
the subject clitics.
Fourth, and most important, the two inversion rules do not in general place
the subject in the same position:
(142) Que voulait-il faire?
(143) Que voulait faire Jean?

(144) * Que voulait faire-(t)-il?
(145) * Que voulait Jean faire?
Finally, we note the difference between:
(146)

Quanci partira-t-elle?
* Quand partira elle?

(147)

Quand partira Evelyne?
* Quand paaira-t-Evelyne?

and:

Phonn!ogicalIy, the sequence
subject NP'
quence

'verb+subject clitic' differs from the sequence

precisely as the sequence

'subject clitic + verb'

'verb

+

differs from the se-

'subject NP + verb:'
(108)

I h aiment nager.

vs:

(107) Mes amib aiment nager.
In other words, the postposed subject clitic

retains the same extra degree of attach-

ment to the verb that it had when preposed.

This observation is borne out by con-

sideration of the other kinds of evidence previously cited.

i.

.r example, the post-

posed subject clitic can neither be modified:
(148) * Partiront-ils deux?
nor separated from the verb:
(149) Quand partira donc Jean?
(150) * Quand partira-donc-ill
nor conjoined:
(151) * Partiront-il et elle?
nor contrastively stressed :
(152) * Partira-t-il/ ?
(Sentence (152) is grammatical with normal phrase-final stress on "il;" i.e., the inability of clitics to be stressed is not a phonetic fact.!
Very similar t o these observations abo~m: postposed suuject clitics are the
following:

French also has, in positive insperatives, postposed object clitics:

which possess all the properties of clitics so far discussed.

Truncation is impossible:

Va
Paris.
* Vas h park2'
as is modification:

(154) * Tue-les deux.
Ne tue qu'eux deux.
separation from the verb:
(155) Lave bien la voiture.
Lave-la bien.
* Lave-bien-la.
Parlez souvent 2 votre prof.
Parlez-lui souvent.
* Parlez-souvent-lui.
conjunction:
(156) * Tuele e t la.
and contrastive stress:
/

(157) * Parle-lui, pas

2

Paul.

(Again, normal phrase-final stress falls on the clitic with no difficulty.)
plies that the sequence
'verb

+

object NP'.

But

the node VP; therefore,

VP.

+

This im-

object clitic'

is different in kind from the sequence

+

object NP'

is a string presumably dominated by

'verb + object clitic'

must not be dominated directly by

'verb

'verb

Consequently, the string

'object-clitic + verb' , which possesses all the same

properties, musT not be dominated by VP.
to us, we conclude that the sequence

Given the kinds of adjunction availabie

'object clitic + verb'

is itself a verb.

Section I3
Part I I I
A ~ o t h e rpossible type of argument that v~ouldbear on the question of the
derived constituent structure of
showing that
formation.

'object clitic + verb'

'object clitic + verb'

sequences would consist in

acted as a verb with respect t o some trans-

Consider the transformation

SUBJ-CL-INV discussed earlier.

This trans-

formation has the effect of inverting subject clitic and verb; its structural description
will certainly mention the node V, and also must in some way be abie to refer to

Let us assume for the purposes of ex-

subject clitic (as distinct from subject NP).
position that the appropriate symbol is SCL.
contains some sub-part
string

...

V SCL.
1
I

. .

.SCL
i

V.
j

. .

Then we can a t least say that the rule

and has the effect of producing the

..

The operation of SUB J-CL-INV is unaffected by intervening object clitics:
(158)

Le feras-tu?
Leur parleras-tu?
Me le donneras-tu?

I f these object clitics were already in pre-verba! position a t the time of the applica-

tion of SUBJ-CL-INV, then the rule as stated above should apparently fail to apply,
unless the string of object cliticg8 plus verb was itself dominated by the node V,
in which case the SD would be met.

Another possibility would be to include a

variable in the rule:

This "ariable could never be anything but object clitics (or "ne"), however,28' and
would require imposing otherwise unnecessary restrictions on the rule to block sentences like:

(159) * Va partir-il?
or
(166) * Partir-il va?
depending on whether it is the clitic or verb which is actually msved.
latter case, one would also need to block:
(161) * Est-il dit que tout bon?

In the

from
(162)

11 dit que tout est bon.

A third possibility would involve adding 'optional object clitic' to the SD of the

rule:

. .

...

.SCL (OBJ-CL) V.

This would be equivalent t o making the dubious

claim that French would be simpler if subject-clitic inversion were restricted to
Sentences not containing "nerr or object-clitics.
We recall that this discussion was predicated on the assumption that SUBJCL-INV applied a t a point in the derivation where object clitics were already in preverbal position, i.e., that it follows CL-PL.
that this was true of some object clitics.
containing clitics that this is so.

Actually, it would be sufficient to show
We argue on the basis of certain idioms

Consider sentences like:

(163) 11 y a deux livres sur la table.
(164) 11 y a eu une rbvolution voili dix ans.
(165) 1 1 y en a sur la table.

We claim that "il y art is a set expression, in the sense that the "y" corresponds to
no complement,29 and therefore should not be considered ever to have occupied any
Sentences (1641, (165) show that "y"

other position.

the auxiliary in compound tenses3'

is a clitic, since it precedes

2nd can occur between the clitics "il" and "en."

On the other hand, it can cooccur with place adverbiais, as in (163), unlike other
instances of "y" which are felt to be related to place adverbials:
(166) Jry a i trouvg deux livres.
(167) J'ai t r o w 6 deux livres dans le tiroir.
(168) "7 Jry a i trouve' deux livres dans le tiroir. 30'
In addition, it cannot be omitted:
(169)

"

II a

....

(in same meaning),

and has a unique behavior in that it can cooccur with "en,"

as in (165); this is

generally impossible..30"
(170) * Jry en ai trouv6 deux.
Other examples of what we would claim are "lexical" clitics can be found in idioms
like "en vouloir

2

quelqu'un,"

and in inherent reflexives like lzsrdvanouir,rr both of

which will be discussed in more detail in iarer chapters.
CL-INV appiies freely:
(171) Y-a-t-il des livres sur la table?
(172) Pourquoi m'en veux-tu?
(173) A quelle heures'6vanouira-t-elle?

In a l l these cases, SUBJ-

We conclude that SUBJ-CL-INV is in fact a rule with respect t o which
clitic

+

verb'

'object

acts as a verb.

A second example of such a rule is one we shall call Aux-deletion, and
which will account for sentences such as:
(174) Paul rn'a bouscul6 e t pouss6 contre Marie.
(175) Paul Ira insult6 e t mis i la porte.
The derivation of these sentences must involve a deletion transformation,.31 .I.e.,
they could not be deep structures, for three reasons:

first, the appearance of the

past-participle in verbal uses is always triggered by an auxiliary;32 second, a verb
such as "mettre"

normally requires a direct object, i.e., has the sub-categorization

NP;" therefore the sequence "mis

II

output of the lexical insertion rules.

la porte" would not be possible as an

Sentence (175) must have been generated with
Finally, there

a direct object, which was subsequently cliticized and then deleted.

are comparable sentences with passives:
(176) La fille me sera ~rdsenteepar son frire et confiie par sa mhre.
(177) Ce tivre m'a i t & recommande' par Jean e t offert par sa
famille.
PS-generation of these as such is incompatible with the determination of grammatical
relations in deep structure.

("Sa mke" is the subject of "confier,"

"sa famille" of

"offrir.")
We are claiming, then, that sentence (174) is derived from a structure resembling:
(178) Pau! rn'a bousculd et rn'a pousse contre Marie.
via deletion of the clitic and auxiliary " a ~ o i r . " ~ An
~ important question is whether

the deletion is effected in one or two steps, i.e., whether the ciitic is deleted independently of the auxiliary.

The answer seems to be negative.

In sentences con-

taining simple tenses, i.e., without an auxiliary, the second of two identical object
clitics across a conjunction cannot be deleted:
(179) Paul la dbteste e t la considere comme fort bgte.
(180) " Paul la dhteste et considere comme fort bete.
(181) Paul te bousculera et te poussera contre Marie.
(182) * Paul te bousculera et poussera contre Marie.
(183) Jean vous parlera et vous pardonnera.
(184) * Jean vous parlera et pardonnera.
That is, there is no general rule of clitic-deletion across conjunctions.

Nor can the

clitic alone be deleted in sentences with auxiliaries:
(185)

"

Paul Ira frapp6 et a mis

?I-

la porte.

There is a slight equivocation here, since the sequence

'conjunction + auxiliary'

is not perfect.34
(186) ? Paul a frappd Georges et a mis Jean

A

la porte.

Eut there is nonetheless a clear difference between (185) and (186).

We conclude

that the clitic is deleted along with the auxiliary in sentences like (1741, (175).
Furthermore, the auxiliary in such sentences cannot be deleted independently
of the clitic:
(187) * Paul I'a frappe/ et le mis

A

la porte.

It might appear that this sentence could be excluded on independent grounds,

e.g.,

because of the impossibility of the sequence:

'clitic

+

past participle'.

This

looks less plausible, however, upon consideration of sentences like:
(188) Je le ferai lire h Jean e t je le ferai dkchirer par Paul.
(189) Je le ferai lire 2 Jean e t de'chirer par Paul.
where by the same reasoning as above, we conclude that

"le ferai" has been de-

leted by some rule, probably the same one as in (174)-(177). Again, the clitic may
not be left behind:
(190) * Je le ferai lire
Here, though, the sequence "le

+

Jean e t le de'chirer par Paul.

dechirer" cannot be excluded on any general

grounds:

(191) Je vais le dechirer.
Apparently, then, clitic and auxiliary are deleted together, and neither can be 3eleted independently of the other.
'clitic+verbl

This strongly suggests that the sequence:

is itself dominated by the node V.

for saying auxiliaries are not verbs.) 34'

(There is no evidence in Fret-ich

Given the derived structure:

/v\

CL

v

and a rule deleting a verb under identity with another verb across conjunction, the

A/A principle would predict that in the environment:

the "maximal"

V . . . V
, only
/ \
/ \
CL
V CL
V

..

i/ is subject to deletion, thus explaining why sentences (187)and

(190) are impossible.

Furthermore, this analysis accounts for the deletion of the

clitic in the absence of a clitic-deletion rule.
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Even more strikingly, the derived structure:

V
/ \
CL
v

combined with

the A/A principle, accounts for the impossibility of:
la porte.
(192) * Paul Ira frappe' et mis sa soeur
(193) " Je lui ai par16 et i c r i t h sa femme.
(194) * Je lui suis de'voue' e t respectueux avec sa femme.
(195) * Elle s'est habille'e et partie au travail.
in which a bare auxiliary has been deleted under identity with an auxiliary itself
preceded by a clitic.

Compare, e.g.:

(196) Je suis d6voue' 2 mon ami et respectueux avec sa femme.
(197) Paul a frappe' son ami et mis sa soeur B la porte.
Senter?ces (192)-(195) are excluded because a V identical t o the lower V in the
configuration

/v\

CL

could not be deleted by virtue of the A/A principle.

v

The deletion rule we have been considering has, in fact, significant implications for linguistic theory.

The examples we have given of the clitic deleting alol?g

with the verb were a l l cases in which the two clitics in question were identical in
a l l respects, as in (174)' (175).

Consider now the problem o f what happens if the

two clitics differ in case; e.g.:
(198) Paul Ira frappe/ et lui a donn6 des coups de pied.
On the left of the conjunction is the accusative clitic "le,"
"lui;"

they have all other syntactic features in common.

3n the right the dative

In this case, deletion may

not take place:
(199) * Paul I'a frappe/ et donne/ des coups de pied.
If we change the clitics to first or second person o r reflexive, however, the resulting
sentence is, for most speakers, grammatical:35
(200) Paul nous a frappe/s et donne/ des coups de pied.
(201) On sait que la police t'a frappe' et donne' des coups de pied.

"

Paul la fera gifler par Georges e t donner des coups de pied
par Jean.
(203) Paul te fera gifler par Georges 2 t donner des coups de pied
par Jean.
(204) Paul s'est fait gifler par Marie e t donner des coups de pied
par Pierrette.

(202)

The difference between first and second person and reflexive clitics on the one
hand, and third person clitics on the other, is exactly that the former happen to

have the same phonological shape in both accusative and dative, i.e., that 'me,' 'te,'
'nous,' 'vous,' 'set--

serve both functions.

tinct phonological shases, e.g.,

Third-person clitics, however, have dis-

"leu (accusative), "lui" (dative), which is sufficient to

prevent deletion.
This implies, first, that this deletion rule, for the purposes of determining
identity, disregards case36 (because of (200). (2011, (203)). and more significantly,
that it takes into consideration phonological identity.37

That is, in order to dis-

tinguish (199) from (200), this syntactic rule must be sensitive to whether there is
any difference in phonological representation between the two case forms of the
pronoun in question.

This means that linguistic theory must countenance syntactic

rules having the power to refer to phonological information.38

Section C
Pan I
Having considered the rule of CL-PL from the point of view of derived
structure, we turn to the question of what exactly it moves.

We saw earlier that

modified pronouns cauld not occur in clitic position, and that the dative clitic
could not be preceded by the dative preposition

"A".

This latter fact was inter-

preted to mean that the preposition could not be moved along with the pronoun.
However, since the preposition

"Arr must be deleted anyhow:

(205) Paul leur parle.
* Paul A leur parle.
* Paul leur parle b.
it would be possible to say it was moved and subsequently deleted; the alternative

is that it was l e f t behind and subsequently deleted.
Given the facts about modified pronouns, the first possibility would amount
to saying that CL-PL moved only bare pronouns, with the single exception here.
The alternative would necessitate finding some explanation for the non-appearance
of "g" post-verbally, which seems somewhat more desirable,3g since there is no case
in French of an
sentences with

"Arr

"A"

not part of a prepositional phrase.

I n particular, there are no

comparable to:

(206) On me court apris.
I f we now consider sentences like:
(207) Je leur parlerai tous.
(208) Je leur donnerai des livres ?I
it is clear that the optimal formulation of CL-PL would have the dative clitic moved

independently of the preposition

"i."

In this way, (207), (208) will be derived

just as:

(209) Je les verrai tous.
The mechanism deleting the

"hrl in (205) will be sensitive to the presence of

another morpheme within the prepositional phrase; in effect, only bare " i r r s will
be deleted.
Notice that this allows us to account for the following assymmetry:
(2101
(211)
(212)
(213)

Je les vois tous.
Mes amis, que je vois tous.
Je leur parle
tous.
* Mes amis, 'a qui je parie

...
tous.

If CL-PL moved "$"'~ro,

then it would in that way resemble wh-preposing, and it

would be difficult to account for the contrast between (212) and (213).
As far as appiication to accusative and dative clitics is concerned, we can
therefore say that CL-PL moves only bare pronouns, specifically Pro-NP's.

We have

yet to consider two other clitics which occur in object-clitic position, "y" and "en."
The clitic "y" corresponds either t o verbal complements of the form:

+

"!I

NP"

or to locative adverbials:
tes questions.
(214) J'y ripondrai,
(215) J'y pense, i cette fille.
(216) J'y a i rencontrQ Jean,
Paris.
In some cases, "y"

seems to be in complementary distribution with dative

cl itics: 40

(217) * Je leur re'pondrai, A tes questions.
(218) Je leur rebondrai, 4 tes amis.
(219) * J'y re'pondrai, ?I tes amis.
with respect to animatelinanimate.

However, sentence (215) shows that "y" can,

a t least for most speakers, refer to animates, and sentences like:

(220) Je leur ferai prendre I'air.
mes vdtements.
(221) Marie lui a donne un coup de fer, A mon pantalon.
show that the dative clitics can refer to inanimates.

We shall not be concerned

with specifying the distribution of "yr'/dative-clitics.40' but rather with zhat we
shall claim is the Pro-PP quality of "y."
The fact that "y"

can replace locatives, as in:

(222) J'ai trouvi ton livre sur la table.
J'y a i trouve le mien aussi.
suggests immediately that "yr' might be a Pro-PP rather than a Pro-NP.

On the

other hand, especially in cases like:
(214) J'y ripondrai,
one might try to derive "y"

tes questions.

parallel to the dative clitics, i.e., by saying it is a Pro-

NP, but with different features from the datives.
lem of the non-appearance c f

One could then handle the prob-

"A:"

(223) * Paui
y rbondra.
Paul y re'pondra 4.
by deleting it arter i t s complement has been moved away by CL-PL.
fail to account for the difference between

This would

(224) Paul leur r6pondra i toutes. (aux filles)
Paul leur obe'ira 2 tous. (aux officiers)
tsutes. (aux questions)
(225) * Paul y rgpondra
* Paul y obe'ira tous. (aux ordres)
VS.

:

(226) Paul les coinprend toutes.

(les questions)

We can account for the ungrammaticalness of (225), however, if "y"

is a Pro-PP,

"5."

since that would automatically exclude i t s CG-occurrencewith

There are, moreover, a number of other arguments in favor of this position.
First, by considering "y"

a Pro-PP, we account for the fact that it does not vary

according to singular/plural :
(227) J'y
J'y
Je
(228)
Je
(229) Je
Je

rhpondrai, h cette question.
re'pondrai, 5 ces questions.
lui re'pondrai, 4 cette fille.
leur repondrai,
ces filles.
la vois.
les vois.

since we do not expect PP's to be marked for number.

Similarly, if "y"

were

just like "lui"

except for some feature or features, we would have difficulty explaining why it, but not "lui," can refer t o first or second person pronouns: 41
(230) Je pense
toif e t jry penserai toujours.
(231j * Je pense 4
et je penserai toujours

u.

Third-person pronouns can never refer to pronouns of another person; by calling "y"
a Pro-PP, we succeed in eliminating the apparently exceptional status of sentence

(230), since PP's are not subject to being assigned features of person.
Similar arguments can be constructed in favor of the prepositional-phrase
character of "en."

In general "en"

(232)
(232a)
(233)
(233a)

corresponds to "deW+NP :

J'ai par16 de ma maison.
J'en ai parid.
Je vois le toit de la maison.
J'en vois le toit.

Significantly, "en" may not cooccur with "de,"
(234)
(235)

* J'en a i parig de toutes.

even if "tous" is present:
(mes maisons)
(les maisons)

* J'en vois les toits de toutes.

Sentences (234) and (235) are parallel to (225) and contrast witii (224).
gests that it would be incorrect to consider 'en' a Pro-NP.
of (232a) is no:

J'ai

de Pro ---,

CL-PL

--4

This ~ [ g -

That is, the derivation
Je Pro ai parig de

---t

Je Pro ai

---+

J'en a i par16 , despite the fact that both the deletion o f

'de' (which would presumably be parallel to the deletion of

'i'in (205)) and the

spelling out of the pronoun as 'en' (e.g., some ad-hoc feature could be added t o
pronouns following 'de'; in clitic position such pronouns would be spelled out
appropriately.)

provide no special technical difficulties.

If the derivation of (232a) were as described above, then we would be unable
to account for the ungrammaticality of (234), since we would expect the deletion o f
'de' to be blocked in the presence of 'tous', much as the deletion of '9' is blocked
in (234). By considering 'en' a Pro-PP, we automatically exclude it from cooccurring
with 'de' in this construction.
Furthermore, like "y,"

and again unlike accusative and dative clitics, "en"

is

invariant with respect to number:
de ma maison.
(236) J'en a i d6ji
II en parle tout le temps, de ses probl6mes.
and can refer to a non-third-person pronoun:
(237) 1 1 a parle/ de
Another use of "en"

a,e t

il

en

a dit du bien.

is in sentences of the following sort:

(238) Paul a deux soeurs; moi, j'en ai trois.
Paul a une grande maison; moi, j'en a i une petite.
Paul a un chat; moi, j'en ai plusieurs.
There is some evidence that there is really a

"deW+Pro a? a more abstract level

of representation:
(239) Paul en a deux, & soeurs.
(240) J'en ai plusieurs, & chats.
A complete analysis of this construction is far from clear, and there are many prob-

l e m ~ . ~ *Nonetheless, we shall assume that "en"

in this usage also corresponds at

some level of representation to "de + Pro," noting tnat this is in fact the null
assumption.

The burden of proof would lie on anyone claiming that there hap-

pened to be a clitic not derived from "de

+ Pro," but spelled out as "en" also.

In particular, we shall see below that all the uses o f "en" are subject to the same
movement constraints.
B y considering "en" a Pro-PP, we can in addition account for i t s failure to

trigger past-participle agreement:

(241) J'ai mis la fourchette sur la table.

Je Ifai mi= sur la table.
(242) J'ai mis des fourchettes sur la table.
J'en ai m i g sur la table.
* J'en ai mi= sur la table.

A past-participle agrees in gender with a direct-object clitic (and otherwise preceding
direct objects) but not if the clitic is "en."

This would follow from the assump-

tion that PP's are not marked for gender (jusi as they were seen not to be marked
for number and person above).
Most significantly, considering "en" a Pro-PP allows us to account for certain otherwise ad-hoc constraints on CL-PL in terms of a much more general restriction on the movement of prepositional phrases.
(243)
(244)
(245)
(246)

Consider the fo!lowing paradigm:

Jean voit des filles e t moi, j'm vois aussi.
Jean voit les filles e t moi, je & vois aussi.
Jean parle aux filles e t moi, je leur parle aussi.
* Jean parle A des filles e t moil j'm parle aussi.

In fact, there is no way to construct a grammatical sentence parallel to (243) in the
way that (245) is parallel to (244).
is inadequate.

Clearly, stating that "en" has no dative form

The question is why?

Extending the range of data, we see that the

impossibility of (246) is part of a more general constraint on CL-PL:
move "en" out of a structure in which "en"
ztely dominated) by the node PP.

it cannot

is dominated (not necessarily immedi-

Thus:

(247) J'en vois trois. (de f i ~ l e s ) ~ ~
* J'en parle trois.
* J'en park de trois.
* J'en tirerai sur trois.
etc.
The same is true of the "en"

corresponding to a NP-complement, as in:44

(248) J'en connais I'auteur. (du livre)
* J'en parle I'auteur.
* J'en tirerai sur I'auteur.
* Jfen jurerai contre I'auteur.
This constraint on the movement of "en" could of course be stated as an
ad-hoc restriction on the rule of CL-PL, but even internal to French it is evident
that that would be to miss an important generalization, namely that other movement rules, e.g., wh-preposing and cleft-formation, are subject to very similar restrictions.

Compare (248) with the following s e n t e n c e ~ : ~ ~
(249) De qui csnnaissez-vous le pire?
* De qui penses-tu au pire?
* De qui as-tu jur6 contre le phre?

(250) voile la fille dont je connais le p6re.
* Voile la fille dont je parlerai au pere.
* Voile la fille dont j'ai jure' contre le pbe.
(251) C'est de ce livre-le que je connais I'auteur.
* C'est de ce livre-12 que j'ai parle' 2 I'auteur.
* C'est de ce livre-1; que j'ai jure' contre I'auteur.
Evidently, there is a general restriction in French against moving "de

+

NP" com-

plements out of prepositional phrases, although tney apparently can be moved from
non-prepositional phrases, e.g., direct objects.

As expected then, movement is also

permitted from subject position and from other non-prepositional predicate positions:
(252) Le pied en est cassd. (de la table)
On en a nommd Jean pre'sident. (de I'organisation)
J'en croyais Jean I'auteur. (du livre)
J'en croyais Jean capable. (de faire c e ~ a ) ~ ~

(253) oil; la table dont le pied cassera.
C'est de ce livre-14 que I'auteur est connu.
De quel pays I'a-t-on nommb president?
The generalization that the same kind of movement restrictions exist for
prepositional phrases with "de,"
and for "en,"

with respect to wh-preposing and cleft-formation,

with respect to clitic-placement, constitutes a very strong argument

that we have been correct in claiming that "en"

is a Pro-PP.

A t the least, we can

now say that these constraints need be stated only once in the grammar of French,
i.e., as a general restriction on the movement of prepositional phrases.
I t may be, however, that even a deeper level of explanation can be achieved.
Specifically, this movement restriction in French would seem to be subsumed under
the language-independent "A over A" principle proposed by Chomsky, here applied
to the category PP.

In this way, we might be able to explain why these preposi-

tional phrases are subject tc movement transformations when they are complements
of bare NP's, but not when complements of an NP itself embedded in a higher PP.
Hence, we would be able to account for the otherwise inexplicable fact that the
learner of French is capable of extracting such a constraint from the data, a feat

all the more improbable given that the only relevant evidence is of the negative
kind.

i n other words, this movement constraint need not be stated a t all in the

grammar of French, but would be given by linguistic theory as a particular case of
the more general A/A principle.
Conversely, we note that the existence of such a constraint in French is
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itself justification for the A/A principle, in particular as it is an example of a
category different from the category NP, which has been the focus of previous discussions of the

We recall that earlier we discussed examples of the

A/A principle holding with respect t o the category

v . ~ ~

Returning to the specific claim about "en" which we are making, we conclude that "en"

(as well as "y")

is a Pro-PP, and therefore that CL-PL in moving

them is moving only bare pronouns.

Combining this result with the earlier argu-

ment that the derivation o f dative clitics involves movement of the pronoun only,
and with the facts about the non-ciiticization of modified pronouns, we see that
CL-PL never moves any but bare pronouns.

In the next section we shall consider

certain details concerning the environments from which these bare pronouns can be
extracted.

Section C
Part II
Up until now, we have been using examples of dative clitics clearly associated with complements of the form:

"a"

+

NP , as in:

(257) Je parle
Jean.
(258) Je lui parle.
(259) Je donnerai ces livres 4 Jean.
(260) Je lui donnerai ces livres.
We have argued that these clitics are placed in pre-verbal position by a movement
transformation called CL-PL, and that the associated

"A"

is left behind and later

deleted, except in the presence of another morpheme under the same PP-node. The
derivation of (258) is roughly:

Je parle $ lui

---+

Je lui parle

A

-----iJe

lui parle.
We should like to raise the question:

are there any cases of the dative

clitic arising through movement of a pronoun directly preceded by a preposition
other than

"in?

There are numerous examples in which the answer is clearly no,

in the sense that with another preposition, no corresponding sentence with a clitic

is possible a t all; e.g.:
(261) Je jure contre lui.
* Je lui jure contre.
* Je lui jure.
(262) Je remplacerai Jean par Paul.
* Je lui remplacerai Jean par.
* Je lui remplacerai Jean.

(263) Je discuterai de lui.

* Je lui discuterai de.
* Je lui discuterai.
There are, however, certain contexts in which the dative clitic might be
thought not to have been derived from an

"4 +

NP" complement.

We shall aryue

that in each case there are compelling reasons for deriving the clitic from just this
kind of complement, despite any difficulties that might ensue, and that consequently
the rule of CL-PL must be constrained so as not to apply to any pronoun preceded
,,.rr51
by a preposition distinct from a.
For many speakers, it is the case that of the following two approximately
synonymous sentences, the second is felt as "popular,"

the first not: 52

(264) Je construis une maison pour Jean.

(265) Je construis une maison

A

Jean.

The corresponding sentence with clitic, moreover:
(266) Je lui construis une maison.
is not felt as "popular;"

k.,
(266),

in this sense, seems to correspond more closely

One might therefore be tempted to extend CL-PL so as to

to (264) than to (265).

derive (266) from a structure approximating:
(267) Je construis une maison pour lui.
The "pour" would presumably then be deleted in much the same way as

8 1

a. 1153

Notice, however, that this analysis would s t i l l have to have (266) derivable from a
structure resembling :
(268) * Je construis une maison

lui.

i.e., it would predict that (266) was structurally ambiguous.

The fact that (268)

is ungrammatical shows that the "A"-complement is not of tke type occurring with

"penser;"
(269) Je pense
lui.
(270) * Je lui pense.
This means that CL-PL must be allowed to apply to (268), yielding (266). Thus
an analysis which allows CL-PL to apply to "pouru-complements does not generate
any sentence not already generable, but merely accounts for the stylistic differences
among

(264), (2651, (256).
There is, however, a strong syntactic argument t o the effect that increasing

the pcJver of CL-PL in this way would be ill-conceived.

m.

parle 4
(271) Je &r
(272) Je leur donnerai des livres

Consider sentences such as:

m.

These are derived via CL-PL from structures containing a prepositional phrase of the
form:

"Q"+"tcus"+Pro

(abstracting away from the problem of the exact position

of the quantifier a t the time of application of CL-PL). CL-PL removes the pronoun, leaving behind ";+tous,"

in which case the

";"
fails

to delete.

I f CL-PL

were extended to extract pronouns from PP's containing prepositions other than
,I'

a,

I1

then we would expect to find sentences with these prepositions similar to

(271) or (272).

In particular, we would expect to find sentences like:

(273) * Je

construirai pour

tous de

tr&s grandes maisons.

parallel to:
(274) Je construirai de tr6s grandes maisons pour tous mes amis.

(275) Je [eur construirai
tous de tr$s grandes maisons.
(276) Je construirai de tris grandes maisons 2 tous rnes amis.
Sentrnce (275) is derived from a structure resembling that underlying (276), but
with "mes amis" replaced by the third person plural pronoun.
moved to clitic position by CL-PL, where it is spelled out

2s

The pronoun is
"leur."

The preposi-

tion and quantifier are left behind; the presence of the quantifier "tous"
the deletion of

"A."

But now consider (274):

prevents

if we replace "mes amis" by the

same pronoun as before, and if CL-PL is in fact applicable to pronouns in the environment, "pour

," then CL-PL should apply to the string "pour"+"tous"+Pro,

extracting the pronoiln, and leaving behind the string:

"A"

should then fail to delete, just as the

"pour"+"tous."

fails to delete in (295).

should be (273), which is, however, ungrammatical.

The "pour"

-

The result

This contrast between (273) and

(275) is inexplicable in a theory which derives dative clitics from "pouru-complements.
On the other hand, in a theory which restricts the extraction of dative clitics to
complements, the problem never arises.
while (273) is excluded, since "leur"

"?I"-

Sentence (275) is derived straightforwardly,

could have come only from "hW+Pro, and

since sentences with both types of complement are excluded with "construire."
Further evidence for not deriving dative clitics from "pourn-complements
comes from semantic considerations.
ing between (264) and (265).

There seems to be a slight difference in mean-

In some sense, the construction with

"?I"

implies a

kind of direct connection between the subject of the sentence and the object of
which is not implied by the "pourm-construction.

"i"

Consequently, of the following

two sentences:
ma future femme.
(277) Je vais acheter une voiture
(278) Je vais acheter une voiture pour ma future femme.
ofily the second is appropriate if the speaker has not yet chosen his wife-to-be.
Similarly, the sentence:
(279) ~'achite des jouets aux petits-fils de mes petits-fils.

is very odd unless the speaker is at the head of a huge family-tree.
would be more natural.

"Pour"

In the same vein, the sentence:

(280) ~'achhte cette pierre tombale
il y a 10 ans.

A

mon grandfp&re, qui est mort

suggests extra-sensory capabilities in a way which the following does not:

(281) ~'ach6te cette pierre tombale pour mon grand'phre, qui est
mort il y a 10 ans.
Significantly, the corresponding sentences with dative clitics seem to have the -me
implications as the sentences with

"i." Thus:

(282) Je vais lui acheter une voiture.
(283) Je leur achhe des jouets.
(284) Je lui achete une pierre tombale.
have the same requirements for appropriateness as (2771, (279) and (2801, respectively, again underlining the undesirability of deriving dative clitics from "pour"complements.
We note in passing that similar distinctions seem to exist in English with
rather different constructions, e.g.:
(285) I'm trying to find a ring for my future wife.
I'm trying to find my future wife a ring.
(286) 1 just bought some toys for my still-to-be-conceived grandchildren.
? I just bought my still-to-be-conceived grandchildren some
toys.

A third argument against deriving dative clitics from "pourn-complements depends on sentences with the so-called "detachment" intonation:
(287) 11 est parti, Jean.
(288) Je I'ai d6jB vu, ce film-la.
(2891 Je ne lui ai jarnais parld,

ton frhre.

Without providing a detailed analysis of these constructions, we point out that there
is an important corre!ation between them and the facts we have been discussing:

(290) Je leur en construirai,
mes amis.
(291) * Je leur en construirai, sour mes arnis.
I f the dative clitic could be derived from either :'$"' or "pourH-complements, it

would be difficult t o see how these two sentences could be distinguished.

Given

a theory in which such clitics came only from "A"-complements, however, there is
a rather natural way of accounting for these facts.

Let us suppose that at some

point in the derivation of these sentences we have the structure:

.

. . SC S

and

C'

where "C"

S(

sI . . .

c'

is the constituent which appears to the right of the comma,

is identical to C except that the lexical element in C has been replaced

by the appropriate pronoun.

The inner sentence is then subject to the usual trans-

formations, in particular to C L - P L . ~ ~In this way, (290) is derived from a structure

containing "

...,

. . .i

eux,

".

.

to which CL-PL applies, yielding:

". .

,leur

Sentence (291) is excluded, since it would have had to come

mes amis."

from:

4 mes amis,"

.a eux, pour mes amis,"

which violates the conditions on detachment

we have set up.
This way of considering the "detachment" construction works well, too, with
respect to the "faire"-construction discussed in chspters 3 and 4.

We show in

chapter 3, on the basis of considerations other than clitic-placement, that the following cognitively synonymous sentences are derived from distinct deep structures:
(292) Je ferai lire ce livre b Jean.
(293) Je ferai lire ce livre par Jean.
A similar sentence with a clitic is also possible:

(294) Je lui ferai lire ce livre.

2nd aligns with (292) as far as differences in emphasis/focus between (292) and

(293)are concerned.

We thus expect, and get:

(295) Je lui ferai lire ce livre,

Jean.

but not:
(296) * Je lui ferai lire ce livre, par Jean.
Sentence (296) is excluded, given the above analysis of detachment and the nonderivation of clitics from "parn-complements, which fits in perfectly with what we
claimed above for "pour."

Similarly, we correctly predict the contrast:

m.
m.

(297) Je leur ferai lire ce livre i
(298) * Je
ferai lire ce livre par

Sentence (298) is impossible because dative clitics never originate in "par"complements, oniy in ";"-complements.
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The superficially most appealing case for deriving dative-clitics from prepositional complements other than ";"-complements

is no doubt the following:

(299) Jean court aprhs Marie.
(300) Jean lui court aprBs.
(301) " Jean court apres A Marie.

(302) La pierre tombera sur Jean.
(303) La pierre lui tombera dessus.
(304) " La pierre tombera dessus h Jean.56
Here we have a case in which we have verbs cooccurring with either an "apr6s"or a "sur"-complement,

by a dative clitic.

and not with an "$"'complement,

yet able to be preceded

Thus, these verbs differ crucially from the constructions with
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"pour" and "par" discussed earlier, where

"A"

was possible in addition to "pour"/

"par."
One might then be tempted t o extend CL-PL to operate in the environments:

"apris.

..

I
I I1

,

sur.

..

," extracting the pronoun, which will be spelled out

as a dative clitic, and leaving behind the preposition.

tion would not be deleted.

In these cases, the preposi-

This would account for the impossibility of:

(305) * Jean lui ccurt aprhs Marie.
Nonetheless, we claim such an analysis would be incorrect, on the basis o f the
contrast: 57
(306) Je leur parle A tous.
(307) * Jean leur court apris toutes.
(308) * Les pierres leur tomberont sur tous.
If CL-PL applied equally well to all three types of complement, there would be no
reason for a difference between (306) and (307)-(308).

Rather, we claim that (300)

must be derived from a structure resembling:
(309) * Jean court aprhs
despite the ungrammaticality of (301).

6

lui.

This is confirmed by the fact that many

s~eakersaccept:
toutes.
(310) ? Jean leur courra apres
(311) ? Les pierres leur tomberont dessus
(312) Je leur tirerai dessus
tous.
The overt

"i"
in these

h

tous.

sentences shows that the dative-clitic was not derived

directly from the "apr~s"/"sur"-phrase.

We leave open the question of how to rule

out (301) and (304, as well as that of whether they are possible deep structures.

A construction which seems t o us to have a lot in common with that just
discussed, and which also has some properties which might suggest deriving dative
clitics from other than merely ":"-complements

is that of inalienable possession, in,

e.g.:

(313) Je lui a i march6 sur le bras.
For most speakers, the dative clitic cannot be repiaced by an "8"-phrase, but only

(314) "? J'ai marche' sur le bras 4 Paul.
(315) J'ai marche' sur le bras de Paul.
Again, one czilld take this t o suggest deriving dative clitics from certain kinds of

"de"-complements.

We argue that such an inference is unjustified.

Consider first the comparable sentences with the "inalienable" as the direct
object:
(316) Je lui a i casse' le bras.
(317) J'ai cass6 le bras Paul.
(318) J'ai casse' le bras de Paul.

Here, there is no sharp difference as in (314)-(315). Sentence (317) is somewhat
less good than the others.

There is, however, more than just a superficial differ-

ence in preposition between (317) and (318). The former has the structure:
V

-

NP

-

PP ; the latter the structure:

V

-

(NP de NP)
NP

.

This can be seen

from their behavior in clefts:
(319) C'est le bras que j'ai case/ Paul.
(320) * C'est le bras que j'ai casse' de Paul.
(321) C'est ie bras de Paul que j'ai casd.
(322) ' C'est le bras i Paul que j'ai cask.
and in pronominalization:
(323) Je le casserai Paul.
(324) * Je le casserai de Paul.
Sentence (317) is, then, of the type one would expect CL-PL to apply to.
Sentence (3181, to the contrary, is not; in fact. CIA-PL applying to a pronoun in the
configuration:

(NP ae Pro)
NP

would violate the A/A principle, which we have

argued is otherwise quite valid in French.

Notice in particular that a Pro-PP, "en,"

can be extracted, as expected, from the structure:

NP

(

...

"en")

NP

.

We know

of no counter-examples to the above claim that Pro-NP's are not extracted from
within other NP's by CL-PL;~'

cf.:

(325) Paul a rencontre uil ami rnoi hier.
(326) * Paul m'a rencontrk un ami.
This suggests, then, that the clitic in (316) is derived from a structure like that
underlying (317) rather than (318).
There is furthermore a slight difference in meaning between (3?7! and (318),
with (316) aligning not unexpectedly with (317). Related to this is the fact that
the choice of "i"l"de"

is inoperative with certain verbs:

(327) Je vois le bras de Paul.
(328) * Je vois le bras Paul.
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As we would predict if the clitic were derived from the "$"'complement, the
following is ungrammatical:
(329) * Je lui vois le bras.
The same is true if the object is not "ina~ienable:"~~
(330) J'ai march; sur la voiture de Paul.
(331) * Je lui a i marche' sur la voiture.

(332) J'ai casd la voiture de Paul.
(333) * J'ai casse la voiture ?I Paul.
(334) * Je lui a i casd la voiture.
Finally, we note that the two syntactic tests used for "pour,"
"aprds,"

"par,"

etc. correlate exactly with the preceding observations:
(335) Je leur casserai le nez 4 t a .
(336) * Je & casserai le nez de tous.

(337) Je lui casserai te bras, ce type-1;.
\ 61
(338) * Je lui casserai le bras, de ce type-la.
We conclude that the dative clitic in these constructions comes from an "?I"complement, and, more generally, that there are no cases of dative clitics extracted
from the environment:

Prep

where "Prep" does not equal

use this result as part o f an argument about reflexives in chapter 5.

"i."
We

shall
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Footnotes to Chapter I1

1.

In positive imperatives, 'me' and 'te' appear as 'moilr 'toi,' whether accusa-

tive or dative:

(a)

I1 me regarde.
I1 me parle.

See Schane (1967) for further discussion.

Regarde-moi.
Parle-moi.
I t is not clear how one should treat the

contrast:
(b)

2.

Donne-m'en.
Donne-moi-z-en. (popular)

The precise node within the NP under which they are generated is not

relevant here.

See Postal (1966) for argument that pronouns in English are a kind

of article.

3.

See Perlmutter (1968, p. 181) for a somewhat similar argument concerning

clitics in Spanish.

4.

\fie implicitly assume throughout this thesis that CL-PL is obligatory end

that the ungrammaticality of (2) i s due to the non-application of CL-PL.
an oversimplification.

See Kayne (forthcoming

-

This is

a) for evidence that CL-PL is in

fact optional and that (2) is ruled out by an output constraint.

The conclusions

of the thesis remain unchanged.

5.

This is tree independently o f any particular analysis of this construction.

6.

Post-verbal clitics in such a theory would presumably be derived transforma-

tionally from preverbal position.

7.

Such sentences are acceptable with 'comma' intonation:

(c!

Marie nous connait, nous.

See Section C, I1 of this chapter for some discussion of this construction.

8.

See Section C, I for some comment on the fate of

'g.'
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-

9.

See Kayne (forthcoming

10.

PRO-DEL would also obviate the problems with L-TOUS discussed earlier.

11.

In addition, we show in footnote 17, chapter 6, that the clitics in idioms

such as 'en vouloir

a).

qn.' are best considered not to have originated in object

position in any sense.

Such clitics would have to be marked with some ad-hoc

feature to exempt them from the filtering mechanism.

The advantage of the CL-PL

analysis i s that it provides a natural way of distinguishing 'ittherent' from 'noninherent' clitics, namely by straightfomardly generating tbe former in the base, the
latter not.

12.

One might be able to find empirical differences with respect to particular

theories of pronominalization in French.

Consider a sentence like:

Je lui donnerai un portrait de Jean.

(d)

In the PRO-DEL hypothesis, the clitic 'lui' is generated in the base to the left of
the NP 'Jean.'

In the CL-PL hypothesis, it is generated to the right of 'Jean:'

* Je donnerai un portrait de Jean

(e)

and moved over it by CL-PL.

A

lui.

Depending on the mechanism and ordering of the

pronominalization rule one might find that it was more compatible with, e.g.,
CL-PL hypothesis.

the

In the absence of any complete analysis of French pronominal-

ization, we leave this question open.

13.

Another possibility would be to show that there was some more general

principle that triggered the deletion of NP's of which a pronominal copy was
attached to the verb.

This does not seem likely, however, in the light of sentences

like:
(e)

Pourquoi

Jean partira-t-a?

In this regard, we note that in Spanish, clitic placement is rather different from
French.

Sentences such as:
( fl

Le hablo a Juan.

are grammatical without any kind of 'comma' intonation.

14.

There are marginal exceptions.

(I)
(m)
(n)

Mzny speakers accept sentences like:

II vaucirair mieux n'en pas parler.
Craignant d'en trop dire. . . .
II pr6tend n'y rien comprendre.

This phenomenon is limited t o the clitics 'y' and 'en' before infinitives, and then
only if there is no other clitic present:
(0)

* II vaudrait mieux n'en pas lui parler.

(p)
(q)
(r)
(s)

* II vaudrait mieux ne lui en pas parler.

* Craignant de lui trop dire. . .
* II a envie de ne la plus voir.
* I I a envie de ne se pas taire.

The grammatical sentences corresponding to
(t)

(0)

-

.

(s) are:

II vaudrait mieux ne pas lui en parler.
Craignant de trop lui dire. . . .
II a envie de ne plus la voir.
II a envie de ne pas se taire.

where the clitic(s) may not be separated from the verb.

In addition, some speakers

accept:
(u)
(v)

VS.

II tient

A

me mal juger.

* Pourquoi ne me pas juger?

where 'ma1 juger' seems to be treated as a compound, although:
(w)

* I I me ma1 jugera.

is impossible.

Similarly, the negative particle 'ne,' which usually acts like a clitic:
(x)

Jean, parait-il, ne partira pas.
* Jean ne, parait-il, partira pas.

and positions within the clitic sequence (v. section B, 11):
(y)

II ne te dira rien.

can be separated from the verb in infinitive constructions (this case is not a t a l l
marginal):
(z)

11 a envie de ne rien dire.
II a envie de ne tout dire qu'i sa femme.

We note that a l l these 'exceptions' distinguish infinitives from finite verbs.
This may be related to the fact that in Old French, clitics could not appear before
infinitives a t all.

15.

Not all speakers accept (79).

This observation makes less troublesome the

fact that '$ tout' does not seem to move:
(ab)
(ac)

J'ai ripondu
tout.
* J'ai ?I tout re'pondu.

(ad)
(ae)

Je n'aurais r6pondu ?I rien.
* Je n'aurais 4 rien re'pondu.

(af)
(ag)

J'ai tout dit.
Je n'ai rien dit.

Similarly:

Compare:

Related to this is the observation that:
(ah)
(ai)

J'ai dit tout.
Je les ai vu tous.

require heavier stress on 'tout'/'tous'
(aj)

than (af) or (83), and that:

*? Je n'ai dit rien.

is very bad, although:
(ak)
(al)
are both grammatical.

Je n'ai dit absolument rien.
Je n'ai absolument rien dit.
Sentences (ab) and (ad), however, are good without any

stress a t all, exactly as is:
(am)

Je leur ai r6pondu

The parallelism among 'tous'/'tout'/'rien,'

A

tous.

while not exact in every detail, holds up

remarkably well (see also footnote 20).

16.

Although it cannot be contrastively stressed, the clitic may occur in con-

trastive environments:
(an)

Je lui parlerai volontiers, mais pas

sa femme.

The above is acceptable, in addition to:
(ao)

17.

Je parlerai volontiers

lui , mais pas

sa femme.

We omit discussion of 'on' and 'ce,' whicii are also subject clitics; both

have a complex distribution which sheds no light on the issues at hand.

18.

A number o f these characteristics of clitics are pointed out in Gross (1968)

and Schane (1967), as weil as in many traditional works.

In general, we will not

attempt to give references to all the grammarians who noticed a particular fact,
This implies that most

unless some claim was made as to i t s linguistic reievance.
of the specific references will be t o more recent works.

See the bibliography for

a list of more traditional works on French grammar that have touched on the topics

being considered in this thesis.

Especially insightful in this regard are the works of

sandfeld (1928) and of Martinon (1927), which we have consulted extensively.

In

addition, Bissel's (1947) chapter on 'faire' was particularly useful.

18'.

Subject clitics may, however, receive heavy stress in 'extra-linguistic' environ-

ments:
(aoa)

Ils pritendent que.
Qui 9,ils?

..

For additional exami;les of this construction, see Sandfeld (1928, p. 2).

19.

20.

Similarly for the sequence:

'subject'+'object clitic:'

(ap)
(aq)

Mes amid en parleront.
11% en parleront.

(ar)
(as)

Mes amid y vont demain.
11% y vont demain.

Here in fact lies another difference between object clitics and 'tout' (see

Section A, Ill). Truncation with 'tout' is optional before vowels:
(at)
(au)

Je vais touf acheter.
* Je vais led acheter.

(av)

Je ne vais rieh achetei.
* Je vais errl acheter.

(ax)
(ay)
(az)

Je vais touf y rnetrre.
Je ne vais rieh y mettre.
* Je vais led y mettre.

Similarly,

and :

Again, this suggests that the derived structure of 'clitic+verbr is different from that
of 'tout'/'rien'+verb.

We recall that 'tous' is idiosyncratic with respect to the trun-

cation rule (see footnote 1, chapter 1).
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20'.
V

Chomsky-adjunction would involve the creation of an additional V-node:

--+

.

V

\

/

par1 -

CL

\

Daughter-adjunction would not:

V
/

parl

V ---,
V
I
\
par1 CL
par1 -

-

21.

For some discussion, see Gross (1968, p. 52) and Ruwet (1969).

22.

Also, certain clitic sequences are excluded entirely.

See Perlmutter (1968)

for a discussion of partially similar data in Spanish.

24.

Subject clitics are distinct from object clitics with respect to position in the

clitic sequence.

They precede 'net object clitics follow 'ne:'

(bc)

I I ne voit rien.

* N(e) il voit rien.
(bd)

II ne me dit rien.
" Il me ne dit rien.

Subject clitics also undergo different rules, e.q., SUBJ-CL-INV, as we shall see.

More

interestingly, they do not enter into any of the clitic output constraints:

25.

(be)

* Paul vous lui prisentera.
Vous Iui pr6senterez Paul.

(bf)

* Vous vous me rappelez?
Vous me rappellerez demain.

The difference between

STYL-INV

and

SUBJ-CL-INV was overlooked in

Langacker (1965).
We note the contrast:
(124) * Je me demande quand partira-t-il.
(bg)
Je me demande quand est-ce qu'il partira.
This suggests that

(popular)

'est-ce que' is at least partially being treated as a unit, and

would seem to correlate with the following observation by the excellent grammarian
Martinon (1927):

"Est-ce aue est en r6alite' I'inversion de c'est aue, mais tandis

que c'est aue amhne n6cessairement une explication, est-ce aue, qui a pu avoir le
rneme but

2

I'origine, a pris un sens beaucoup plus ge'ne/ral.

We do not discuss the derivation of sentences like:
(bga)

Quand Jean partira-t-il?

. . ."

(p. 131)

Quand Jean voudrait-il partir?
but point out the important parallel with
struction should not be related to
but unlike

STYL-INV,

SUBJ-CL-INV

(Conversely, this con-

STYL-INV, as in (128)).

Like

SUBJ-CL-INV,

the construction exemplified in (bga) may not be found

in embedded questions:
(bgb)

* Je me demande quand Jean partira-t-il.

nor in relatives:
(bgc) * Voila ce que Jean dira-t-il.
(125) * Voila ce que dirs-t-il.

(123) Voila ce que dira mon pdre.
Furthermore, it can occur wirh 'pourquoi':
(bgd) Pourquoi Jean partira-t-il?
(136) Pourquoi part-il?
(134)
and in

'yes-no'

* Pourquoi part Jean?

questions:

(bge) Jean partira-t-il?
(129) Part-il?
(130)

* P x t Jean?

as weil as in certain non-interrogative environments depending on the presence of
particular adverbs:
(bgf)

Sans doute Jean croit-il que.
Sans doute croit-il que. . .

..

* Sans doute croit Jean que. .

.

Finally, we have:
(bgg)

* Quand Jean voudrait partir-il?

* Quand voudrait partir-i!?
Quand voudrait partir Jean?

26.

It is unclear how this is related to the preceding fact about 'si,'

non-application of

STY L-INV

in conditionals:

(bgh) Si Jean partait, Marie serait contente.
* Si partait Jean, Marie serait contente.
STYL-INV is likewise inapplicable in sentences such as:
(bgi)

Le sails que Jean partira.
* Je sais que partira Jean.

o r to the

27.

28.

Similarly,
(bh)

Mettez-leky.
Mettez-led au coin.

(bi)

Donne-nougen.
Donne-noub boire.
Donne-noub un livre.

As well as 'ne:'
(bj)

Ne le feras-tu pas?

See Asselin (1968) for some discussion of 'ne,' as well as subject clitic inversion.

28'.

Another possibility is that

SUBJ-CL-INV

should be stated as a rule moving

a verb-group-initial clitic t o the end of the verb-group, in which case there would be

no sub-sequence SCL-V

in the rule.

not be immediately dominated by
the text based on
looking a t

SUBJ-CL-INV

SUBJ-CL-INV

If that were true, then clitics would clearly

VP (or NP), although the specific argument in
would be invalid.

We note that this way of

would be inconsistent with the demonstration that the

rule moves the verb rather than the clitic.

29.

We thus take the same position as Gross (1968, p. 40)

30.

We consistently avoid the problem of how these clitics get to pre-Aux posi-

tion.

It

is not clear that CL-PL is the vehicle.

For one thing, CL-PL does not

otherwise move pronouns already in clitic pcsition.

Nor will we consider exactly

how these inherent clitics are represented in the lexicon.

30'.

I f sentence (168) is possible a t all, it is felt to correspond to a sentence with

two place adverbials:
(bja)

Dans la chambre, j'ai trouv6 deux livres dans le tiroir.

In any case, no such feeling is associated with (163). The 'set' character o f 'il y a'
can be seen even more clearly in sentences like:
(bjb)

30".

I I y a deux ans que je le fais comme $a.

Some speakers, however, accept sentences like:

(bjc)

Je m'.y en souviendrai.

Interestingly, 'y' added to an idiom containing a lexical 'en' does not seem to produce a grammatical sentence:
(bjd)

* Je m'y en vais demain.

" On

(s'en aller)
(en venir aux mains)

y en viendra aux mains.

One might claim instead that some kind of conjunction reduction was in-

31.
volved.

The argument would still go through, since it is the identity conditions

under which the rule can apply, rather than its operation, which are crucial.

32.

However, certain idioms like 'hem and haw' in English suggest there might

be a need for some kind of 'leaking-down of features' mechanism:
(bk)

John hemmed and hswed.

We are indebted to R . Dougherty for this observation.

We do not consider the independent problem of how the deep structure sub-

33.

ject of 'pousser' is eliminated, nor whether there need be such a subject a t all in
deep structure.

See Martinon (1927, p. 261) fcr discussion.

34.

A perhaps even clearer argu-

ment can be constructed on the basis of sentences with gapping ( v . Ross (forthcoming)).

Parallel to
(bi)

(175),we have:
Paul nous aurait engueulds e t Jean insultis.

where it is clear that clitic+Aux are being deleted.

Again, and parallel to (179)-

(184)' there is evidence that no general rule of clitic-deletion exists in such environments:
(bm)
etc.

* Paul nous engueulera et Jean insultera.

Parallel to (185),we have:
(bn)

* Paul nous aurait engueu16s et Jean aurait insult&.

where here there is no independent reason by which (bn) could be excluded.

34'.

Similarly, the distinctive behavior of moda!s in English has no direct counter-

part in French.

35.

See Sandfeld (1928, p. 30) for numerous examples.

36.

See Chomsky (1965, chapter 4, Part 2.2) for discussion of other instances

of particular features being disregarded for the pilrposes of deletion.

37.

An interesting question is whether such a rule could refer to phonetic iden-

tity:

if there were two clitics with distinct phonological representations, but iden-

tical phonetically (there is no such case in French), could the deletion take place?
On the other hand, we note that the question of phonetic vs. phonological identity
never arises for those speakers who reject (200)-(2041, since for them the deletion
rule may not disregard differences in case-marking.

Furthermore, two phonologically/

phonetically identical clitics which differ only in gender (e.g., 'lui' = masculine or
feminine dative sing.) could not possibly count as identical with respect to this deletion rule, since they would necessarily fail to meet the condition of coreferentiality
(presupposed in the entire discussion).

38.

No doubt there will be substantial restrictions on the kinds of rules having

this power.

For example, we might expect ~ n l yvery late, non-cyclic rules with

identiry conditions t o display this property.

Phonological information may also very

well play a role in the kind of output conditions on clitics discussed in Perlmutter
(1968).

39.

See Ruwet (1969) for argument that

'h'

has in fact a different status from

locative prepositions.

39'.

Similarly, we have:
(bna) Paul leur est fidile

A

toutes.

See also fn. 59.

40.

Everything said about 'y' in this thesis is limited to the standard language.

In particular, in certain kinds of non-standard French, 'y' replaces 'lui' anywhere.
(In some cases it even replaces 'le.')

In such dialects we wculd expect neither the

facts nor the conclusions about 'y' given here to be valid.

Never having met a

speaker of such dialects, we will have nothing to say about them.

40'.

See Sandfeld (1928, p. 52) and Grevisse i1964, p. 435 ).

41.

There are restrictions on 'y' (and 'en') referring to first and second persons.

For example:
(bo)

*?

Ton phre

m'a demand;

dry penser.

The important point is that there exist sentences like (230)' but none like (231).

42.

See Langacker (1965; 1966b) and Gross (?968)for discussion.

We note that

even in the superficially most simple case:
(bp)

Paul a du vin e t mci, j'm a i aussi.
Paul a des chats e t moi, j ' a~i aussi.

where it seems that the 'de' in question is actually in the surface structure, there
are problems:
(bq)
(br)

43.

Paul a du vin rouge; moi, j'm a i & blanc.
II y en a @ qui ne sont pas bons. (popular)

When extraction of this type of 'en' is possible, it is obligatory:
(bs)

* Je vois deux.

The status of sentences like:
(bt)
is unclear.

7 Je parle

A

trois.

This may be related to:
(bu)

VS.

Je les aime tous (led deux.
* J'aime tous (les) deux.
J'aime les deux.

(bua) Je leur parlerai tous les deux.
? Je parlerai
tous les deux.

44.

Such NP-conlp!ements may he Indefifinitelv long:
(bv)

J'en a1 lu la premiere partie du premier chapitre.
On en peindra le bout du pied gauche.

However, each sub-part must be of similar kind:

(bw)

* J'en connais I'auteur du premier chapitre.
J'en connais I'auteur.

There are similar restrictions with 'dont' (aiso a pro-PP):
(bx)

partie &J premier chapitre.
Voili le livre dont je lirai la lre
* Voila le livre dont je connais I'auteur du premier chapitre.

Apparently, the underlined 'de' in (bx) does not count as forming a PP-node which
would block the extraction of 'dont.'

There are other cases, too, in which either

overt or presumed underlying 'de' does not block extraction.

For example, for most

speakers:
(by)

J'en a i besoin d'un.

is possible, although:
(bz)
is not.

* ? J'en ai besoin du premier chapitre.

Similarly, for many speakers:
(ca)

J'en a i beaucoup de photos.

works, and with presumed underlying 'de,' so does:
(cb)

J'en a i une photo.

These exceptions do not of course invalidate the generalization a t issue, but seem
rather to indicate that the notion PP needs to be refined.

Sentence (bx) seems to

involve analyzing the first (n-1) parts of the NP into a single NP which itself bears
an appropriate relation to the nth.

45.

We leave these problems for further research.

What is possible, in the cases where extraction of 'de+NPf is blocked, is:
(CC)

(cd)
(ce)

Au pere de qui penses-tu?
Contre le phre de qui as-tu jurg?
C'est
I'auteur de ce livre-li que j'ai par6
C'est contre l'auteur de ce livre-li que j'ai jure.
Voilh la fille au pere de qui je parlerai.

Excluded by 3n independent constraint is:
(cf)

* ~ o i l lai fille au phre dont je parlerai.

(cg)

Je croyais Jean un bon professeur.
*? J'en croyais Jean un. (v. Gross (1968, p. 127))

4. But:

Extraction of 'en' from subject position is highly restricted:
(ch)
ici)

J'en ferai partir trois.
* Trois en partiront.
J'en connais le frBre.

82

* Le frhre en est intelligent.
47.

For more extensive discussion see Ross (1967a) and Chomsky (1964, 1968).

48.

More precisely, we have to show that the derived structure is

X
with two distinct V-nodes.
the upper \/-node.

/v\

v

Our arguments earlier were actually all meant to justify

But clearly 'voit,' in 'Jean me voit.' and 'I1 voit,' is a V.

Furthermore, consideration of

SUBJ-CL-INV

and the rule that accounts f ~ the
r

placement of clitics in positive imperatives, shows that there must be some node,
dominating the clitic, to which the transformation can refer.

That there must be a

rule of clitic-inversion for imperatives is shown by consideration of inherent clitics:
(ej)

Va-t-en.

Ne t'en va pas.

Since these do not come from non-clitic position, and yet show the usual change in
position, one could not claim that CL-PL itself should be complicated to place
clitics directly in their surface position in all cases.
rule inverting clitic and verb.

Therefore, there must be a

Such a rule bears some formal resemblance to

SUBJ-

CL-INV, not only in that both invert clitic and verb, but also in that both apply
only in the highest S.
clitic that is moved.

We leave open the question of whether it is the verb or
See Emonds (1969) for discussion of the distinction between

rules that apply only on the highest S and rules that apply throughout the tree.

51.

Notice that we are not claiming that all dative clitics come from 'A+NP'

complements.

We leave open the possibility that some, e.g., ethical datives, corres-

pond to no complement a t all.

Similarly, if one wanted to call the non-accusative

clitic in:

(cq) Je me I'imagine.
z dative, then it would be a case of one not corresponding to an '~+NP' comple
ment (see chapter 5).

52.

See Gross (1968, p. 35 ).

53.

We certainly would not want to have C L - P i move 'pour.'

Recall the

arguments in preceding sections to the effect that CL-PL moves only bare pronouns.

54.

This analysis would also account for sentences like:
(ct)

J'en parlerai tout de suite, de ce qui s'est pass;
J'y pznse tout le temps, 4 cette fille.

hier.

For further discussion of 'detachment' see Gross ( 1968).

55.

This will be true even in cases where the dative clitic, but not the

complement, is grammatical.

'it-

For example, there is a restriction for most speakers

on the 'fairen-construction when the object o f the embedded sntence is animate,
and partially depending on the verb:
(cu)
(CV)
(cw)

Je ferai connaitre Marie
Paul.
*? Je ferai embrasser Marie 5 Paul.
Je ferai embrasser Marie par Paul.

For many, however, the dative ciitic is possible:
(CX)

Je lui ferai embrasser Marie.

This suggests that (cv) must be generated and somehow ruled out if the 'htcomplement is not cliticized.

For those speakers who accept (cvj, the restriction

is limited t o the embedded object being first or second person and reflexive:
(cy)

* Marie se fera ernbrasser

Paul.

* Marie te fera ernbrasser Paul.
* Paul voulait me faire embrasser

Marie.

(In each case 'par' is all right)

For discussion see Ruwet (1969).

56.

The alternation 'sur'/'dessus' is predictable.

57.

All the arguments involving 'tous' in this chapter work equally well with

'chacun:'

A

(CZ)

Je leur parlerai

chacun.

(da)
(db)

Je leur construirai
chacun une tris jolie maison.
* Je leur construirai pour chacun une tr&s jolie maison.

(dc)
(dd)

* Je leur courrai aprks chacune.

(de)
(df)

Je leur casserai le nez A chacun.
* Je leur casserai le nez de chacun.

(dg)

Je leur rgpondrai

Je leur tirerai sur chacun.

chacune.

(les filles)

* J'y rhpondrai 6 chacune. (les questions)
* J'en parlerai de chacune.

(dh)
(di)

'Chacun,' however, is in general not as natural as 'tous' when detached from its NP.
Similarly, although R-TOUS applies to 'chacun' as well, 'chacun' moves less freely
than does 'each' in English.

L-TOUS barely applies to 'chacun' a t all for some

speakers.
'Chacun' provides an interesting contrast to 'tous' in other ways:
Tous ces garqons. . . .
* Tous de ces qarqons. . . .
Chacun de ces garqons. . . .
* Chacun ces garqons. . . .

(dj!
(dk)
idl)

Paul les embrassera toutes.
Paul les embrassera chacune.
* Paul en embrassera toutes.
* Paul en embrassera chacune.

(dm)
Compare:

Aucun de ces garqons. . . .
* Aucun ces garcons. . . .
Paul n'en voit aucun
* Paul ne les voit aucun.

(dn)
(do)

58.

These examples are to be understood as in standard French, where NP's of

the form:

'Det-N

-

A

- NPr as possessives are extremely limited in distribution.

In dialects which have 'le bras

h

Paul' = 'le bras de Paul,' the arguments are s t i l l

valid, but the presentation would be vastly complicated.

59.

See chapter one for some discussion of the relevance of sentences like (dl)

to this claim.
Pro-NP's can, however, be moved around within other NPrs: The logic o f
the arguments in this section leads to the conclusion that possessive adjectives are

derived from 'if-complementsr even in standard French, which has the following
paradigm:
(dp)

Le livre de Paul. . . .
i Paul. . . .
Son livre. . . .

* Le livre

The argument depends on the following facts:
(dq)

Je lirai son livre,
mon frire.
* Je lirai son livre, de mon frhre.

Son mari est mort,
cette femme.
* Son mari est mort, de cette femme.
idr)

C'est sa mbre elle.
* C'est sa mere d'elle.

(ds)

C'est votre faute
tous.
* C'est votre faute de tous.

(dt)

C'est le natre A tous. (le tourne-disque)
* C'est le n6tre de tous.

>

This implies that there is a rule that is approximately:
Det

-

N -

- Pro

--+

Pro
+Poss.

-

N

(abstracting away from details about the determiner system). The

'i' will

be de-

leted, much as in CL-PL. This rule in fact resembles CL-PL to a certain extent,
perhaps significantly.

This was noticed by Ruwet (1969),who furthermore points

out an interesting similarity between these two rules and that involved in the derivation of '1;-dessus.'

For a framework in which these formal similarities might be

expressible, see Chomsky (forthcoming-a) and Dougherty (1968).
The analysis of possessives suggested above bears some resemblance to that
proposed in Langacker (1968).

Langacker, however, derives the possessive

'A'-

complement via relative-clause reduction from the 'Btre ;'-construction:
(du)

Ce livre est

moi.

But the '6tre A'-construction has a much narrower distribution than either possessive
adjectives or the 'ir-complements.

( I t actually corresponds to 'belong to.')

In

particular, it i s difficult to see how the following could be derived from deep
structures with an embedded 'stre
[dv)

i' clause:

sa sant6 elle
sa mort A elle
sa grand'mbre

etle

leur ain6e A toutes les deux
vos propositions toutes les deux
moi
nos relations, i mon mari et
Roger
notre sejour ici, i moi e t
(examples taken from Sandfeld (1928, p. 190-192)). Therefore, independently of
those cases In which '&re

A'

is semantically appropriate, we need a mechanism for

generating 'if-complements and relating them to possessive adjectives.
ence of NP's like:

The exist-

(dw)

un ami

A

moi

is support for our analysis, but not for the other, since:
(dx)

*? un arni qui est

moi

is ungrammatical.
Langacker furthermore claims, as we do (see text), that sentences like:
(316) Je lui ai case/ le bras.
should be derived from structures of the form:

(317) J'ai cas& le bras

Paul.

His analysis differs from ours in that he considers (317) to be an instance of a
reduced '6tre

A'

complement.

This gives rise to a number of problems:

First,

there is the semantic inappropriateness of:
(dy)

?? J'ai cas& le bras qui 6tait

Paul.

Second, CL-PL would not apply to a Pro-NP within a reduced relative.

In partic-

ular, it would be impossible to account for the difference between:

(326) * Paul m'a rencontr6 un ami.
and

(dz)

Paul m'a cask un doigt.

Much worse, since a 'raising' rule could perhaps be postulated for sentences like
(dz), is that CL-PL cannot apply to the '6tre
(ea)

i'construction:

* Ce livre m'est.

More importantly, CL-PL cannot apply to the

'i+

NPr-complement of '6tref if

'&re' is deleted in the 'crcirel-construction:
(eb)

Je croyais ce livre
Jean.
* Je lui croyais ce livre.

We show elsewhere (see Kayne (forthcoming-a)) that this is a general fact about
French.

Those

'i +

NPf-complements which are not subject to CL-PL in simple

sentences are not in more complex sentences either.

The cliticizable complement

in (dz), therefore, could not have come from the 'stre

it
construction.

We offer no explanation for the origin of the dative in (dz), but point out
that it has much in common with that in:
(300) Jean lui court aprhs.
Finally, we note that there are problems with claiming that
adjectives are derived from 'A'-complements.
our attention the following paradigm:

possessive

For example, N. Ruwet has brought to

(eba)

La destruction de la ville
Sa destruction
*? Sa destruction,
la ville

A

where the nominal complement in question corresponds to a verbal object.

For a

discussion of this kind of nominalization, see Chomsky (forthcoming-a).

60.

And where the starred sentences are interpreted parallel to (314)-(318).

61.

Sentence (338) would be excluded for more than one reason, if the follow-

ing were ungrammatical:
(ec)

? J'en connais le frbre, de ce garqon-li.
? J'en casserai le pied, de cette table.

CHAPTER Ill

In this chapter we shall consider the French verbal constructions which
approximately correspond to the English "have,"

"make,"

"let,"

plus sentential

complement, as in, e.g.:

(1)

I'll have John leave immediately.
That made the building collapse.
Mary let her daughter play alone.
Mary had John arrested.

We shall be particularly interested in a property peculiar to the French constructions, namely the possibility for the subject of the embedded sentence to appear to
the right of the embedded verb:

(2)

Je ferai partir Jean.
Cela a fait ?ofidre la glace.
Je laisserai partir Jean.

-To account for this, we shall postulate a transformation having the effect of
inverting embedded subject and verb, and a second transformation to account for the
appearance of the preposition "8"

(3)

in such sentences as:

Je ferai lire ce livre

Paul.

We shall then consider the derived constituent structure assigned by these transformations and the place in the paradigm of sentences containing the agentive preposition
"par: "

(4)

Je ferai lire ce livre par Paul.

Section I
The verbs in question are "faire" and "laisser,"
inexactly t o English "make"/"have,"

the latter to English "let."

the property of allowing the "postposition"
that "laisser"

the former corresponding
Both verbs have

of the embedded subject, but differ in

does not require it. The sentences:

(5)

Je laisserai Jean partir.
Je laisserai partir Jean.

are both possible, whereas with "faire,"

(6)

only the latter would be admissible:

* Je ferai Jean partir.
l e ferai partir Jean.

We are primarily interested in the properties of the construction with postposition, but shall use the more canonical construction as a convenient and sometimes
crucial contrast with respect to various phenomena,

As far as we can tell, the "post-

posed" construction has exactly the same properties in all relevant respects with
"laisser" as with "faire,"

and the two will be used interchangeably as examples.'

If the embedded sentence is intransitive, or contains only prepositional complements, the postposed embedded subject appears unchanged directly to the right of
the embedded verb:

(7)

Je ferai partir Jean.
Je ferai parler Jean 21 Pierre.
Je ferai sortir Jean de ma chambre.

If, however, the embedded sentence contains a direct object, the postposed subject

must be preceded by the preposition

"A:"

(8a)
(8b)

* Je ferai lire Jean ce livre.
* Je ferai lire ce livre Jean.

(9)

Je ferai lire ce livre a Jean.

In rhe case of intransitives, the
(10)

* Je ferai partir

ln all these cases with "faire,"
(11)

"i" may

not appear:

Jean.

the embedded subject NP has to have been moved:

* Jz ferai Jean partir.
* Je ferai Jean parfer 'a Pierre.

* Je ferai Jean sortir de ma chambre.
* Je ferai Jean lire ce livre.
We can account for these facts by postulating a transformation, called "faire"attraction (FA)? which will invert the embedded subject and verb:

Y - faire- NP - V
0
1
2
3

FA:

-

0 1 3

X ---t

2

4

4

If we make FA obligatoryr3 we can rule out all the ungrammatical sentences in ( 1 1).
and we correctly generate the grammatical sentences in (7), e.g.:
Je f ~ r a i- Jean - parler - 'a pierre4 ---t
Je ferai - parler - Jean - i Pierre.

FA

---i

As formulated, FA will incorrectly generate (8a) instead of the correct (9).
This can be remedied by the postulation of a second transformation, called "8"insertion (A-INS):

which will apply after FA, and which will obligatorily insert the

preposition "h" before the postposed embedded subject, just in case there is an
immediately following direct object: 5

X
1

A-INS:

-

faire - V - NP
2
3
4

-

NP
5

-

Y
6

---t

1 2

3

5

h+4

6

The condition that A-INS apply only in the presence of a following direct object
will exclude (10). A-INS will apply to a structure resembling (8a) as follows:
Je ferai - Jean - lire - ce livre --+
FA ---,
Je ferai - lire - Jean - ce livre ---4
A-INS
-Je ferai - lire Jean - ce livre.
In this way (8a) will be ruled out.

The sentence resulting from the application of

these two transformations, however, is of marginal grammaticality:
(12)

?* Je ferai lire

Jean ce livre.

This indicates thar, given our formulation of FA and
a rule rearranging the complements.

A- INS^

we shouldsimply add

This rule, which we shall call COMP-ORDER,

will apply after A-INS:
Je ferai
---t

-

COMP-ORDER
lire - a Jean - ce livre --+
Je ferai - lire - ce livre - a Jean.

and will be stated as follows:
COMP-ORDER:

X - faire - V - i+NP
1
2
3
4

-

NP - Y --+
5 6

1 2 3 5 4 6

This complication arose because we formulated FA so as to place the embedded subject directly after the verb, despite the fact that i t s final position in (9)
is after the original direct object of the embedded sentence.

One might ask, why

not have FA place the embedded subject to the right of such an NP immediately?
We could, for example, reformulate FA as
FA*:

X - faire - NP
1
2
3

-

V
4

-

(NP) - Y ---+
5
6

1

2

4

5

3

6

Then A-INS could ba iewritten:
X
1

A-INS*:

-

faire
2

-

V - NP
3
4

-

NP
5

-

Y
6

---t

1

2

3

2+5

4

6

so that it applied to the second, rather than the first, of the two consecutive NP's.

This pair of rules would apparently generate all the desired sentences and eliminate
the need for a rule like COMP-ORDER.

Nonetheless, such an analysis must be re-

jected on the basis of the following evidence:

there are certain cases, e.g.,

predi-

cate nominals, where A-INS is inapplicable; is., despite the fact that FA produces
a string of two contiguous NP's, neither can be preceded by "9."

Thus, if a

structure corresponding to:

(17)

Mon fils est devenu un bon professeur.

is embedded in "faire,"

(18)

the resulting sentence contains no preposition:

* Voila ce qui a fait devenir un bor; professeur 2 mon fils.
* . . . B mon fl!s un bon professeur.
* . . . mon fils A un bon professeur.

..B

* .

un bon professeur rnon fils.

The only possible output is:

(19)

Voila ce qui a fait devenir mon fils un bon professeur.

which is exactly that predicted by the original formulation of FA:

...

faire
FA --t

-

mon fils - devenir - an bon professeur --+
. . . faire - devenir - mon fils - un bon professeur.

Neither A-INS nor COMP-ORDER is applicable to the output of FA.

The impor-

tant point is that the alternative formulation FA* would incorrectly yield :'

(20) ?* Voila ce qui a fait devenir un bon professeur mon fils.
Similarly, the sentence:

(21)

Cela a fait devenir son frbre ain6 son meilleur ami.

is understood as related to:

(22)

Son fibre aine' est devenu son meilleur ami.

(23)

con meilleur ami est devenu son frhre aine'.

rather than:

Up to now, we have been considering the formulation of FA only from the
point of view of linear order, and have concluded that it is a rule which changes
the order of subject and verb in the sentence embedded under "faire."

If we

examine the rule from the point of view of treestructure, we see that specifying:

. . . N P - V . . . --t

...

V-NP

...

Given the structure: 8

leaves open an important question.

fair<

VP

NP

v

/

\

Complements

it is apparent that we can effect the inversion of embedded subject and verb in more

than one way.

For example, FA might either move the subject NP down into the

embedded VP, yielding

faire

V

NP

Complements

or alternatively it might raise the embedded verb out of the lower sentence,

NP

faire

VP
I

Further adjustments in derived strudture couid follow in either case.

These are,

however, the two main possibilities, differing essentially in whether the movement is
attributed to the subject or t o the verb. We shall argue in favor of the latter; lei
us call this the verb-raising (VR) hypothesis, as opposed to the subject-lowering

(SL)

hypothesis.
Consider now the transformation L-TOUS.

For almost all speatteri, L-TOUS

can apply across a sequence of two verbs, as in:

(24)

J'ai tout voulu faire.
J'ai tous voulu & voir.

but not if there is an intervening NP:

(25) * J'ai tout lais& Jean manger.
* J'aurais tous laisse' Jean & manger.
Furthermore, if the intervening NP is moved away by an earlier transformation,
L-TOUS I; still inapplicable:

(26) J'ai envoy& Jean tout chercher.
* J'ai tout envoye' Jean chercher.

Jean sera envoy; tout chercher.
* Jean sera tout envoy6 chercher.
(28) Voili ie garqon que jrai envoy6 tout chercher.
*? Voile le garcon que j'ai tout envoy6 chercher.
(29) Je I'ai envoy6 tout chercher.
* ? Je I'ai tout envoy6 chercher.

(27)

However, if the intervening NP is moved away by FA, then L-TOUS may apply:
(30)

(31)

J'ai laisse' mon fils manger tout.
* J'ai tout lais& mon fils manger.
J'ai tout lais& manger i mon fils.

In sentence (31)' the NP "mon fils" has been moved by FA (the "4" then inserted
by A-INS), permitting the "tout" to appear to the left of "laisser."

This contrasts

strongly with the starred sentences in (27), !28),(29), where despite previous application of Passive, wh-preposing, and CL-PL respectively, the "tout" may still not
appear to the left of "envoyer."
vve recaii that in chapter oiie we gave svidancz fa: the ordering of L-TOUS

an,

after wh-preposing and CL-PL, as presupposed in the preceding paragraph.
ordering of Passive before L-TOUS can be justified as follows:

The

Passive must precede

wh-preposing because of sentences like:
(32)

Par qui a-t-il 6tte' insulte?

Therefore, since wh-preposing must precede L-TOUS, so must Passive.10
The above distinction between FA and other movemer;t rules can be illustrated in a particularly striking way with the "faire"/"laisser"

construction.

Consider

the optionaiity involved in:
(33)
(34)

Je la laisserai manger tout ce qu'elle voudra.
Je lui laisserai manger tout ce qu'elle voudra.

Sentence (33) is derived via CL-PL from a structure resembling 'Je laisserai - ell@
manger NP'

and i s parallel to a sentence like:
(35)

Je laisserai Marie manger tout qa.

The derivation of sentence (341, however, given the analysis of these constructions
we have sketched, must involve the application of FA, since it contains a dative
clitic corresponding to the underlying subject of the embedded sentence.

In our

analysis, datives of that origin can arise only through application of A-INS, which
itself can apply only if FA has done so previously:

(36) Je laisserai manger cela a mon fils.
(37) * Je laisserai 'a mon fils manger cela.

The derivation of (34) is roughly:
FA --+
Je laisserai - elle manger NP --4
Je laisserai - manger elle NP --+
A-INS --A
CL-PL --+
Je laisserai - manger i elle NP ---,
Je lui laisserai manger NP.
Sentence (34) is parallel to:
(38)

Je laisserai manger tout qa a Marie.

Thus, sentences (33) and ( 3 4 , while apparently identical in surface structure except
for the case of the clitic, differ derivationally in that one, (341, but not the other
came about through application of FA.

In the light of sentences (27)-(311, we

might expect to find a corresponding difference with respect t o the possibility of
application of L-TOUS. And we do:"

(39)
(40)

Je voudrais tout lui laisser mnnger.
*? Je voudrais tout la laisser manger.

(41)
(42)

J'ai tout voulu lui laiser manger.
* J'ai tout voulu la laisser manger.

We interpret these facts in the following way:

L-TOUS is a rule which in some

way is sensitive to differences in derived structure among verb sequences.12

Verb

sequences formed by the removal of an intervening NP by a movement transformation in some sense retain the previously existing structure; e.g., if the structure of

(35)were:

I
manger
then removal of the NP "Marie" by CL-PL (if it were a pronoun, as in (33))
would not affect the structural relationship between the two verbs-they would continue tn be immediately dominated by distinct VP-nodes, e.g.:

laisser

V

/

.NP

manger
In this context, L-TOUS would not be able to move an object "tout" over both
verbs.

But this is in fact an argument in favor of regarding FA as a verb-raising

rule; i f it merely moved the embedded subject NP down into the lower VP, it
wouid be difficult to see why it, but not Passive, CL-PL; and wh-preposing, should
yield a derived structure permitting the more extended application of L-TOUS, as
discussed above. l 3
Similar examples can be constructed with respect to the rule R-TQUS. Thus,
in the following sentence, R-TOUS cannot move a "tous" from the subject of
"laisser" to the right of the embedded verb:

(43)
(44)

Tous mes amis laisseraient ce garqon manger de ia salade.
de la salade.
* Mes amis laisseraient ce garcjon manger

However, if the embedded subject NP is removed by FA, it can:

(45)
(46)

Tous mes amis laisaeraient manger de la salade 2 ce garqon.
Mes amis laisseraient manger t
m de la salade 5 ce garqon.
Mes amis feront manger tous des pommes de terres au lard
leurs enfants.

5

I f the NP is removed by some other movement ruie, though, it cannot:

(47)

* Mes amis le laisseraient manger tous de la salade.

or with "envoyer:"

(48)

* Ils enverront Jean parler tous

2

Marie.

Sentence (48) is parallel to (44). Previous removal of the intervening NP by whpreposing changes nothing:

(49)

* Voilh le garGon qu'ils enverront parler tous a Marie.

As with L-TOUS, application of FA, but not other movement rules, seems to allow
greater scope for subsequent applicat~onof R-TOUS.
Unfortunately, we cannot prove that R-TOUS must be ordered after CL-PL
one could claim that sentences (47) and (491 are
and ~ h - ~ r e ~ o s i nTherefore
~.'~
ruled out exactly as (44) and (48) simply because a t the time of application of R TOUS, the relevant NP's have yet to be moved.

Although lacking proof, we feel

this to be implausible, if only because the nature of R-TOUS, as a rule which puts
something into one of certain appropriate positions, suggests to us that it is a very
late rule.
Although inconclusive with respect to demonstrating the verb-raising nature of

FA, these facts are revealing in other ways.

Notice that we can exclude (44) and

(48) by means of Chomsky's ('1965, p. 146) proposed universal prohibiting the introduction of morphological materiai into lower sentences.

In other words, no
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special constraint need be put on R-TOUS at all to account for the ungrammaticality of (44) and (483. This proposed universal in fact receives interesting confirmation in French, in the sense that even in dialects which permit the raising of
"tous" into higher sentences, the dropping of "tous"
impossible.

into lower sentences is still

Thus, while there are speakers who accept sentences like:
(50)

11 faut
II faut

tous que t u les manges.
tous qur& partent.

nobody accepts:
(51)

* Ils veulent que tu ailles tous a Paris.
* Eltes savent que Jean est toutes parti il y a 10 minutes.

We note that the examples under (46) show that after FA has applied, there must
be no intervening S-node between the t \ ~ oveihs.

This condition is satisfied trivially

under the verb-raising hypothesis.
A second type of argument in favor of FA as a verb-raising rule comes from

consideration of certain peculiarities of the "faire"-construction when the embedded
sentence contains an indirect object only.

Compare the following sentences, which

differ radically in underiying structure, but which are superficially similar:
(52)

(53)

Je ferai lire ce livre
man ami.
Je ferai parler cet homme 2 mon ami.

Sentence (52) is derived from a structure approximately of the form:
S(Mon ami lire ce livreIS via application o f FA and A-INS.
the other hand, is derived from:

Je ferai

-

Sentence (53), on

(Cet homme parler

application of FA, but does not involve A-INS at all.

Je ferai -

mon ami)

via

In surface structure, the two

sentences are apparently similar; the NP "rnon ami" is preceded in each case by

"k"

despite the fact that in (52) it was an underlying subject.
Closer examination reveals important differences, however.

sentences act unalike with respect to length-inversion.
the normal word order is direct object
latter if "longer,"
VS.

(54)
(55)

-

First, the two

In simple sentences, although

indirect object, the former may follow the

as in:

Je donnerai Jean le livre que je viens d'acheter.
7 Je donnerai h Jean mon livre.

The same is true of sentence (52).

If "ce livre" is replaced by a "long"

NP, the

objscts may be interchanged:
(56)

Je ferai lire

\a

mon ami le livre que tu m'as recommand;.

In (53), to the contrary, replacing "cet homme" by a long NP does not, for most
speakers, permit this:

(57) * ? Je ferai parler ?I mon ami I'homme qui vient d'arriver.
Comparing sentences (54),(56), and (57), we see that it is the last which is acting
in an unusual manner. 16
Another way in which the construction "faire" plus "sentence containing indirect object only" (as in (57)) acts differently from both lexical verbs and the
"faire"-construction involving ;-insertion involves the possibility of having a non-clitic
pronoun in indirect object position.

In non-contrastive environments this is generally

not allowed:
(58)
(59)
(60)

* Je parlerai h toi demain.
* Jean voulait donner quelque chose

* Je vais le pr6senter

B

moi.

elle.

If, however, the verb is one that takes both direct and indirect objects and i f the
direct object appears as a first or second person or reflexive clitic, then an indirect
object pronoun may be left in object position:
(61

Je vais t e presenter
lui.
Jean va me presenter
elle.
Pay1 nous a recomma~d6si elle.
Paul t'a recommand6 i moi.

This holds true too for the "fairem-construction with b-insertion,17 as in:
(62)

Jean va me faire conndtre
el!e.
Je vais t e faire connaitre
lui.

(63)

* Jean va la faire connaitre a rnoi.

but:

where the deep structure of (62) is roughly:
Jean va faire

-

(Etle connait moi)
(Lui connait toi)

but does not hold for the "fairen-construction where the a-phrase corresponds to an
underlying indirect object, as in:
(64)

Jean fera parler Marie

A

Paul.

Thus we have:
but

(65)
(66)

Jean te fera parler
Paul.
* Jean t e fera parler i elle.
* I1 voulait me faire parler

where the deep structure of (66) is roughly:

?i
toi.

Jean fera

-(Toi parler

elle).

There are two ways, then, in which sentences of the form:

-

NP

-

..

.faire

~ + N P act differently depending on the deep-structure origin of the

-

V

"A +

NP."

In both cases, i.e., with respect to length-inversion and with respect to the facts about

"4 +

indirect object pranouns, it is the construction with

NP" corresponding to deep-

structure indirect object (as in (6411, which acts unlike sentences of the form:

..

.V NP i+NP

where V is a lexical verb.

Another way of looking a t it would be

to say that the two objects in:
(64)

Jean fera parler Marie

i Paul.

do not act like the two objects of lexical verbs such as:

(67)

Jean presentera Marie

i Paul.

but that the objects in:
(68)
(69)
do.

Jean fera connaitre Marie Paul.
Jean fera lire ce livre 5 Paul.

In fact, this seems to correlate with the fact that sentences such as:

(61)

Je vais t e prhsenter A elle.
Jean t'a recommande' 5 moi.

are good only (except for sentences like (62)) if the two object pronouns are objects of one lexical verb.

(70)

,

Thus the following are not perfect:

? Jean me croyait fidkle 2 toi.
7 Je me sens fidkle 4 elle.
? Jean me semblait fidble i elle.

In all of the above the full pronour! is a complement of the adjective "fidile,"
while the clitic is a complement of "croire,"

"sentlr,"

"sembler" respectively.

Par-

ticularly striking is that for the minority of speakers who accept sentences like:

(71)

On va jeter le bebe' dans les bras

Marie.

where Marie is a cliticizable complement (v. chapter 2):
(72)

On va lui jeter le b6b6 dans les bras.

if the direct object is made first or second person or reflexive:

(73)
the

"A"

On va t e jeter dans les bras

Marie.

may not be followed by a pronoun:
(74)

(where the

"i elle"

"un ami

moi").

*? On va te jeter dans les bras

h

elle.

is not, as is possible in some dialects, an NP-complement as in
The difference between (74) and (61) is that the

"i+

NP"
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complement is not a sister-complement to the direct objectsi8
This suggests that in (681, (69) the two objects, althotigh not a t all "sisters"

"A"

in deep-structure (that preceded by
so in surface-structure.

being a deep-structure subject), have become

Conversely, the objects in (64) must not have become "sis-

ters" in surface structure.
Returning now t o the two alternative formulations of the transformation FA,
we note that under the subject-lowering hypothesis, it is difficult to see why there
should be a difference at all between (64) and (69). Given the relevant portion of
the deep-structure of (64) as roughly:

v

/ vP\

I

faire

NP

/ s\

I

Marie

VP

V/

"PP

1

\/

parler

NP

a

I

Paul
FA, if construed as a lowering-rule, will yield:

faire

/YP-NP ,
I
1
PP\ NP
parler
Marie 'a
V'

I

Paul
which is correct as concerns order of constituents.
The relevant portion of the deep-structure of (691 is roughly:

faire

'\

NP
I
Paul

VP
'
\NP
V

1
!ire

ce livre

FA, if, again, a lowering-rule, will yield:

faire
V

,
,PY

I

lire

NP

NP

P!ul

ce livre

I

In this case, A-INS will apply, yielding:

faire
V

PP

I

lire

NP

\/ \

NP

a

\

ce livre

COMP-GRDER will then interchange the PP and final NP.

The crucial point is that

the derived structures of (64) and (69) are identical (except for order); in particular,

in both cases the two object complements are sisters under the embedded VP-node.
It is not clear how one could then account for the fact that oniy (64) has the ex-

ceptional behavior described above.
Under the verb-raising hypothesis, however, a rather natural way of approaching the problem is available.

We notice immediately that the derived structure

assigned t o (64) by FA construed as a raising-rule does not have the two objects
dominated by a single VP-node, but is rather:

iaire

parler

/ \

NP

VP

I

I

Marie PP

Paul
\Nhile there is some evidence ?hat the S-node dominating "Marie

'a

Paul" should be

pruned,1g there is no evidence a t all that suggests pruning the VP-node which
directly dominates the node PP.

Retention of this node consequently insures non-

sisterhood for the two object phrases.

The counter-intuitiveness of the :onfiguration:
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VP
I

PP

seems in this case not to justify pruning as a means of eliminating the extra

node, but rather Po be reflected in subsequent syntactic behavior.

In effect, a syn-

tactically anomalous derived structure seems to be the appropriate one.

We return

in chapter 4 t o this construction and show still another way in which it behaves
exceptionally.
The verb-raising hypothesis allows us moreover to propose an explanation for
the differences behveen sentences like (64) and (69). We recafl that (69) acted in
all ways like sentences with lexical verb
ed

+

direct object

+

indirect object.

We suggest-

that this might indicate that in derived structure, the two objects were both

immediately dominated by the node VP.

The direct result o f FA is, however:

I
Jean

I

NP
I

ce livre
A-INS will then apply, \fielding:

1
'

faire

lire

PP

/ \

Jean

\

VP
I
NP
I

ce livre
At this point, the derived structure is still very much like that of sentence (64).
However, there is another transformation which has yet to apply:
This is in fact the crucial difference between (64) and (69).

COMP-ORDER.

In the former, no

further transfcrmations are necessary after the application of FA, since FA yields
the correct order of constituents; therefore the partially anomalous derived structure
remains.

In (69), to the contrary, the output of FA does not have the correct sur-

face order of constituents.

This allows us t o use the extra necessary transformation,
VP
COMP-0RDE R, to destroy the anomalous configuration: I
. Let us state this
NP
rule as follows:

'Ne can now interpret this rule as adjoining the NP in question under the upper

VP-node, yielding (again pruning the S - n ~ d e ) : ~ ~

1

;-NP
\

I

I
lire

faire

'a

ce livre

I

Jean
This produces a structure resembling that of sentences with lexical verbs, e.9.:

I

I

donner
which is the desired result.

qch.

,i \
a

qn.

The crucial point is that no such reordering transforma-

tion is needed in the case of (64).

We note finally that this statement of COMP-

ORDER will have the effect, in a more complicated structure based on an embedded
sentence with two objects, of restructuring the first two derived objects, but of
leaving the third dominated by VP.

faire

lire

For example, given the structure:

PP
/I

VP
1'.

b'~ean NP PP
I
-1'
ce livre a' Paul
(embedded sentence:

Jean lire ce livre

'a Paul

), COMP-ORDER will apply to

yield :

I

faire

I
lire

/ \

I

ce livre

a

Jean

In chapter four, we show that this "mixed"

I

PP
/ i
'a Paul
structure is in fact the appropriate one.

Section I I
We have so far attempted to justify a set of three transformations which play
a role in the "faire"-construction:

FA, A-INS, COMP-ORDER, and have argued that
We have furthermore described the results

FA is in fact a verb-raising trailsformation.

of embedding under "faire" a sentence with an indirect object only, and noted that
the anomalous behavior2' of that construction could be accounted for within the system of rules discusss.

We now turn to a question o f a somewhat diffsrent natirre,

namely the status of the construction "faire faire quelque chose par quelqu'un," e.g.:
(75)

Je ferai lire ce livre par Jean.

The appearance of the agentive preposition "par" suggests that this construction be
related to the passive, and that is exactly what we shall argue.

Certain linguistsZ2

qn." is also related t o the passive.

have felt, however, that the "faire faire qch.

One can, furthermore, see some apparent justification for this view, even withir: a
transformational framework.
Recall that the "a"

(76)

"

appears only in the presence of a direct object: 23

Je ferai partir

h

Jean.

* Je ferai sortir b Jean de la chambre.

Je ferai lire ce livre

h

Jean.

Passives too have this property; in French there are no pseudo-passives as in

(77)

* Jean a 6t4 tir6 sur

* Jean a 6te'

par Paul.
{deaus
parle' 'a par Paul.

I t might seem that this is a linguistically significant generalization.
the analysis of the "faire faire qch.

2

If it were, then

qn." construction proposed earlier would be in-

correct, since it contains absolutely no reference to passives.

We must therefore show

that the correlation with respect to direct objects of passives and A-INS is in fact a

spurious generalization.25

The nature of the evidence will be such as t o argue, a t the

same time, for relating passives to the "faire faire qch.

oar qn."

construction.

First, there are non-passivizable idioms which occur embedded in the "faire.

\a.

. ."

construction; no such idioms occur with "faire.

.

.par.

(78) Je ferai faire le malade 'a mon fils.
* Le malade sera f a i t par mon fils.
* Je farai faire le rnalade par mon fils.

(79)
(80)

(81)

Je ferai camr la croite

ifi

ma famille.

.

.:"

..

(82)
(83)

* La croGte sera casshe par ma famille.
* Je ferai casser la croiite par ma familie.

.

Conversely, the only idioms which enter into the "faire.

."

construction are

e.n.:

those which can take passives,
(84)
(85)
(86)
(87)

.par.

Je te ferai pr8ter assistance par mon fils.
Assistance te sera pret6e par mon fils.
L'avocat fera porter plainte par son client.
Plainte sera portie par mon client.

Second, there is a restriction on passivization if the direct object is a part o f
the body understood as belonging t o the subject:
(88)
(89)

Jean levera la main.
* La main sera levbe par Jean.

This restriction is mirrored in the "hire.

h. . .,"

.

.par.

. .,"

but not in the "faire.

. .

construction:
(90)
(91)

* Je ferai lever la main par Jean.

Jean.
A similar distribution holds for overt possessives: 26
(92)
(93)
(94)
(95)

Je ferai lever la main

Jean apprendra

Again, the passive and "faire.
trast with the "faire.

son

rille.

* Son r6le sera appris par Jean.
* Je ferai apprendre son r6le par Jean.
Je ferai apprendre sol rBle 5 Jean.

.

. .par. . ."

. ."

.a.

constructions pattern together, and con-

construction.

Third, superficial direct objects which are really a kind of locative NP may
not undergo passivization nor be embedded in "faire.
ever, occur in the "faire.
(96)
(97)
(98)
(99)

.

.a.

. ."

.

.par.

. . ."

They may, how-

construction:

Jean quittera ma maison demain.
* Ma maison sera quittke par Jean demain.
* Je ferai quitter ma maison par Jean demain.
Je ferai quitter ma maison 'a Jean demain.

Fourth, reflexive clitics are excluded from passives in sentences of the following sort:
( 100) Jean m'ach'etera ce jouet.

(101) Ce jouet me sera achete' par Jean.
(102) Jean s'achitera ce jouet.
(103) * Ce jouet se sera achete par Jean.
Exactly the same restriction is operative in the "faire.

.

.par.

. ."

(104) Vous me ferez acheter ce jouet par Jean.
(105) * Vous se ferez acheter ce jouet par Jean.

construction:

(106) *Vous ferez s'acheter ce jouet par Jean.
* Je ferai s'acheter des chaussures par mon fils.
The reflexive clitic may, however, co-occur with "faire. . .: . . .1127
.
(107) Je ferai s'acheter des chaussures

h

mon fils.

Thus we see that there are several ways in which the "faire.

.

.a.

..

I
'

con-

struction differs crucially from passives, and that the significant generalization is
rather to be found between passives and "faire.
would be incorrect to relate passives and "faire.

. .par. . . ." We conclude that it
. .h. . . ;" consequently, the fact

that both depend in some sense on the presence of a direct object is f o r t u i t ~ u s , ~ ~
and is in no way counterevidence to the analysis of the "faire"-construction given
earlier.
Finally, we note that there is also a "faire.

.

.de.

. ."

construction corres-

ponding t o the fact that in French there is a small clsss of verbs which occur with
"den rather than (or in addition to) "par"

in the passive:

(108) Marie est aim6e de tout le monde.
(109) Marie est arrivee ?I se faire aimer de tout le monde.
This is, in fact, further evidence for relating the "faire.

.

.par.

. ."

construction to

the passive, in that it would otherwise be coincidental that exactly the two prepositions which occur in the passiva, occur with "faireM+infinitive as
We can now say that the "faire.

. .par. . ."

construction is the result of

embedding structures containing the passive marker under the verb "faire."30
difference between the "faire.

. .h. . ."

and "faire.

.

.par.

. ."

The

constructions is thus

due simpiy to the respective absence vs. presence of the passive-marker in the deep
structure of the sentence embedded under "faire."

This correlates nicely with the

fact that the following are cognitively synonymous:
(69)
(75)

Je ferai lire ce livre Q Jean.
Je ferai lire ce livre par Jean.

The deep structure of (75) is roughly:
Je ferai -Jean lire ce livre par A

--.

We return a t the end of chapter four to a discussion of the exact nature of the
derivation of (75).

Footnotes to Chapter I II
The "laisser" construction will nonstheless be given more frequently when a

1,

strong contrast is desired between "postposed" and "non-postposed."

On the other

hand, the very fact that there is a choice with "laisser" seems to lead French
speakers to reject the "postposed" construction with it as too complicated (in ways
to be discussed specifically below) more often than with "faire."

We shall therefore

tend to use examples with "faire" more frequently than ones with "laisser" when
concerned with properties of the "postposed" construction in isolation.

In addition,

semantic factors will often make one constrdction more acceptable than the other.

We shall consistently write "faire"

2.

in the formulation of the various rules dis-

cussed in this chapter, despite their applying to "laisser" as well.
to have any sysematic significance.
verbs, such as:

"voir," "entendre,"

(a)
(b)
etc.

This is not meant

The rules are in fact relevant to several other
"~couter," "regarder," "sentir," "envoyer:"

JevoisvenirJean.
~'e'coutais travailler Pierre.

We shall not discuss the ways in which these verbs differ from "laisser" and

"faire."

Like "laisser,"

they all enter into the construction with postposition

optionally:

(c)

~'kcoutais Pierre travailler.

etc.
In addition, we leave open the possibility that no lexical verb need be mentioned in these rules; i.e., that "faire" could be replaced by "V" in the structural
description of FA.

The problem is in part one of distinguishing (a)-(c) from sen-

tences like:
(d)
(e)

Je veux que Jean parte.
Je crcyais Jean h Paris.

a t the time of application of FA, and conversely of determining what common

structure is shared by the complements of the several verbs subject to FA.

We like-

wise omit any attempt to explain the difference in behavior between "faire" and all
the other verbs, in particular why ( I 1) is excluded.

3.

We could equally well consider FA uniformly optional and add an output

...

constraint throwing out sequences of the form:
specifying only "faire"

faire

-

NP - V

... .

in the output constraint, we allow (5) and (c).

By

The alter-

native, as in the text, is to make FA optional in general, but obligatory for "faire."
The fact that there is a clear differewe between:
(f)
(g)

C'est rnoi qui I'ai fait t'embrasser.
* C'est moi qui a i fait Marie t'embrasser.

would seem to be an argument for the output constraint.

Unfortunately, there are

other pairs which suggest just the opposite:
(h)
(i)

* Je ferai mon fils lire ce iivre.
*? Je le ferai lire ce livre.

We leave this question open.

4.

We make the null assumption to the effect that the deep structure of these

constructions contains exq~tlythose elements that appear in surface structure (apart
from the question of tense, which we shall not consider).
:he deep structure:

"faire"

-

S

rather than:

Specifically, we assume

- NP

"faire"

-

S , and similarly

for "laisser."
There is a fair amount of evidence that this is in fact a necessary assumption.
First, there is no difference in cognitive synonymy between embedded active and
passive:

(9)
(75)

Je ferai lire ce livre k Jean.
Je ferai lire ce livre par Jean.

(j)

Je laisserai Jean ernbrasser ma fille.
Je laisserai embrasser ma fille par Jean.

(k)

Second, although past participles of verbs conjugated with "avoii"

normally

agree in gender with a preceding direct object, as in:

(1)
(m)

Je I'ai faite. (la robe)
Je I'ai contrainte 'a partir.

(Marie)

there is no agreement with "faireW+infinitive:
(n)

* Je I'ai faite partir.

(Marie)

This is the case even if FA has not applied:
(0)

* C'est rnoi qui I'ai faite t'embrasser.

(Marie)

We can account for these facts by requiring that the "preceding direct object" be
the object of the verb in question in deep structure.

This would seem to be

necessary anyhow to distinguish:
La robe que j'ai faite.

..

jp)
(9)

* La robe que j'ai dite que j'aime. .

(r)
(s)

* Les choses qu'il s'est produites.

Les choses que i'ai produites.

..

.

..

Now (m) and (n) can be distinguished if (m), but not (n), has the deep structure:
V - N P - S

.

A third argument in favor of the deep structure:

V - S

in these con-

structions is the existence of sentences like:
(t)

J'entends pleuvoir.

where there would be no natural candidate for underlying object of "entendre."
Notice that this sentence suggests that the "il" of:
(u)

II pleut.

is not present in deep structure:
(v)

* Je I'entends pleuvoir.

(w)
ix)
(y)

II est itonnant que vous croyiez qa.
Je trouve ktonnant que vous croyiez qa.
* Je le trouve ktonnant que vous croyiez Fa.

Compare:

See Perimutter (1968) for further discussion.
Crucial to a s!ution of this problem would be an analysis of which instances
of, and under what conditions, the impersonal 'il' could be replaced by 'qaf/'ce,' e.g.:
(2)
VS.

(aa)

ca pleut. (popular)
* Ga faut que. . .

Returning to the question of the deep structure of 'fairel/'laisser'+infinitive,

we

note that the embedded subject NP acts distinctively if not postposed; it is not subject to movement rules, except for CL-PL:
(ab)
(ac)
(ad)
(ae)

On laissera Jean lire ces livres-16.
* Jean sera laiss6 lire ces livres-lh.
*? Voila le garGon qu'on laissera lire ces livres-lh.
*? Crest Jean qu'on laissera lire ces livres-18.

I t seems more likely that an explanation for these facts could be found if the ernbedded subject NP were not also rhe deep structure object of 'laisser.'

One diffi-

culty is that similar phenomena can be observed in the case of verbs for which it is
less clear that the structure:
to us b y N. Ruwet):

V - NP

-

S

is entirely inappropriate (as pointed out

(af)
(ag)
(ah)

J'ai &out6 Jean jouer du violon.
* Jean a i t 6 e'coute' jouer du violon.
*? Voila le garqcn que jrai vu ddchirer tes livres.

(v. Martinon (1927, p. 460)).

Unlike 'faire' and 'laisser,' these verbs occur with

following direct objects in sentences lacking verbal complements:
(ail
(aj)

Je tr&oute.
Je vois ce yarGon.

(ak)
(al)

* Je ferai Jean.

* Je laisserai Jean.

In (al), we exclude from consideration 'laisserr meaning 'leave.'

Notice in particular

the difference between:
(am)
(an)

4'.

1 let John out of the room.
* J'ai laiss6 Jean ds ia chambre.

Langacker (1966a) originally proposed a rule very much like A-INS, and in

addition had a rule somewhat like FA.

His rules are, in fact, equivalent, over the

range of data he was considering, to FA*

and A-INS* (see further on in the text).

He did not consider the problem of derived structure.

Apparently, he envisioned ex-

tending his 'A-INSr-rule to insert 'parr in the appropriate environments.
is incompatible with our ccntention that 'par,' but not

passives.

5.

'A,'

This approach

is t o be related to

(See last part of this chapter.)

The problem of what constitutes a direct object i s nontrivial.

NP-complements

of verbs like 'peserr do not act like direct objects here:
(ao)
(ap)

*? Je ferai peser 10 kilos h cette boite.
7 Je ferai peser cette boke 10 kilos.

Certain prepositional complements optionally act like direct objects:
(aq)
(ar)

Cela fait penser Jean ?isa m&e.
Cela le fait penser h sa mere.
? Cela fait penser ?I Jean h sa rn'ere.
Cela lui f a i t penser h sa msre.

Others do not:
(as)
(at)

Je ferai sortir Jean de ma chambre.
* Je ferai sortir h Jean de ma chambre.
* Je lui ferai sortir de ma chambre.

Predicate nominals do not act like direct objects (see text):

(18)

* Voila ce qui a fait devenir un bon professeur

mon fils.

Interestingly, the nominal components of idioms which typically fail t o
undergo various grammatical processes do act like 'direct objects' with respect to
A-INS.

For example, in the meaning 'to play sick,' the idiom 'faire le malade'

does not passivize or relativize, nor can the nominal component be pronominalized:
(au)
(av)
(aw)
(ax)

Jean fera le malade.
* Le malade sera fait par Jean.
* Je pense au malade que Jean fera.
*? Je ferai le malade et Jean
fera aussi.

Yet 'le malade' triggers A-INS:
(ay)

Je ferai faire le malade

\a

Jean.

Similarly, the idiom 'prendre peur' has a nominal component which acts like an NP
with respect to A-INS:
(az)
(ba)
(bb)
(bc)
(bd)

but:

Jean a pris peur.
* Peur a dte' prise par Jean.
? Je pense $ la peur que Jean prendra.
* Jean a pris ~ e u re t moi, je xai prise aussi.
Jean.
Cela a fait prendre peur

The difference between (bb) and (ba), (bc) might be related to the possibility of
m o d i f y i ~ g'peur':
(bda) Jean a pris une peur terrible (une de ces peurs).
(bdb) .Je pense 'a la peur terrible que Jean prendra.

(We are indebted to N. Ruwet for this observation).

For an extensive list of French

idioms and some discussion of their properties, see Rohrer (1967).

The same kind

of distribution holds for locative NP's in direct object position:
(be)
(bf)
(bg)

(bh)

Jean quittera Paris.
* Paris sera quitte' par Jean.
*? Paris, je I'aime beaucoup.
Je ferai quitter Paris i Jean.

(In particular compare (bh) and (at).)
These facts taken together suggest that A-INS is not to be stated in the
form we have used.

We make the explicit claim, nonetheless, that none of our

conclusions in this chapter or the next would be compromised by a more accuraxe
formulation.
Our analysis implies, furthermore, that FA can apply to the verbal component
of idioms, as in (ay) and (bd), thereby temporarily splitting them up.

But in fact,

there are sentences in which idioms can appear split up in just that way in surface
structure:

(bi)

Cela fait prendre au spectatetir position contre I'escroc.

Finally, we note that so-called 'deletable' objects act as if they have already
been deleted, if they were ever there:
(bj)
(bk)
(bl)

6.

Je ferai boire ce vin $ Jean.
Je ferai boire Jean.
* Je ferai boire 2 Jean.

Alternatively, one could have '5' inserted in all casss as part of FA, and :hen

deleted in the absence of a following direct object.

Internal to French, we know of

no evidence that would choose between this and the formulation in the text.
Should such evidence be found, it would bear on certain theoretical points, however.

Specifically, FA as in the text can yield a sequence of two bare NP's, which

is something never generated by the PS-rules in French, and would therefore not be

'structure-preserving' in Emonds' (1969) sense.
chapter six that FA is cyclic.

Moreover, it will become apparent in

In this formulation, it is in effect the &r

of rules:

FA, A-INS, which is 'structure-preserving,' rather than either transformation alone.
An interesting reflex of the condition that no French sentence have two
'direct-objects' is to be found in relative clauses with respect to the :ule of STYL-

INV discussed in chapter two:
(bm)
(bn)
(bo)

Voil; le garqon
qui parlait ton pkre.
* Voilh le garqon qui disait ton pere des bgtises.
* . . .des betises ton pire.

here, there is no subsequent rule comparable to A-INS; in such cases STYL-INV
cannot apply.

The difference between this rule and FA lies crucially in that the

former is not cyclic.
Two NP's may come together if the second is a predicate nominal:
(bp)
(bq)
(br)

7.

~ o i l hce qui a f a i t devenir rnon fils un bon professeur.
Je croyais Jean I'homme le plus intelligent du monde.
On nommera Jean pr6sident.

Nor would it help t o complicate FA so as to get the correct order of con-

stituents in a l l cases, e.g., by adding some feature '--wed.

nom.' to term 5 of FA*,

since A-INS would still have to be complicated in exactly the same way to rule out:
(18c)

* Voila ce qui a fait devenir man fils a un bon professeur.

In our formulation, FA operates independently of a l l distinctions between kinds of
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object NP's, a problem which falls entirely, and not unnaturaliy, on A-INS.

8.
ment.

All trees are simplified to show primarily the structure relevant t o the arguIn general, we will assume only the most straightforward structure unless

there is specific evidence t o the contrary.

9.

We do not want the derived structure:

I
fa ire
for the foliowing reasons:

when either subject or object clitics are attached to the

verb in this construction, they do not act as if they were attached to the two verbs
taken as a unit, but rather as if they were attached to 'faire' alone.

This can be

seen from their behavior in imperatives and questions:
(bs)

Fera-t-ii partir Marie?

* Fera partir-il Marie?
(bt)

Fais-lrii lire ce livre.

* Fais lire-lui ce livre.

Similarly, for the placement of the negative 'pas:'
(bu)
(bv)

Je ne ferai pas partir Georges.
* Je ne ferai partir pas Georges.

M. Gross (1968, p. 42) suggests that 'fairer+ inf. be considered an 'unite'
verbale' different from other infinitive constructions.
kind of derived structure this would imply.

It is unclear exactly what

He points out that the embedded verb

cannot be accompanied by either underlying tense or auxiliary; this property is, however, shared by English 'have' which in no way acts as i f combined with the embedded verb:
(bw)

* I had John kave tomorrow.
* I had John have finished by six.

The real problem is in finding properties of the 'fairel/'laisser'+inf.

construction that

are not common to the more cznonical structure, e.g., to find characteristics of:

(bx)

Je laisserai partir Georges.

(by)

Je laisserai Georges partir.

not found in:

These could then be taken as bearing on the question of the derived constituent
structure of FA.

Of the other facts cited by Gross, clitic-placement has already

been shown to disconfirm a single-verb structure (see chepter 4 for further discussion), as does negation.

(bz)

The fact that we ham:

Pierre ne fait boire personne.

is not peculiar t o 'fake:'

(baa)

Pierre n'essaie de voir personne,

(bab)

Pierre ne laisse

Also
SG

femme parler

personne.

More interesting is the ungrammaticality of:
(bac)

* Pierre fait ne pas boire Jean.

especially if the following is grammatical:
(bad)

?? Pierre laissera son fils ne pas chanter.

although it is not clear exactly what follows.

Perhaps relevant, and again pointed

out by Gross (p. 76), is the ungramrnaticality of:
(bae)

* Jean monte ne pas voir Pierre.

.

Furthermore, 'fairel+inf. seems not to act like a single verb with respect t o
the rule operative in the following sentences (see chapter 5)
(ca)
(cb)

Ca se brCile facilement.
* Ca se fait bouillir faciiement.

Finally, it is likely that we need to rule out:
VS.

(cc)
(cd)

* Ce monsieur sera fait entrer par mon fils.
Je ferai faire entrer ce monsieur par mon fils.

by recourse to the difference in structure between:

and

.
/"'\
V
NP

/ "P\

See chapter four for further discussion.

The third possibility, namely that the embedded verb is adjoined under the
embedded S-node:
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is ruled out by consideration of R-TOUS (see discussion of example 46 in text), as
well as reflexivization, e.g.:
Jean se fera connaltre

(ce)

b

Marie.

To say that the above structure is an intermediate stage to be followed by S-pruning
is essentially equivalent to the text.

10.

A second argument for the ordering of Passive before L-TOUS is as follows:

there is a rule of extraposition o f indefinite NP's which is needed to account for:
(cf)

Les femmes sont arrivhes.

* I1 est arrivk les femrnes.
(cg)

Trois fernmes sont arrivdes.
I1 est arrive' trois fernmes.

This rule must be ordered after Passive, because of:
I! sera mange/ trois poulets.

(ch)

* II sera mange' les poulets.
but must be ordered before L-TOUS, because of:
(ci)

* II n'est arrive' rien.

(cj)

* II ne sera mangh rien.

II n'est rien arrivg.

[I ne sera rien mange'.
The grammatical sentences in (ci), (cj) are derived through application of L-TOUS to
'rien.'

Such application is a much more general fact:
(ck)
(cl)
(cm)

Je n'ai rien lu.
Je ne veux rien lire.
Je n'ai rien V O U ~ ~ lire.
J

The derivation of 'I1 ne sera rien mange' is roughly:

A ne

rnangera rien

sentence)

---t

---t

Passive

Extraposition

---t

--4

Rien ne sera mange/ (also a possible

---t

II ne sers mangi

rien

---t

L-TOUS

II ne sera rien mange', We know that L-TOUS had to apply after extrapo-

sition since 'tout,' which does not extrapose, cannot appear before the past participle:
(cn)

11.

* II sera tout mang&
Tout sera mange'.

Sirnilar!vl for those speakers who reject (25):
(co)
(cp)

*? Je I'aurais tout l a i d manger.
Je lui aurais tout laisse' manger.
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These examples constitute strikingly simple evidence for the theory of transformational grammar, in that superficially similar sentences are exhibiting distinct syntactic
behavior, depending on a difference in derivational history.

(v. Chomsky (1965,

p. 147)).

12.

Analogous evidence for non-trivial differences in derived structure of verb

sequences can be found in the consideration of clitic-placement in Spanish:
(cq)
(cr)
(cs)
(ct)
(cu)
(cv)

etc.

La quiero ver.
*? La creo ver.
* Lo permit: comer.
*? Lo decidi matar.
* Me fingia haber visto.
La puedo ver.

A clitic can be moved out across a higher verb by a late rule, but not in all

cases, presumably due to some difference in derived constituent structure.

13.

Equi-NP deletion yields a derived structure which is also suitable for extended

application of L-TOUS:
(da)
(db)

J'ai tout voulu faire.
J'ai tout cru comprendre.

although distinct from that resulting from FA, since the two act differently with
respect to CL-PL (see ch. 4).

15.

I f we could, then we could further conclude that removal cf the embedded

subject NP by CL-PL or wh-preposing did not cause the embedded S-node to be
pruned, thereby arguing against the automatic pruning of non-branching S-nodes (v.
Ross (1967a)). We note that there would be no complementizer in French comparable to 'for' in English available to preserve the S-node in such a case.

16.

This kind of inversion is c::

dependent ooly on the relative 'lengths' of the

two complements, but also on the presence or absence of other complements.
example, in the 'faire.

.

.par.

. .'

For

construction, we have the following paradigm:

(de)
(df)

*? Je ferai porter \a ma femme des !i;lres.
Je ferai porter des livres 21 ma femme. (agent unexpressed)

(dg)

Je ferai porter

but:

\a

ma femme des livres par mon domestique.

Similarly in the 'faire.
(dh)
(di)
(dj)

. .a. .

.' construction:

Cela fera prendre position aux spectateurs.
*? Cela fera prendre aux spectateurs position.
Cela fera prendre aux spectateurs position contre les agents.

where the '2-phrase is the underlying embedded subject.

Crucially, in the 'faire'-

construction with embedded indirect object, as in (53), addition of a third complement does not permit inversion:
(dk)
(dl)

Je ferai parler mon fils
ta femme de tout $a.
* Je ferai parler 2 ta femme mon fils de tout 9.

The observation in the text is thus strengthened.
For discussion of the general problem of length-inversion see Ross (1967a).

17.

. .par. . .'

I t also holds true for the 'faire.

construction (to be discussed

later on in the text):
(dm)
Nor does the 'faire.

Jean va me faire presenter

. .par. .

2 elle par son copain.

.' construction act unusually with respect to (ength-

inversion (see also fn. 16).
(dn)

18.

Je ferai pre'senter

A

Jean la plus belle fille du monde.

This kind of distinction might also account for the contrast:
(do)
(dp)

Marie se ~re'senterai eux.

Ca se dit souvent aux rois.
* ? Ca se dit souvent b eux.

The claim that the 'i+NPr complement in (731, (74) is not a 'sister' of the direct
object receives some support from the following paradigm:

(for those who accept

(731, etc.)
(dpa) Jean s'est saisi du bras
Marie.
(dpb) * Jean s'est saisi
Marie du bras.
(dpc) Jean a par16 a Marie du bras (de la statue).

VS.

As will become apparent, it is surface, not deep, structure sisterhood that is relevant.
This suggests, then, that

'6 Marie' in (71), (73), and (dpa) is dominated by 'S' rather

than by 'VP'.

19.

Thus it seems that reflexivization can apply to the NP dominated by PP:
(dq)

Jean fera parler Marie ds lui-m$me.

(dr)

Jean fera tirer Marie sur lui-mibe.

i n sentences very similar to (64).

The problem is that reflexivization of the in-

direct object, as in (64), usually requires a clitic, 'se,' which is ruled out for other
reasons (cf. chapter 4).

Furthermore, reflexivizing the embedded subject seems to

lead t o semantic difficulties.
(ds)
(dt)

Compare:

?? John had himself talk to Mary.
?? Jean s'est fait parler ?I Marie.

On the other hand, the very fact that CL-PL applies to the NP in the position of 'Marie' in (64):
(du)
(dv)

Je la ferai parler
Paul.
Je I'y ferai repondre.

might seem itself to be an argument, in that one might not think CL-PL applied
across sentence boundaries.
(dw)
(dx)

* Je u!J
* Jean

In the most straightforward cases, it certainly does not:
sais que Jean parlera.
Paul parler.

lui laissera

However, these are cases where the lower sentence contains its own verb.
(dy)

Je croyais Jean fidhle

Consider:

Marie.

Most speakers accept cliticization of the adjectival complement:

(dz)

Je lui croyais iean fidkle.

But the corresponding sentence with reciprocal 'I'un
(ea)

I'autre' i s out:

* Marie e t Pierrette croyait Jean fidkle I'une h I'autre.

This suggests there is still an intervening S-node.
(eb)
(ec)

h

Sir~ilarly:

Jean croyait ce livre b Paul.
* Jean et Paul croyaient ce livre I'un

\a I'autre.

I f reciprocals were a valid test for lower sentences, this would look like a case of
clitics being extracted from a lower S.
(ed)
cor;:rasts

* Jean e t Paul feront parler Marie I'un de l'autre.

with example (dq).
(ee)

On the other hand:

Finally, we point out the problem of:

Why are John and Mary letting the honey drip on
other's feet?
Thev're always making things fall on each other.

each

More detailed examination of they2 phenomena is beyond the scope of this thesis.
In any case, nothing crucial depends on the pruning of the S-node in (64).

20.

Here, however, the motivation is clearer:

(ef)
(eg)

21.

Jean se fera connattre
Marie.
sont fait lire des livres Irun ?I I'autre.
Jean e t Marie

L-TOUS provides still another, albeit far from clear, example of the same kind.

Those speakers who accept sentences like:
Vos amis, & guJ j'ai tous donne' des Ilvres.
Vos amis, sur aui j'ai tous tire'. . . .

(eh)

...

seem to distinguish:
Vos arnis, 21
*? Vos amis,

lei)

j'ai

tous fait

B aui jrai LO=

lire des livres. . , .
fait parler Jean. . . .

although both of the following are grammatical:
J'ai fait lire des livres i tous vos amis.
J'ai fait parler Jean 5 tous vos amis.

(ej)

Particularly mysterious

Unfortunately, intuitions seem t o be rather unstable for (eh).
is the fact that:

? Vos amies,

(ek)

qui jrai toutes par16 .

5

..

is more readily accepted than:

*? Vos amies,

(el)

& qui je parlerai toutes. .

..

We leave this construction for further study.

22.

According t o Grevisse (1964):
"Plusieurs grammairiens estiment que, dans des phrases comme:

rdciter sa recon

B

rnon frere ou:

elle Iaisse tout faire

a un sens passif e t que le terme introduit par

\a

sa soeur,

Je fais

. . . (Ir)infinitif

est un compliment d'agent."

(p. 146)

See, e.g., Chevalier et al. (1964, p. 116) and Wartburg and Zurnthor (1958,
p. 196-7).

23.

See footnote 5.

24.

There are, marginally, impersonal passives such as:
(em)

II a

6t6

de vous hier soir.

in which subject-preposing has not applied.

25.

See chapter 4.

Similarly, one might misinterpret the ungrammaticality of both:

and

(en)
(eo)

* Fou sera devenu par Jean.
* Cela iera devenir fou 4 Jean.

as evidence for relating the t w r ,onstructions.

The correct generalization: ?owever,

will correlate (en) and:
(ep)

* Cela fera devenir fou par Jean.

Sentence (eo) is excluded since adjectives are not direct objects; A-INS fails to apply
in such a case.

Correct is:

(eq)

Cela fera devenir Jean fou.

26.

We are indebted t o J-C. Milner for bringing this paradigm to our attention.

27.

See chapter 6 for detailed discussion of the distribiltion of 'se' in the

'fa irer-construction.

28.

Recall that A-INS applies in some cases even in the absence cf a direct

object (see footnote 5 ) .

While Passive applies exceptionally to a couple of verbs

taking only indirect objects, e.g., 'ob6irrr 'pardonner,' the classes of 'exceptions' to
the two rules do not coincide on the whole:
(er)
(es)

qa

lui fait penser

k

Marie.

* Marie est pens6 par Jean.

In fact, the class of 'exceptions' to A-INS seems to be far larger in this sense than
that of Passive, and may very well be predictable a t some deeper level of analysis,
although we have not examined this question in detail.
seem t c be fixed and unpredictable.

The exceptions t o Passive

Furthermore, the cases in which impersonal

passives are acceptable do not seem to coincide with the A-INS exceptions either.
More importantly, there is another sense in which the dependence of A-INS
and that of Passive on direct objec-:= are not isolated facts.

In footnote 6, we

suggested that the very existence of A-INS was related to the impossibility of certain
sequences of NP's in French.

We would claim, on the other hand, that this partic-

~ l a rconsideration plays no role in passives, but rather that the absence of pseudopassives in French is related to an entirely different phenomenon, specifically the
impossibility for certain movement rules in French to leave a preposition behind.

If Passive in French could apply to an NP dominated by PP, then the

following would be grammatical:
(et)

* La fille sera courue aprhs.

That it is not is related to the impossibility of:
ieu)
(ev)
(ew)
(ex)
(ey)

* Voili la fiile que je courrai aprhs.
* Qui courras-tu apris?
* Cette fille serait facile 2 cotlrir apris.
* Les iilles, qa se court aprgs. (In passive meaning)
* C'est elle que je courrai aprhs.

Wh-preposing and cleft-formation must move the entire PP:
(ez)
(fa)
Ifb)

Voilh la fille apr&s qui je courrai.
Aprbs qui courras-tu?
C'est apris elle que je courrai.

The preposing rules in (ew) (see chapter 4) and (ex) (see chapter 5) can apply only
to non-prepositional objects, and so cannot apply at all with 'courir aprhs.'
(fc)
(fd)

Compare:

Cette fille serait facile i trouver.
Les iilles, $a se respecte.

These rules and Passive seem to have in common the pioperty that their application
does not produce a structure with a preposition left behind.
There is, on the other hand, no general constraint in French against final
prepositions:
(fe)
(ff)
(fg)

Je lui courrai aprbs.
J'ai saute'dessus.
Je partirai avec.

The last two sentences probably come about through deletion of some unspecified
pronoun.
effect:

The first is probably derived via some rule which has the following
Je courrai apres elle

---,

Je courrai aprBs

elle,

where the 'elle' is

moved out of the 'apr6~'-~hrase. CL-PL then applies yielding (fe) (see chapter 2).
We note that CL-PL is itself a rule which leaves a preposition behind

(81, which is

usually then deleted (see chapter 2) (tinless '5' is regarded as a feature t o be spelled
out; ordering considerations however suggest that that approach would not be o f
This suggests that CL-PL is a different kind of rule from the movement rules

help).

mentioned above.

29.

We leave these questions open.

Similarly, in languages closely related to French which have 'de' uniquely in

the passive (e.g., Italian, Walloon!, there is a 'faire.
'faire.

.

.par.

..

.'

.

.de.

. .'

construction but no

CHAPTER IV

In chapter three we discussed certain properties of the 'faire'-construction
and postulated three rules, FA, A-INS and COMP-QRDER, to account for them.

In

this chapter we will consider the ordering relationship between these rules, most importantly FA, and the rule of CL-PL discussed in chapter two.

Specifically, we

-shall attempt to show that FA must precede CL-PL.
The central observation is that, in the 'fairer-construction, if FA has applied,
all clitics 1 appear to the left o f 'faire.' The following are examples of sentences
the derivation of which includes application of FA:
(1)

(2)

Je ferai partir Jean.
Je ferai lire ce livre

Jean.

(Sentence (2) involves, in addition, application of A-INS and COMP-ORD ER, as
described in chapter three.)

In such cases, substitution of a clitic-pronoun for any

of the derived object NP's yields a sentence in which the clitic precedes 'fsire:'

(3)
(4)

!5)
(6)

Je
Je
Je
Je

le ferai partir.
le ferai lire
Jean.
lui ferai lire ce livre.
le lui ferai lire.

Conversely, in none of these cases may the clitics be placed before the embedded
verb--the

resulting sentences would be ungrammatical:

(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)

* Je ierai le partir.

* Je ferai le lire 8 Jean.
* Je ferai lui lire le livre.
* Je ferai le lui lire.
* Je le ferai lui lire.
* Je lui ferai le lire.

In these sentences 'faire' can itself be preceded ir: surface structure by a
clitic corresponding to the deep-structure object of the embedded verb.

Thus in

(4)' 'faire' is preceded by 'le,' the deep structure object o f 'lire.'
The same is true of the construction with 'laisser;' i.e.,

'laisser' can be

preceded by a r!ItIc ccrresp~ndingts the deep structure object of the embedded
verb:
(13)
(14)
(15)
etc.

Je laisserai lire ce livre i?~ Jean.
Je le laisserai lire 'a Jean.
* Je laisserai le lire 'a Jean.

Notice, however, that this is the case only if FA has applied:
(16)
(17)
(18)

Je laisserai Jean lire ce livre.
* Je le laisserai Jean liree2
Je laisserai Jean le lire.

If FA has not applied, the clitic corresponding to the object of the embedded verb
'lire' precedes it, and may not precede 'laisser.'

This is, moreover, the normal case.

Apart from the constructions involving the zpplication of FA, clitics invariably
appear, in surface structure, attached to the verb of which they are a deep structure
complement, if that verb occurs overtly in infinitival form.

In other words, clitics

may not normally 'move up' t o a higher verb from an infinitival complement:3
(21)

Je voudrais le lire.
Je vais le lire.
Je croyais la connattre.
Je tiens a ie voir.
J'essaierai de les avoir.
Jean empQchera Paul de le faire.
Paul forcera Jean i?~le faire.

(22)

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Je le voudrais lire.
Je le vais lire.
Je la croyais connaitre.
Je le tiens d vair.
Je les essaierai dfavoir.
Jean Ifenp&chera Paul de faire.
Paul le forcera Jean i fairem4

Comparing (14)-(151, (17)-(18), and (21)-(22), we see that the only cases in
French d clitics appearing to 'move up' out of infinitival complements are exactly
those in which the transformation FA has applied.
the 'fairdl'laisser'

Moreover, given the analysis of

construction proposed in the previous chapter, there is a relativaly

natural way of capturing this generalization. We recall that the derived constituent
structure resulting from FA consisted in part of a VP-node immediately dominating
two verbs,

v

/ vp\

, the first of which was 'faire' or 'laisser,' the

v

second the verb of the original embedded sentence, and that this aspect of the
derived structure was a direct consequence of the very formulation of FA as a

verb-raising rule.

The pcint is that there is no other rule in French which is

similar in these respects to FA.

Therefore, we can make the minimal assumption

that in all other cases of embedded infinitival complements, the particular structure
assigned by FA is not present.

Specifically, we will assume that the verb originat-

ing in the embedded sentence continues to be dominated, in a l l other cases, by the
VP-node which immediately dominated it in deep structure.

For example, in:

(23) Je voudrais lire ce livre.
the verb-verb sequence presumably comes about by EQUI-NP deletion.'

Given an

underlying structure roughly of the form:

V
I

lire

NP
I

ce livre

where the circled NP is the one to be deleted, there is no reason to think that the
derived structure will not be, even assuming S-pruning,

vou loir

V

NP

I

/

lire

ce livre

Similarly, in the case of:

(16)

Je la~sseraiJean lire ce livre.

there is no relevant transformation that might affect the solidity of the embedded
VP; i.e., there is no reason to think that there are not distinct VP-nodes dominating
the two verbs in question.6
We are now in a position to note that if we order CL-PL after FA and if
we make CL-PL sensitive to the derived structure produced by FA, we have a
natural way of distinguishing (14), (17) and (21).

For example, let us suppose that

CL-PL attaches a clitic pronoun to the initial verb of the verb-phrase in question.
Since the only case among those being considered of a VP immediately dominating
more than one verb is that involving FA, this provision insures the correct generation of all the sentences so far discussed,

We can offer no independent motivation

in support of this particular way of stating CL-PL; on the other hand, we recall
that the 'fairer-construction is unique in French.7
Sentence (14) will thus be derived roughly as follows:
Je laisserai

-

laisserai -

---+
- Jean - le ---+ A-INS ---+
- A Jean - le --- COMP-ORDER

Jean lire le ---+

Je laisserai

lire

Je

lire

-- + Je laisserai

---

-

lire

-

Je le laisserai lire

le

&

FA

-

Jean

----t

CL-PL

Jean.

On the last step of the derivation, CL-PL will attach the '!ef to 'laisser,' since, due
to the prior application of

laisser

FA,^

'laisser' and 'lire' are in the coi~l~guration:

lire

This is to be contrasted with the derivation of sentence (18) :
Je laisserai

-

Jean

-

lire le ---

A-INS, COMP-ORDER inapplicable
Je laisserai

-

Jean

-

FA does not apply ---+
---A

CL-PL

-----t

l e lire.

Here FA has not applied; CL-PL thus attaches 'le' to 'lire,' since 'laisser' and 'lire'
are dominated by distinct ~ ~ - n o d e s . ~
We have sketched an analysis capable of distinguishing the infinitival constructions in (14), (18) and (21) with respect to their behavior under CL-PL.

We

have implicitly claimed that there is a linguistically significant generalization in the
correlation between FA and the 'moving up' of clitics, which is to be captured by
ordering CL-PL after FA and making it sensitive to the particuiar cierivecl structure
resulting from FA.
for in this way.

We have therefore shown that certain facts can be accounted

We have not, ho-sever, shown that they must be accounted for

in this way.
The crucial result, as far as we are concerned, is that CL-PL is ordered after
FA.

Consequently, we must show that the opposite ordering, i.e., CL-PL before FA,

is incapable of accounting for the same range of data as the analysis we have proposed, or that i t otherwise leads to loss of generalization.
We note immediately that sentences such as:

(5)
(17)

Je lui ferai lire ce livre.
Je lui laisserai lire ce livre.

show that CL-PL must be able .to apply after FA, since the dative clitic 'lui,'
which corresponds to the underlying subject of 'lire,'
application of A-INS.

must have arisen through

The distribution of the dative clitic in this position is exactly

that which one would expect if it came from A-INS; specifically it may not appear
in the absence of an embedded direct object:1°
(18)
(19)

* Je lui ferai partir.
* Je lui laisserai partir.

"

Je lui ferai sortir de la chambre.

* Je lui laisserai sortir de la chambre.
Sentence (17) is thus derived exactly parallel to:
(13)

Je laisserai lire ce livre \a Jean.

with 'Jean' replaced by 'lui.'
and COMP-ORDER is:
apply, yielding (15).

The string resulting from the application of A-INS

Je laisserai

-

lire

-

ce livre

-h

lui,

to which CL-PL must

The crucial point is that A-INS must be formulated so as to

apply to a structure resulting from the previous application of FA:

(20)
(21)
(22)
(23)
(13)

Je laisserai Jean lire ce livre.
* Je laisserai h Jean lire ce livre.

* Je laisserai lire Jean ce livre.
* Je laimrai lire ce livre Jean.
Je laisserai lire ce livre

Jean.

Since A-INS follows FA, and since in the derivation of (17), CL-PL follows A-INS,
we conclude that in the derivation of (17), CL-PL follows FA.

In fact, CL-PL

must move the pronoun 'lui' over both verbs, attaching it to 'laisser,' sxactly as in
the analysis proposed earlier with respect to the placement of 'le' in sentence (14).
We see then that CL-PL must have the properties we were arguing for earlier, in
particular it must follow FA and be able to 'move up' clitics from the infinitival
complement in that construction.
We must still show that CL-PL does not also precede FA,

CL-PL could

both precede and foliow FA, without loss of generality, given a theory embodying
ti-te principle of the transformational cycle.

Showing that CL-PL could not precede

FA would be equivalent t o showing that if there is a transformational cycle, then
CL-PL is not a cyclic ru1e.l l
Returning to the derivation of sentence (17), we note that CL-PL does not

attach the clitic to the second verb, in this case 'lire:'

(24)

* Je laisserai lui lire ce livre.

Therefore, when CL-PL follows FA, it attaches ;he c!itic originating to the right of
'fairef/'laisser'+infinitive

to 'faire' or 'laisser.'

But this means that even if CL-PL

could not precede FA, all the clitics, in addition to those derived through A-INS,
would be correctly positioned without any complication of the rules,

Both the

'le' and 'lui' of:

(6)

Je le lui ferai lire.

could be correctly positioned a t the same time, by the same rule, despite the fact
that one, 'lui,' was an underlying subject, and the other, 'le,' an underlying object.
The derivation of (6) is thus:
Je ferai
Je farai
Je ferai
Je ferai

-

lui lire le
lire
lire
lire

--4

FA

---t

- lui - le ---+ A-INS ---+
- 'a lui - le ---+ COMP-ORDER -- le - lui ---+
CL-PL ---+ 12

4

Je le lui ferai lire.
We conclude that there is no need for CL-PL to precede FA.
Nonetheless this is not sufficient to show that CL-PL does not precede FA.
There is no a priori reason why the two clitics in (6) have to be placed at the
same time.

One could imagine that 'le,' which, as an object, is in cliticizabie posi-

tion before the application of FA, is attached first to 'lire,' and then later 'moved
up' to 'faire.'
precedes FA.

In fact, this is a necessary consequence of the claim that CL-PL
The clitic 'lui' would still be placed after FA.

The derivation of

(6j, in such an analysis, would be:
Je ferai
Je ferai
Je ferai
Je ferai

-

lui lire le

---+ CL-PL ---+

lui le lire

--+

le lire
le lire

FA ---+

- luil3 ---+
- \a lui - -

Je lui ferai le lire

---+

A-INS ---4
CL-PL -----+

CL-PL

----3

Je le lui ferai lire.
We immediately notice two difficulties.

First, it is not clear that a unique formula-

tion of CL-PL will suffice to move both 'le' and 'lui' after FA applies, since 'le,'

but not 'lui,' is already in clitic position.
solved.

Let us grant that this problem can be

The second difficulty is that A-INS would have to be complicated to apply

to the string:

-

'Je ferai

le lire

-

lui'

since 'let is

RO

longer in object position, nor

is it dominated by the node N P . ' ~ We recall that A-INS is formulated as:

If CL-PL only applies after FA (and A-INS), then 'let in (61,just as Ice livre' in

(17), will fulfill the role of term 5.

If, however, 'le' is already in clitic position,

the rule would have to be extended to apply also if there were an accusative clitic
preceding term 3.

Clearly, a generalization is being lost.

I t is not fortuitous that

'it-insertion is triggered by direct object NP's and accusative, rather than dative,
clitics. 15

A second type of argument against the proposal that clitics originating as
objects in the sentence embedded under 'fairer assume their surface position as the
result of two applications of CL-PL rests on the observation that variotis restrictions on CL-PL in this construction can be accounted for in a non-ad-hoc manner
only if application of CL-Pi is withheld until after that of FA.

Consider again the

derivation of a sentence like:

(25)

Paul les fera lire

A

sa fille.

if CL-PL can precede FA, then the clitic 'les' is initially artached to 'lire,' and suhsequt'ntly moved up and attached to 'faire:'
Pau! fera - sa fille lire les ---,
Paul fera

-

sa fille les lire

Paul fera les lire

?i
sa

----r

CL-PL

----,

FA, A-INS

----I

fille.

At this point, CL-PL, or some sub-part of it, must reapply, preposing 'les' to 'faire.'
We recall that a point in favor of the hypothesis that CL-PL did not precede FA,
was that it permitted reference to the derived structure produced by FA.

This, how-

ever, is not excluded i f CL-PL is allowed t o apply twice in the derivation of (25).
At the time of the second application of CL-PL, we have the structure:

v

v

/ \

/

faire

CI

V

I
~ e s lire
I

PP
/ \
?I sa fille

which is easily distinguished from e.g.:

I

I
les

lire

as in (21). Thus this aspect of the derived structure, namely the configurational relationship between 'faire' and the embedded verb is available to both analyses.
There is, however, another aspect of the derived structure resulting from FA
which is only available under the hypothesis that the derivation of (25) involves a
single application of CL-PL.

In chapter three, we discussed two peculiarities of

sentences such as:

(26)

Je ferai re'pondre Jean

2

Marie.

and argued that the decision t o regard FA as a verb-raising rule made it possible to
account for them in terms of a partially anomalous derived structure; specifically, in
(26), the underlying indirect object of the embedded sentence,

substitution of a pronoun for 'Marie,' the VP-dominated

object, results in an ungrammatical sentence.

We would not expect:

* Je ferai rgpondre Jean

(27)

Marie,' is dominated

Interestingly, there is a third peculi-

by a VP-node which itself dominates no verb.
arity of this construction:

'A

elle.

to be grammatical, for the same reason that:

* Jean r6pondra

(28)

Nor would we expect to find that:

is not grammatical.16
(29)

elle.

"

Je ferai lui ripondre Jean.

is grammatical, since once FA has applied, clitics may not occur attached to the
embedded verb.17
(30)

On the other hand, we might very well expect that:

* Je lui ferai r6pondre Jean.

would be grammatical, parallel to:
(31)

Je lui ferai lire ce livre.

In fact, we have the striking contrast:
(32)
(33)

Je ferai h i r e ce garqon
Je ferai &ire une lettre

(34)

"

Je lui ferai &ire

2

Marie.
Marie.

ce garqon.

130
(35)

Je lui ferai 6crire une lettre.I8

The difference between sentences (32) and (33) is exactly that only (32) is an example of the cons?ruction seen t o be anomalous in chapter three, and is derived by
embedding a sentence of the form

'subject - verb

-

indirect object' undar 'faire.' 19

Sentence (33) is derived through application of A-INS (but see footnote 18); 'Marie'
is the underlyi~gsubject of the embedded sentence.
We claim that it is a linguistically significant generalization that (32), but not
(33), acts peculiarly with respect to CL-PL, as well as in the ways discussed in
chapter three (i.e., with respect t o length-inversion and the 'me, te, se.

. ;.

Pro'

constraint). That is, the ungrammaticality of (34) is due to the complexity, or
rather anomaly, of the derived structure resulting from the application of

FA.^'

The crucial observation is that reference to the relevant derived structure can
be made only if CL-PL does not precede FA.

I f CL-PL could precede FA, then in

the derivation of (301, we would have:
Je ferai

-

dean re'pondre

>

lui --+

CL-PL

---4

Je ferai -

Jean lui rhpondre.
but we see that a t the time of application of CL-PL, no exceptional derived
structure has yet been created.

In particular, we do have:

(36) Je laisserai Jean r6pondre 6 Paul,
(37)

Je laisserai Jean lui re'pondre.

Continuing with the derivation of (30), we get:
Je ferai
Je ferai

-

Jean lui ripondre

---

FA

--+

liii r6pondre Jean.

But now that part of CL-PL which would take:
Je ferai
into

-

ies lire

Jean

Je ies ferai lire 5 Jean

will apply in the derivation of (30),yielding:

* Je lui ferai repondre Jean.
I t is difficult to see where in the course of the derivation this could be ruled out.
Under the hypothesis that CL-PL can only apply after FA, however, we have
the following derivation:
Je ferai - Jean r6pondre 5 lui
Je ferai re'pondre Jean

5 lui

-- +

---4

FA

----I

CL-PL

Now, though, we have available the partially anomalous derived structure created by

'3 lui:'

FA, which depends on the prepositional phrase,

/

faire

. .

\

I

re'pondre

VP
I

PP
/'I

B lui
We can thus say that this derived structure causes CL-PL to b10ck.~' Within 2
cyclic theory of grammar, the conclusion would be that CL-PL does not apply on
the first cycle, i.e., is not a cyclic rule.
A slightly different application of the same type of argument can be constructed with respect to the Pro-Adjective 'le.'

An adjective can be 'replaced' by

'le' only in the position directly following the verb; e.g.:

(38) Jean est fou.
Jean deviendra fou.
Jean restera fou.

(39)

Jean I'est.
Jean le deviendra
Jean le restera.22

This 'le' cannoi: occur corresponding to an adjective in the position

(40)
(41)
(42)
(43)

Je
Je
Je
Je

*
*
*
*

V

-

NP -

m.:

crois Jean fou.
trouve Jean fou.
rendrai Jean fou.
nornmerai Jean prbsident.
Je
Je
Je
Je

le
le
le
le

crois Jean.
trouve Jean.
rendrai Jean.
nommerai Jean. 23

Notice, moreover, that if we embed a sentence of the kind in (38) under 'faire,'
'le' is impossible:

(44)
(45)

Jean deviendra fou.
Jean le deviendra.
Cela fera devenir Jean fou.
* Cela le fera devenir Jean.
" Cela fera le devenir Jean.

We can relate the non-occurrence of 'le' in (42), (431, and (45) only if CL-PL
applies at a time when there is an intervening NP between the verb and adjective;
in the case of (45) that implies after the application of FA.

Conversely, if CL-PL

applied on the first cycle:
Cela fera - Jean devenir le
Cela fera - Jean le devenir

---4

CL-PL

---+

one would expect the subsequent application of FA and supplementary CL-PL to
have the effect:
Cela fera - Jean le devenir -----, FA ---+
Cela fera - le devenir - Jean ---4
CL-PL ---+
" Cela le fera devenir Jean
This again suggests that CL-PL must be ordered after

FA.^^

We have been arguing, on the basis of evidence from the 'fairer/'laisser'construction, that CL-PL would not be a cyclic rule, given a linguistic theory embodying the principle of the transformational cycle.

There is, moreover, further

reason t o believe this .to be true if one considers certain other areas of French syntax, e.g., the French equivalent of the 'easy to please' construction:

(46)

Jean ast facile

h

contenter.

Sentence (46) is understood as cognitive1y synonymous with:

(47)

11 est facile de contenter Jean.

The deep structure of (46) will at least contain a sentence in which 'Jean' is the
We claim in addition that the deep structure of (46) does not

object of 'contenter.'

have 'Jean' as the subject, but is essentially equivalent t o the deep structure of

(47).25 The evidence for this position is the occurrence of nominals in subject
position in (46) which correspond to the nominal-object component of certain
idioms:

(48) 1 1 sera difficile de rendre justice dans ces conditions.
II serait facile de preter assistance i une s i belle fille.
Justice sera difficile h rendre dans ces conditions.
Assistance serait facile 2 prbter
une s i belle fille.

(49)

'Assistance' and 'justice' do not occur freely as articleless nouns in subject position;
this can be accounted for by p~stulatinga movement transformation which raises
the object of the embedded sentence in the structure underlying (46) to surfacesubject position.

Such a transformation would clearly apply on the second cycle in

the derivaticn of (46!.

(50)
(51)

Consider now:

11 serait facile de trouver I'auteur de ce livre.
11 serait facile d'en trouver I'auteur.

If the 'en' in (51) were placed cyclicaily in clitic position, i.e., on the first cycle,

we would expect the raising rule to be able to apply on the next cycle, yielding:
(52)

* L'auteur w a i t facile

which is, however, ungrammatical.
(53)

en trouver.

We have, rather:

?? Lrauteur en serait facile

A

tr~uver.~~

which suggests that CL-PL does not apply to this 'en,'
raising of the NP, i.e.,

(54)
(55)
(56)
(57)

CL-PL is not cyclic.

if a t all, until after the

Similarly, we have:

11 serait facile de trouver trois livres.
11 serait facile d'en trouver trois.
* Trois serait facile en tr ver.
Trois serait facile A trouver.

!3y

Additional evidence for the non-cyclicity of CL-PL comes from the construction exemplified in the following sentences:
(58)

On
On
On
On
On

croit
croit
croit
croit
croit

Jean
Jean
Jean
Jean
Jea,,

fou.
fidble ?I sa femme.
fidble 2 ses principes.
un grand savant.
capable de tout faire.

We claim that the deep structure of each of these sentences contains an embedded
sentence with '$trerr and that this 'dtre' is later deleted.

Some evidence in favor of

this view can be found in, e.g.:28

(59) On croit Jean aim6 de sa femme.
On croit Jean facile

contenter.

If the adjective phrases in (58) were generated directly by the PS-rules, we would
not expect to find in that position strings produced by transformation, such as those
in

59) (where the relevant transformations ere passive2' and the rule for

discussed earlier in this chapter).
The embedded sentences in (58) are thus:

(60)

Jean
Jean
Jean
Jean
Jean

est
est
est
est
est

fou.
sa femme.
fidble
fidhle 6 ses principes.
un grand savant.
capable de tout faire.

All have counterparts with clitics:

(61)

Jean
Jean
Jean
Jean
Jean

Irest.
lui est fidkle.
y est fidhle.
en est un grand.
en est capable.

'facile'

Consider now:

(62)

On y croit Jean fidble.

If CL-PL were cyclic, the 'y' in (62) would h z ~ einitially been placed as in (61)
and later moved up to
(63)

'croire'.

This would leave unexplained the assymmetry in:30

* On le croit Jean.
? On lui croit Jean fidkle.
On y croit Jean fidhle.
*? On en crciit Jean UTI grand.
On en croit Jean capable.

The non-cyclicity of CL-PL would likely lead to an explanation along the lines of
the discussion of examples (38)-(45).31

Section I I
At the end of section I of chapter three, we noted that our theory predicted
that if a sentence containit~gbath

direct object and an indirect object were em-

3

bedded under 'faire', the resulting complex sentence would contain three objects, two
indirect, of which only one would show any 'anomalous' behavior.

For example, if

we embed under 'faire' the sentence:
(64)

Son fils portera des livres

(65)

Paul fera porter

sa femme.

we get: 32

Our theory predicts that the
the embedded sentence, here

2

son fils des livres

h

sa femme.

'&'-complement corresponding to the indirect object of

'2

sa femme' will exhibit 'anomalous' behavior, whereas

the other two complements will not.
We therefore correctly predict that only the latter two complements are
cliticizable:
(66)

Paul lui fera porter des livres sa fe me.
Paul iui en fera porter i sa femme. 3 F

(67) * Paul lui fera porter h son fils des livres.
* Paul lui fera porter des livres son fils. 34

but

Example (67) is thus parallel to examples (30) and (341, as expected.
Returning now to the 'faire.

. .par'

construction, we recall that in section I1

of chapter Ill, we argued that this construction was to be derived from an embedded passive.

The deep structure of:

(68)

Je ferai lire ce livre par mon fils.

will therefore contain an embedded sentence which in isolation would be realized
as:

(69)

Ce livre sera lu par mon fils.

Ignoring for the moment the problem of the auxiliary, we notice that if we allow
Passive to apply on the lower cycle:

Je ferai [Ce livre lire par mon fils] , then
S
S
on the second cycle FA will apply, raising 'lire' out from the embedded sentence,

correctly yielding (68).

Nonetheless, despite the simplicity of such an analysis (let

us call it the full-passive analysis), we will argue that it is incorrect.
Consider the verb 'ob6irr, which is exceptional in entering into the passive

construction despite the lack of a direct object:35
(70)

Jean obeit 4 Paul.
Paul est ob6i delpar Jean.

(71)

Jean
Jean
Jean
Jean

*
*
*
*

parlera
Paul.
r6pondra i Paul.
krira
Paul.
resemble Paul.

Paul
Paul
Paul
Paul

sera
parlde Jean.
sera repondu par/& Jem.
sera ecrit parlde Jean.
est ressemble parlde Jean.

Given the full-passive analysis, we would expect, but do not get:36
(72)

* Je ferai ob6ir Paul delpar Jean.

The ungrammaticality of (72) would, however, follow from an analysis in which
in~,~~
Passive was broken up into two parts, agent-postposing and s ~ b j e c t - ~ r e ~ o sand
which asserted that, in the derivation of sentences like (68), only agent-postposing
had applied.38
Such an analysis could also account for the contrast, for most speakers,
between:

(73) Jean fera faire entrer le monsieur par son fils.
(74) * Le monsieur sera fsit entrer par son fils.
In the light of the ungrammaticality of (741, the full-passive analysis could not
generate (73).

If Passive applied in two parts, though, one could claim that (74)

was excluded by virtue of the derived structure resulting from FA:
preposing could not apply across two verbs.3g

i.e.,

that subject-

Sentence !?3), which, like (68). does

not involve application of subject-preposing, would be generable.
Most importantly, an analysis in which subject-preposing is not involved in
the derivation of sentences like (68)automatically accounts for the gap in the
following paradigm:
(753

Je iaisserai Jean parrir.
Je laisserai partir Jean.

(76)

Je laisserai mon fils lire ce livre.
Je laisserai lire ce livre B mon fi!s.

!77)

* Je laisserai ce livre lire par rnon fils.
Je laisserai lire ce livre par mon fils.

If the derivation of the grammatical half of (77) involvec! full application of Passive,
one would ad-hocly have to say that FA was obligatory in the presence of the

passive marker.

No special condition need be stated at all in the two-part-passive

analysis.
Finally, we note that if subject-preposing has not applied in (771,~' the prob!em of accounting for the absence of the auxiliary fa!!s away:41

(78) * Je laisserai &re lu ce livre par mon fils.
The derivation of (68) is now:
--t

Je ferai

-

Je ferai

-

[Mon fils lire ce livre par

lire ce livre par mon fils].

[

A I

A t this point, what must hap-

pen is that, on the 'fairer cycle, the verb 2nd all the objects become attach4 to the
VP dominating 'faire.14*

FA would, however, raise only the verb, and COMP-ORDER

An interesting possibility is that the objects are raised by a rule

is inapplicable.

which apparently makes reference to the feature 'agentive.'
Consider:

(79)

On fera tirer Jean sur Marie.
On fera marcher Jean sur les bras de Marie.

!8n)

Jean tirera sur Marie.
Jean marchera sur les bras de Marie.

(81)

Jean lui tirera dessus.
Jean lui marchera sur les bras.

(82)

"7 On lui fera tirer Jean dessus.

* On lui fera marcher Jean sur les bras.
The ungrammaticality of (82) is related to that of (301,(34), (67). (We do not

-

claim that (82) is derived directly from (79), nor (81) from (80)
section C, 11).

see chapter 2,

Contrasting with (821, however, is:
(83)

On lui fera tomber des pierres dessus.
Sa iui faisait rnonter des sanglots b la gorge.

(84)

On lui fera tornber Jean d e s ~ u s . ~ ~

and especially

I t seems that there must be a rule which further collapses the structure resulting
from FA, just in case there I's no agentive NP following 'faire'.
then be extendable to the case of

'faire.

.

.par1.

Such a rule might

Footnotes to Chapter IV

1.

With the 'exceptions' discussed in chapter six.

2.

Similarly:
(a)
(b)
(c)

3.

* Paul en laissera Jean parler.
* Paul y laissera Jean aller.
* Paul lui laissera Jean donner des livres.

Clitics 'mova up' in the case of adjectival complements:
(dl

Jean lui est fidhle.
Jean lui remera fidhle.

(e)

J'y croyais Jean fidsle.
J'en croyais Paul capable.

and in certain cases, e.g.,

in the construction represented in (el, when an embedded

verb has been deleted:
(f)

Moi, je croyais Jean
toi?

h

Paris; est-ce que tu I'v croyais aussi,

(see latter part of this chapter for a more detailed discussion of this construction).
They also 'move up' to the auxiliaries 'avoir' and 'btre,' when the main verb appears
in past-participle form:
(g)

4.

Je I'ai vu.
el Iui est d6ji arrivk.
Ee Yivre nous a 6t6 don& par Georges.

Some of the starred sentences in (22) were grammatical in Old French, and

a somewhat larger sub-class (i.e., their equivalents) are grammatical in modern

Spanish.

5.

Study of this historical change is beyond the scope of this thesis.

The relative ordering of EQUI-NP and CL-PL is unclear.

The argument

given in the text is superfluous if EQUI-NP follows CL-PL.

6.

The distinction between

VP

\

and

y V P \structures

is not sufficient to adequately distinguish the various possibilities.

We recall that

the derived structures resulting from EQUI-NP and FA acted alike with respect to
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L-TOUS (see footnote 13, chapter 3)' yet were distinct from that resulting from
the extraction of 'Jean' in (16) by Passive, wh-preposing, or CL-PL.
seem that there is a t ieast a threeway distinction to be made.

Thus it would

(See also footnote

12, chapter 3 concerning some relevant data from Spanish.)
On the other hand, if CL-PL precedes EQUI-NP (more precisely the actual
deletion of the identical NP; see Postal (1968a)), then the distinctive effect of FA
would merely be its forming 'verb + infinitivef sequences a t a relatively early stage
in the derivation.

The important point is not so much exactly what aspect of the

derived structurr! ~roducedby FA CL-PL is sensitive to, but that some such p r o p
erty be available to CL-PL a t the time of i t s application; i.e., that CL-PL follow FA.

7.

We note that there is no necessity for evidence bearing on the exact formu-

lation of CL-PL to exist internal to French, insofar as there is the possibility that
some of its properties may be predictable from linguistic theory.
I t will become apparent in chapter six that the superficial similarity between
the 'fairer-construction and auxiliaries breaks down in a crucial respect.

8.

As expected (see chapter 3 with respect t o L-TOUS), removal of the embed-

ded subject NP by a rule other than FA does not yield a structure suitable for
the 'raising' of the clitic.

Unfortunately the evidence is somewhat marginal, since

we obviously cannot, as we did for L-TOUS, use prior application of CL-PL as a
test, and since Passive and wh-preposing are both excluded with 'laisser' and 'faire.'
However, we do have the contrast:

(h)

Paul a envoye/ Jean chercher la fille.
Paul a envoy6 Jean la chercher.
* Paul Ira envoy6 Jean chercher.

(i)

Paul a envoye' chercher la fille par Jean.
* Paul a envoye' la chercher par Jean.
Paul Ira envoy6 chercher par Jean.
Paul la lui a envoy6 chercher.

(j)

Jean a 6t6 envoy6 chercher la fille.
Jean a Qt6 envoye' la chercher.
* Jean I'a kt6 envoy6 chercher.

but:

The sentences in (i)involve application of FA, and are parallel to (13)-(15).

Those in (j) involve application of Passive prior to CL-PL and behave quite
differently.
In the light of the argument given in chapter five (independently of these
constructions) that CL-PL follows Passive, these facts suggest that CL-PL is not
merely sensitive to the earlier formtiiion of V-lnf. sequences (see footnote 6).

9.

Notice that if we replace 'Jean' in (13)-(18) by a clitic, we obtain an inter-

esting paradigm which, like the examples with 'tout' i'n chapter 3, shows that superficially similar sentences can have radically different structures due to differences in
derivational history:

(k)

Je lui laisserai lire ce livre.
Je le laisserai lire ce livre.

(1)

* Je lui laisserai le lire.
Je le laisserai le lire.

(m)

Je le lui laisserai lire.
* Je le le laisserai lire.

The two sentences in (k) differ exactly as do (14) and

(la), and

the difference is

reflected in (1) and (m).
The ungrammatical sentence in (m) might also be ruled out on the grounds
t h a t two accusative clitics form an impossible clitic sequence in French.

10.

See footnote 5, chapter three for discussion of certain exceptions to this

generalization.

11.

There is a slight equivocation here.

tory.

I f CL-PL were optional (see Kayne (forthcoming-a)), then the arguments in

We are assuming that CL-PL is obliga-

this chapter would show rather that, in the actual derivation of the grammatical
sentences, CL-PL did not apply cyclically, and that if it did, some way of blocking
the derivation would be necessary.
conclusions of chapter six.

Such a result would in no way compromise the

Furthermore, it will become apparent in chapter six

that nc such blocking mechanism would be feasible, given that certain clitics are in
fact placed cyclically.

12.

The deletion of the

is discussed in chapter two.

I&'
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13.

We argued in chapter two that the derived structure assigned by CL-PL has

the sequence 'ciitic+verbr dominated by .the node V.
clitic 'le' along with the verb 'lire,'

14.

See chapter two.

15.

Thus:
(n)

FA will therefore raise the

as indicated.

Je le ferai lire ?I Jean.
Je le ferai lire Jean.
+

(0)

Je lui ferai parvenir cette lettre.
* Je lui ferai parvenir $ cette lettre.

See latter part of this chapter for more detailed discussion of the construction ex-

emplified in

(0).

A similar argument can be constructed with respect to the clitic 'y.'

Certain

prepositional phrases can optionally act like direct objects with respect to A-I NS:

but:

(p)

Cela les fait penser
la guerre.
Cela leur fait penser a' Is guerre.

(q)

Cela les fera aller
Paris.
* Cela leur fera a!ler 2 Paris.

In both cases, the prepcsitional phrase can be pronominalized as 'y,' with the
paradigm essentially unchanged :
(r)
(s)
(t)

(u)

Cela les y fait penser.
? Cela leur y fait penser.
Cela les y fera aller.
* Cela leur y fera aller.

i f CL-PL had applied to 'y' before FA, and therefore before A-INS, whatever difference there is in stricture between the two types of PP's wculd have been lost
in (r)-(u).

If, on the other hand, CL-PL applied after A-INS, these sentences could

be derived exactly as are (p) and (q).

16.

See Kayne (forthcoming-a) for an argument that (27) and (28) are to be

ruled out by an output constraint.

17.

Compare:
(v)

' Jean

fera les lire

&

sa fille.

* Jean fera les lire sa fille.
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18.

Senf Ices (33) and (35) are both ambiguous.

!31), is tf
The 0th

. one we are

interemd in here, i.e.,

is in effect the 'faire.

.

.par.

One reading, that parallel t o

'I'll have Mary (her) write 3 letter.'

. .' construction

'I'll h; e a letter written to Mary (her),'

with agent unexpressed:

Thus the contrast is even stronger; (34)

differs trom both readings of (35). We return to the 'faire.

.

.par.

.

.' construction

below.

19.

The two sentences a:so di3er in the animacy of the NP following 'icrire.'

This is not a relevant distir:c:ior
(w)

Je feiai connattre ce garcon & Marie.
Je lui fzriii connaftre ce garqon.

and parallel to the 'faire.

(x)

Compare, parallel to (33), and derived by A-INS:

.

.par.

. .'

reading:

Je fer;:i nrtsenter ce garqon i Marie.
Je lui f?rai prksenter ce garCon.

See below for further discuskcl?.

20.

This is not to say that we have an explanation for why the anomaly mani-

fests itself in this particular way.
mcvement from the positio.1

We note that there is no general constraint on

~ r !question:

(25! je ferai r6pondre Jean i Marie.
* Je 1: ferai repondre Jean.
(30)
(y)

Voile la fille

i

qui je ferai repondre Jean.

(z)

CL-PL itself is permitted if the clitic is
Je %rai ~GtlondreJean h ses questions.

(3a)

J'y ferai repondre Jean.

Even more strikingly,

'y:'

The same paradigm reveals itself if the subject 3f the embedded sentence is a clitic:
(ab)

JF le ferai r6pondre
Marie.
* d 2 ie iui ferai repondre.

(ac)

Je le ferai r6pond:e 2 ses questions.
Je I'y ferai repondre.

'En' patterns like 'y:'
(ad)

Je le ferai parler .Ae ses projets.
Je I'en ferai park-.
J'essaierai d'en faire parler ton copain.

The clitics 'en' and 'y' can apparently be extracted from more deepiy embedded
structures than can the dative clitics, a fact that hopefully can be re1at.d to ch-i

structura; dif-terence betweer1 'en' and 'y,' both Pro-PP's, and the dative clitics,
which are Pro-NP's.

See chapter two for arguments in favor of such a distinction.

The fact that dative clitics are extracted less easily than 'y' or 'en' in the
above constr~stionsis ;;iirroreci, for some speakers, in the 'croire'-construction
(ae)
iaf)

Je crois Jean fidile
sa femme.
? Je lui crois Jean fidhle.

(ag)
{ah)

Je crois Jean fidhle
ses prinsipes.
J'y crois Jean fidhle.

While most speakers accept both (af) and (ah), there are some who accep; only (ah).
See footnote 14, chapter two, for discussion of another environment in which
'en,' 'y' have a freer distribution than the other clitics.
In addi:ion,

there is a minority of speakers who allow 'en' and 'y' to be

attached to the embedded verb in the 'fairer-construction, even if FA has bpplied.
For these speakers, the following are grammatical:

(a;)

? Je ferai en manger douze a idarie.
? Je ferai en manger douze par Marie.
? Je ferai y aller Jeail.

(aj)

Marie.
J'en ferai manger douze
J'en ferai manger douze par Marie.
J'y ferai aller Jeail.

A

Je les ferai manger 2 Marie.
Je les ferai manger par Marie.
Je lui ferai apporter des livres par- ::an.

2

All speakers accept the sentences in (aj) and iak).
most speakers.

Those in (ai) are rejected by

Those who accept (ai) still reject:
(al)

* Je ferai les manger
Marie.
* Je ferai Ies manger par Marie.
* Je ferai lui apporter des livres par Jean.

We have no expianation for the optionality shown in (a;:. iajj, but emphasize the
correlation between the various sets o f data in this f o o t n ~ t eand me fact that 'en,'
'y' can

t?* distingi~ishedfrom the other clitics by their Pro-PP charscter.
We note this rhe sentences in (ai) do not constitute an arwiment for the

cyclic placement of 'en' and 'y' (in the dialects of those speakers who accept (ail),
since such spe?k~rsoften accept sentences like:
{am)

? Paul a laisse' s'en noyer trois.
? Cela a fait s'en tuer trois.

where the 'en' aust have been placed after FA, because of the folivwing contrast:

(av)

* J'en croyais Jean un.

(See further on in text.)

24.

Implicit in these arguments is the assumption that there is a unique rule of

CL-PL for all non-reflexive clitics (see chapter six).

If this were not the case, then

each individual argument would be valid only for some

CL-PL rule or rules. We

have no evidence that there is not a single rule for non-reflexive clitics, in any case.

25.

I t is not clear whether the deep structure of (47) very closely approximates

i t s surface structure or is rather more like 'de contenter Jean est facile.'

See Rosen-

baum (1967) and Emonds (1969) for differing analyses of extraposition in English, as
well as Ross (1967a).
Difficulties that exist only in French for this construction are, first, the
change in preposition:
(aw)
(ax)

Jean est facile h contenter.
* Jean est facile de contenter.
!I est facile de contenter Jean.
* II est facile A contenter Jean.

More precisely, 'de' here is a complementizer, probably predictable in this environment, and much like:
(ay)

II est important & tout savoir.

The origin of the '8' in (aw) is unclear.
(az)

Second, we have the contrasz:

II lui est facile de contenter Jean.
* Jean lui est facile h contenter.

Despiie these and other problems, we maintain the position that 'Jean' is not the
deep-structure subject.

26.

'En' from subject position is highly restricted.

27.

Also impossible is:
(ba)

* Trois en serait facile

k~ trouver.

but this is part of the more general paradigm:

(bb)

" Trois en sont intelligents.

There is no general restriction on 'en' in the complement of 'facile:'
(bc)

La bouteille serait facile A remplir de ce vin-ci.
? L'autre serait facile h en remplir aussi.

The behavior of 'en' in cleft sentences might be relevant here, but is superficially
incomprehensible:
(bd)

C'est I'auteur de ce livre que je connais.
* C'en est I'auteur que je connais.
* Crest I'auteur que j'en connais.

(be)

J'en connais I'auteur.

(bf)

C'est I'auteur de ce livre qui est connu.
*? C'en est I'auteur qui est connu.
C'est I'auteur qui en est connu.

(bg)

C'est la forme de ce pokrne qui est admirable.
? C'en est la forme qui est admirable.
C'est la forme qui en est admirable.

There is much to be done here.
A further mystery is sentences like:
(bh)

La solution de ce problbme me'rite d'etre Qtudie'e.

* La solution en merite d'Qtre btudi6e.
La solution merite d'en &re Qtudi6e.
* La solution rnhrite d'Gtre dtudiie de ce probl8me.

(hb)

Le pied de la table parait stre casd
Le pied parait en 6tre casd.
? Le pied en parait Gtre cassia
* Le pied en paraTt en etre ~ s & .

More generally, it is not clear how 'en' coming from subject position fits in
with the other clitics, in particular whether there might not be a separate rule in-

We note finally that the restrictions on 'en' from subjec; position comprise
an instructive example of left-to-right assymmetry (as predicted by the formalism for
writing transformations), which is born out by the fact that subject clitics do not
pattern like object clitics.

(Sentences such as 'La tste lui tourne' are only apparent

counterexamples - see Gross (1968, p. 24)). Compare alw ;napter

1, section 3, and

footnote 15, chapter 6.

28.

For further argument, see Gross (1968, chapter V).

question of whether the deep structure is V

-

NP - S

or

We leave open the
V - S.
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29.

As pointed out to us by N. Ruwet, there are restrictions on which passives

can be embedded here:
(bi)

* On croit Jean battu par Paul.

The relevant difference is likely one involving 'tense'.

30.

One could alternatively claim that CL-PL was optional and cyclic (for all

clitics) and that if CL-PL did apply cyclically, the derivation blocked in all cases.

3;.

See also fn. 20 and Gross (1968, p. 127).
We note that the non-cyclicity of CL-PL in sentence (62)makes it especially

clear that CL-PL must have a variable.

32.

For most speakers.
(66)

All speakers accept:
sa femme.

Paul lui fera porter des livres

where the number of complements has been reduced by substituting 'lui' for 'son
fils'.

33.

Similariy:
(bj)
(bk)

son fils ces livres
Paul fera porter
Paul les lui fera porter 4 sa femme.

2

sa femme.

We note that cliticizing the direct object alone leads to an unacceptable sequence
of complements:
(bl)

34.

* Paul en fera porter

son fils

h

sa femme.

This sentence is of course grammatical in the reading corresponding to
(bm)

Elle portera des livres

son fils.

Another somewhat dulled reflection o f the 'anomalous' behavior of the embedded indirect object is the fact that (65) cannot come from having embedded under 'faire':
(bn)

35.

Sa femme portera des livres

k

son fils.

Like 'ob6irf is 'desob6irft and, for most speakers, 'pardonner'.

do, however, accept:

Some speakers

vs.

36.

(bo)
(bp)

? Jean pardonnera Paul.
* Jean obhira Paul.
* Jean d6sob6ira Paul.

It is unclear why one does get:
(bq)

Paul arrive

A

se faire ob6ir de tout le monde.

Netice, though, that there is no reason to call 'se' here an accusative:
(br)

37.

* Paul est arrive/

la faire ob6ir de tout le monde.

The terminology is taken from Chomsky (forthcoming

-

a), who argues on the

basis of nominalizations that Passive must be so divided in English.

38.

It would also be necessary that the exceptionality of 'obbir' be with respect

to subject-preposing, a not ~lnnaturalclaim in the light of impersonal passives (see

chap. 3, fns. 24, 28).
(bs)

Compare also:

Je ferai parler de Marie au professeur par un de mes fr&res.

39.

See fn. 9, chapter 3.

40.

Further evidence for divorcing agent-postposing from subject-preposing might

have existed in Middle French:
MF
q a se dit par tout ie monde.
(bt)

41.

Some speakers accept sentences like:
(bu)

Paul laisserait sa femme &re arrstie par les gendarmes.

This indicates that there is no general constraint on subject-preposing appiying in
sentences embedded under 'faire'/'laisserl and suggests that sentences like
(bv)

* Paul fera ce livre &re lu par son fils.

be ruled out by some kind of output constraint (see in. 3, chap. 3). We leave this
question open.

It is also unclear why FA cannot apply to (bu), yielding
(bw)

* Paul laisserait &re sa femme arr6t6e par les gendarmes.

(or even (78)). Much remains to be done here.

Perhaps relevant is the grammatical-

ity, for some speakers, of:
(bx)

Paul vous les fera laisser tomber.

42.

See fn. 19. See also fns. 16, 17, chapter 3.

43.

In the non-agentive meaning of 'tomber'.

Again, sentence (8) is only grammatical if 'lui' and 'Jean' are not coreferential.
Conversely, the 'se' in (9) must refer to 'Jean.'
Furthermore, 'se' can appear only if the two identical NP's are in the same
sentence:
(10)

* Jean voudrait que tu Lach6tes des bonbons.

In the cases where 'se' is thereby excluded, the non-reflexive pronoun is possible:

Jean voudrait que tu IUi achhtes des bonbons.

(11)

The distribution of 'set thus resembles that of the 'm&mel-reflexive and of 'self' in
English.

This suggests that 'se' might be considered merely the clitic form of the

'mime'-reflexive.

In fact we note that the 'meme'-form alone often leads to an un-

grammatical sentence when 'se' would be possible:
(12)

* Jean regarde u-mgme dans le miroir.6

This recalls the contrast:
(13)
(14)

Jean me regarde.
* Jean regarde moi.

Given the analysis of clitics proposed in chapter two, there would appear to
be a rather natural way of expressing the parallelism between (6)'(12), (131, (14).
We already have a rule of CL-PL, which moves the pronoun in a structure resembling (14) to pre-verbal position, yielding (13).

If we now said that CL-PL applied

as well to reflexive pronouns, we could have it apply to the reflexivizeci pronoun in
a structure resembling (121, moving it to pre-verbal p~sition, where it would be

spelled out as 'se,' yielding (6). In such an analysis, the derivations of (6) and (13)
rlvould be the same except that in the case of (6)'an extra rule of refiexivization
would have applied.
One problem that arises immediately is the following:

we showed ir! chapter

two that CL-PL applies only to bare pronouns; in particular it does not apply to
pronouns modified by numerals, 'tous,' 'autres,' nor even overtly to 'm6me:'
(15)

Tu t e regardes trop souvent dans le miroir.
* Tu te-mgme regardes. . . .
* Tu toi-m8me regardes. . . .

(16)

Jean se regarde. . . .
Jean se-m8me regarde. . . .
* Jean soi-m8me regarde. . . .

(17)

Nous n'e'crivons qu'i nous-mgmes.
Nous nous 6crivons.

*

NOUS

nous-mhes Qcrivons.

This implies that we cannot derive 'ser from a pronoun to which 'me'mef has been
added, i.e., to a pronoun which has undergone the 'm6me'-reflexivization rule.

Other-

wise we would have to complicate CL-PL to apply to modified pronouns in just this
one case, and then have this modifier obligatorily deleted just in case CL-PL had
applied.
Alternatively, in order to preserve the claim that 'se' is introduced parallel to
the other clitics, i.e., through the application o f CL-PL to an object pronoun, we
could say that the rule of refiexivization, rather than introducing 'm6me1 directly,
first added an ad-hoc feature

'+

reflex.' to the pronoun in question.

would then not prevent the application of CL-PL.
pronoun with this feature was spelled out 're"

This feature

Later rules would specify that a

in clitic position, but that in non-

clitic position no morphological change took place, the formative 'me^mef being inserted instead.8

The derivation of (6) would be roughly:g

Jean regarde PJQ --+

reflex. --+

Jean regarde &
+ref lax.

--

CL-PL ---,

--4

Jean se regarde.

Jean Pro regarde
+reflex.

--A

morphology

We claim that such an analysis would be incorrect and that despite all that
'se' has in common with the other clitics, it would be a mistake to derive the
former by CL-PL.

This would imply that linguistic theory must be able to capture

generalizations such as those about 'se' and other clitics by means other than that of
derivation by a single rule. 10
We shall proceed in three ways.

On the one hand, we shall show that 'se'

differs from the other clitics in ways which make less implausible than it would
seem the idea that there is more than one rule involved.

Second, we shall argue

on the basis of ordering considerations that 'se' must be placed in clitic position a t
an earlier stage than the other clitics.

Finally we shall show that certain 'set should

be generated in the base, and that these have important properties in common with
the other clitics and with reflexive 'serf which suggests that the apparent loss in
generalization caused by a separate rule for reflexive 'se,'

is in fact recoverable.

Before going on to consider the differences between 'se' and the 'm&mef-

reflexives, we point out that the apparently more natural mor~hologicalstrong form
From the point of

for 'set1 'soil' is synchronically no longer related to reflexives."

view of the morphology, it is not terribly natural t o say that 'set is an automatic
I t would be de-

variant of 'lui-m6rnel1 'elle-mime,' 'eux-m6mes' and 'elles-me"mes.'

sirable, given that one wants to relate 'set to some strong form, to maintain the
paradigm 'ser/Soi,' 'me'/'moi,'

'te'l'toi'.

Unfortunately, this is impossible.

'Soi' is

now merely a strong form corresponding to the subject clitic 'on. 'I2 In particular,
it occurs in environments where reflexives do not:

(18)
(19)
(20)
(21)

J'ai toujours mes livres avec moi (-me"me*).
Jean a toujours ses livres avec lui (-mdrne*).
....
Quand on a ses !ivres avec
Jean t'ernminera avec lui (-m&me*).
Je t'emmdnerai avec moi (-m&me*).
Quand on emmene les gens avec

a,. . -

.

(22) Jean m'a demand6 de parler avec lui (-mgme*).
(23)

Je lui demanderai de parler de moi (.mime*).
ne doit pas demander aux gens de parler de

a.
13

Conversely, 'soi' is not usually a possible reflexive, for most speakers:
(24)
(25)

Jean parle de lui-mdme.
* Jean parle de soi. 14

Most strikingly, 'se' and 'soi' differ syntactically in various ways:

a.

(23)
(26)

ne doit pas demander aux gens de parler de
ne doit pas demander aux gens de s donner de
*
I'argent. 15

(27)

Jean s'6cri-t souvent.
* Jean n'e'crit qu'ii soi.
* Jean s'Qcrit A soi.
Jean m'6crit souvent.
Jean nfBcrit quf$ moi.
Jean mfQcrit, 4 moi.

....
... .

(28) Quand on est livre' $ soi,
* Quand on s'est iivr6,
(29)

1 1 faut rester fidele 6 mi.
* II faut se rester fid6le.l6

The restrictions on 'se' iilustrated in sentences (28) and (29) in fact distinguish it from The 'rn6mef-reflexives as well as from 'soi.'

Sentence (29) is an ex-

ample of an adjectival 'if-complement, which is in general subject to CL-PL:

(30) Jean est fidhle 2 Marie.
(31)

*? Jean est fidhle 2 elle.

etc.

(32)

Jean lui est fidhle.

(33)
(34)

*? Marie est fidhle 2 mi.
Marie t'est fid6le.

However, if the complement is a reflexive, cliticization is impossible:
(35)
(36)

Jean est fidkle i lui-meme.
* Jean s'est fidhle.

If 'set were in fact placed in pre-verbal position by CL-PL, that rule would have to
be restricted ad-hocly so as not to apply to adjectival complements just in case they

'+ reflex.'

were marked with the feature

On the other hand, if 'se' were introduced

by a rule distinct from CL-PL, it would not be unnatural to find such a rule applying to verbal complements only.

Sentence (28)is a further example of the incom-

plete parallelism between 'se' and the other clitics.

In the passive of a Verb like

'livrer,' the 'A'-complement is cliticizable except if a refiexive:
(37)

On livrera Jean 2 Marie.
Jean sera livrk ?I Marie.

(38)

* ? Jean sera livre' elle par la police.
Jean lui sera livr6 par la police.

(39)

Jean sera livre' 2 lui-mgme par la police.
* Jean se sera livr6 par la police.

We return to these examples below in the section on ordering.
I t might be objected that the above examples arr semantically funny, 17
specifically that both (35) and (39) :=pose rather special interpretations on 'fidile'
and livrer' respectively.

This

~e true, but its importance is diminished by the

r.

observation that exactly the same naradigm is ~ : r c t i Tor reciprocai 'se,' where there
is no question a t all of semactic

langeness.

Just as reflexive 'se' corr
ciprocal 'se' correspond to the er

nds roughly to the 'mime1-reflexive, so does r e

- assion 'I'un

l'autre.'

we have:

(40) Ils parient souvent I'un de I'autre.
Ils comptent I ' m sur I'autre.
Ils pensent t'un 21 I'autr~ '8
Conversels, with direct objecl-;, we get:
(41)
(42)

* Ils aimen; l'un I'auzre.
IIs s'aiment.

"

and with indirect objects, both:
(43)

? Ils ressemble-rt I'un

'a I'autre.

In non-clitic environments,

(44) 11s se ressemblent.

2nd

Returning t o the restrictions on the distribution of 'se' noted earlier, we find:
(45)
(46)

* Ils se sont fidkles.20

Ils sont fidiles I'un

I'autre.

i47)
(48)
(49)

On les pre'sentera I'un i If?;rtre.
I l s seront pr6sent6s I'un 5 I'autre par Jean.
* Ils se seront pr6sent6s par Jean.

Sentences (46) and (49) could certainly not be excluded on the basis of any semantic argument.

Again leaving (49) to the section on ordering, we note that (46) does

not choose between the analysis in which 'se' is subject to CL-PL, and that in which
it is introduced by some other rule, which we will call 'ser-insertion (SE-INS).

In

either case, we would like to be able to say that reflexives and reciprocals have
some feature in common which accounts for their I:~)tb being realized by the same
clitic.

I f this is true, then SE-INS would fail to produce (46) just as with (36).

Similarly, the restriction on CL-PL, though still ad-hoc, coufd be seneralized to (4E)
from (36).
Reciprocal 'se,' nonethelzss, poses the same problem for the CL-PL analysis
as did reflexive 'self

in that there is no convenient source for reciprocal 'se' either.

'L'rtn I'autre' is a complex expression which we would not expect to be subject
CL-PL, si!ics t h e Iatter applies only to bare pronouns (see chapter two).

10

I f recip-

rocal 'se' is placed in preverbal p o s i t i ~ nby CL-PL, it must therefore be derived
from some abstract pronoun which never shows up in surface structure.
This kind of difficulty is well-illustrated by recipl.uba! firs: and second person
clitics.

Corresponding to (#),
150)
!51)
(52)

I Is s'hcrivenr souvent.
Nous nous 6cri\lons sguvent.
Vous vous Qcrivez snr:vent.

all with reciprocal

(53;
(54)

we have:

Conversely, the following are impossible:

"

Nous sr6crivons souvent.

* Vous sr6crivez souvent.

i n the CL-PL analysis, one vjould say that the abstract reciprocal pronoun that is
being moved is marked far persoii and spelled out accordingly. What remains unexplained is the fact that 'nous' and 'vous,' which in (51) and (52) are reflexes of
this rer,iprocal pronoun, lose this possibility in non-clitic position:
only be interpreted reflexively:21a

the following can

(55)
(56)

? Nous n'krivons qu'i nous.
? Vous n'e'crivez qu'i vous.
Nous parlons de nous.

Not only must we set up an abstract reciprocal pronoun as the source for the r e
ciprocal clitics in the CL-PL analysis, but this pronoun must undergo CL-PL or the
(If it were not, then (55)' (56) would admit to

resulting sentence is ungrammatical.
3

'reciprocal' reading.)
The analysis we propose is the following:

both reflexive and reciprocal 'set

are introduced under the appropriate conditions by a rule SE-INS, and are consequently not derived via CL-PL from pronouns generated in true object position.
Given this analysis, we account for the fact that !55) and (56) must be interpreted
as reflexives.

The clitics 'nous' and 'vous' in (511 and (52) will be derived via an

agreement transformation which l ~ i l refer
l
t o the subject of the sentence.
Support for this analysis comes from the following zsntences:
(56a) Nous nous icrivons souvent I'un h I'autre.
(56b) Ils s'aiment I'un I'autre.
(57) Vous ne vous ressemblez pas I'un . -utre,22
in which both 'se' and 'I'un I'autre' appear overtly in surface structure.

These

sentences would be difficult to derive if 'set came from some abstract reciprocal pronoun, since we would not expect such a pronoun to co-occur with 'I'un I'autre.'
Giver: a rule SE-INS, however, we can say that these sentences directly reflect the
output of that rule.

The derivation of (56b) is:

Ils aiment I'un I'autre

SE-INS ---,

---4

I IS s'aiment I'un I'autre.

The derivation of (56a) involves application of t!ie agreement rule (SE-AGR ) :
Nous 6crivons I'UR 2 l'autre
Nous s'rkrivons I'un

2

--+

I'autre --+

Nous nous icrivons I'un

SE-INS

SE-AGR

Elle sf6crit

--A

\a I'autre.

Reflexive clitics will be introduced in the same way.
(58)

--+

Siml!ar to (56a) is:

elle-msme de trks longnes lettres.

Significantly, (58) differs from the corresponding sentence with non-ref lexive clitic:
(59)

Elle mr&rit, ?I moil de tres longues lettres.

in that the former does not require either 'contrastive' or 'detachment' intonation.
We recall that our analysis o f CL-PL makes the claim that i59) must be a case of

'detachment,' or derivatively, 'contrast,' since CL-PL is a movecent rule.

If r e

flexive clitics are introduced by SE-INS, then we would not expect this to be true

of (58).23
The rule of SE-AGR needed in our analysis is required on independent
grounds to account for the varying form of the clitic in 'inherent' reflexives.
are verbs which occur with 'E'but

,

lhich otherwise do not take objects.

These

For

example, in:
(60)

Marie sr6vanouit.

the 'se' corresponds to no rea! object, since both of the following are ungrammatical:
(61)

* Marie gvanouit Jean.
* Marie 'evanouit

2

Jean.

We analyze such verbs as having 'set part of their lexical entry, or alternatively as
being specified with some feature which triggers the spelling ocf of 'se.'
portant point is that 'se' does not correspond to an object.

The im-

If this is true, then

an agreement rule is necessary for:
(62)

Je mtQvanouis.
Tu tlQvanouis.
Nous nous 6vanouissons.
Vous vous Qvanouissez.

The only alternative, in the CL-PL analysis, which would obviate the need
for an agreement rule would be to say that a t some point in the derivation the
structure leading to (60) was:

'* Marie hvanouit elle-rngrne.'

This could be pre-

duced, for example, by a rule which placed a pronominal copy of the subject in
object position.

Such a rule would apply just in case the verb was one of what we

are calling the 'inherent' reflexives.

There is evidence, however, which suggests that such an approach is incorrect.
Deriving (60) from:

'* Marie hanouit elle-mbme.' via application o f CL-PL is

equivalent to saying that after the copying rule has applied, '6vanouir1 is just like
any other verb that happens to have a reflexive object.
undesirable results.
(63)

Consider the verb 's'imaginer,'
Jean se I'imagine.

but not Indirect objects:
(64)

* Jean I'imagine

Paul.

This assumption leads to

which takes direct objects:
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Clearly, 's'imaginer' is like 's'6vanouirJ except that the 'set is felt as dative.

Sen-

tence (63) would presumably be derived from a structure resembling:
(65)

* Jean I'imagine

lui-m6me.

This fails t o account for the fact that we do not get (if the direct object is,
e.g., 'moi') :
(66)

* Jean m'imagine i lui-mGme.

(67)

Jean me presentera

parallel to:
e ~ i e . ~ ~

Similarly, we have the contrasts:

* Jean ne I'imagine qu'A lui-mhe.
(69) Jean n'en e'crit qu'i lui-m6me.

(68)

(70)
(71)

* C'est ?i lui-m6me que Jean l'imagine.
C'est B lui-mime que Jean icrit.

and most strikingly:

* Jean se I'imagine ?i lui-m2me.

(72)
(73)

Jean se parle

(74)
(75)

* Jean s'imagine 5 lui-mime que tout est bon.
Jean s1Qcrit B lui-m6me de trks longues lettres.

lui-mgme.

In particular, sentences (72) and (74) show that it would be insufficient to claim
that 'imaginer' in this usage had to be preceded by 'set in surFace structure.

We

conclude that a rule of SE-AGR is necessary to account for the shape of the object clitic in:
(76)

Je m'imagine que. . . .
Vous vous imaginez que.
etc.

..

To further heighten the plausibility of an analysis which includes the rules

SE-AGR and SE-INS and which rejects the claim that 'set is the result of CL-PL,
we recall that CL-PL, as argued in chapter two, is restricted in application to direct
and indirect object complements.

In particular, we argued that the clitic in:

(100) Jean lui court aprbs.
did not come from a structure of the form:
but rather from:

. . .aprhs

Pro.

...

..

.ap&

Pro.

..

In other words, (100) is not derived

directly from the structure underlying:
(101) Jean court aprbs elle.
through application of CL-PL.

I f 'se' too were introduced by CL-PL, we would

therefore not expect t o find it occurring with any reciprocal except 'I'un I'autre'
and 'Irun

I'ar~tre.' We consequently would have no way of accounting for:
(102) Jean et Marie se courent Irun apr6s Irautre.
(103) Jean e t Paul ss sont t i r i I'un sur I'autre.

Deriving 'set by CL-PL implies that it, like the other clitics, cannct come from an
'apr&sr- or 'surf-phrase.

The derivational history of (102) and (103), however, does

not include a stage containing an 'B'complement.

If the rule25 producing the

'ir-complement in (100) had applied in (102)' (103)' we would expect, and do get:
(104) Jean et Paul se sont t i r i dessus I'un ~'autre.'~
The SE-INS analysis, on the other hand, is not subject to the same limitations as

the CL-PL analysis, and is capable of generating both (103) and (104), since the
rule of SE-INS need not be sensitive to the kind of preposition preceding the reciprocal element. 27
Similsrly, although CL-PL cannot apply to pronouns preceded by 'pour,' as
argued in chapter two, many speakers accept:
(105) Jean et Paul se sont trouve' des chambres I'un pour I'autre.
(106) Jean et Paul se sont ached des jouets I'un pour l'autre.
I t is difficult to see how the 'set in such sentences could be derived through

c L-P L.

*'

Section II
We t.,~:s discussed various problems that arise if it is assumed that 'se,'

tike

the other object c!itics, is placed in pre-verbal position by the rule CL-PL, and
suggested, despite the many similarities between 'se' and ;he other clitics, that the
former is introduced by a distinct rule, SE-INS.

In additio,,, we argued that certain

'se,' the 'inherent reflexives,'28 should be considered not to have been placed by a
rule a t all, hence are obviously a case of a clitic not placed by CL-PL. We now
turn to a different kind of argument, namely one based on rule ordering.
Insofar as it can be shown that 'set must be in pre-verbal position a t the
point of application of some transformation, TI,

and that TI must precede CL-PL,

it follows that 'set is not placed by CL-PL, quite independently of the exact nature

of the rule that places it. We claim that such a rule TI exists for both reflexive
and reciprocal 'set and that TI = Passive.
follows SE-INS and precedes CL-PL.

We must therefore show that Passive

Such a result

v\lGl-lirj

be txtremely strong sup-

port for the arguments in the preceding section.
We begin by considering the ordering of Passive and SE-INS.

'Se' can appear

if subject and indirect object are identical, but not if direct object and indirect object are identical:
(in71 ~ e a nslQcrit souvent.
Jean s'achite des jouets.
(108) La police livrera & lui-rn(me.29
(109) * La police 2 !I\. - ~ r aJean.
The same paradigm holds for reciprcv. 'se:'

Jean

nt souvent.
Jean e t Paul -'--'- .?nt des jouets.
( , 11) Je pre'senterai Jean e t Paul I'un 2 I'autre.
(112) * Je se_ presenterai Jean e t Paul.

(110)

The crucial observaticn is that 'set is also not possible in the passives corresponding
as pointed out in section one:
to (108) and (Ill),

(113) Jean sera livr6 i ~ - m 6 m epar la police.
(114) * J m
sera iivr6 par la police.
(115) Jean e t Paul seront prgsent6s I'un 2 I'autre par
(116) * Jean e t Paul se seront present& par ma soeur.

98 soeur.

\JVe claim that there i s a linguistically significant generalization in the exclusion of
(1141, (116) alongside (log), (112).

Notice that this would follow automatically if

SE-INS preceded Passive, independently of the mechanism by which (109!, (112) are
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excluded. 3 1
Assume, for example, that the correct way of excluding (112) is to state as
part of SE-INS that the first of the two 'identicalf3* NP's must be the subject of
the sentence.

Then sentence (116) will not be generated since a t the time of

application of SE-INS it will not yet have been passivized and will thus be subject
to the proposed condition on SE-INS.

Another possibility for blocking ( 112) would

seem to be by reference to the cross-over principle.

Actually, however, this prin-

~ i p l e
~
is ~inconsistent
with the formulation of SE-INS as a rule introducing 'set1
rather than moving it in from object position.
On the other hand, it would be quite natura: to invoke 'cross-over,' given the
CL-PL analysis, in order to exclude (112).

I f 'se' were piaced in clitic position by

CL-PL, then (112) would be an instance of 'se' moving over 'Jean et Paul,' an obNotice, however, that if CL-PL follows Passive, then

vious violation of 'cross-over.'

CL-PL applied to 'se' in (116) does not move it over 'Jean e t Paul,' which has by
now been moved to subject p o s i t i ~ nby Passive; this would mean that (1 16) could
not be ruled out by 'cross-over.'

If (116) were ruled out by 'cross-over,' the

'crossing-over' would have to precede Passive, which implies the order CL-PL -Passive.
We conclilde that (1121 and (1 16) can be excluded in the same way34 only

if 'se' is placed in clitic position prior to Passive.

Consequently, if 'se' is placed by

CL-PL, t h ~ ?that rule must precede Passive. We now argue that this ordering is
impossible for other reasons, from which it would fcllow that 'se' is not placed by
C L-PL.

The evidence for ordering CL-PL after Passive depends on the clitics 'le'

(as a Pro-i?zgj.) and 'en. '35

'Le' is clearly placed after Passive since it can replace

a past participle which is created by Passive:

(117) Jean a

i t 6 bouscul6 par Paul

e t Pierre c a

6t6

par Jacques.

Compare:
(118) * Paul a bouscul6 Jean et Jacques xa Pierre.
(119) * Paul est arrive 2 3 h. et Jacques l e s t 5 4 h.36
'En' must be placed after Passive for the following reason: the conditions tinder
which 'en' can be extracted frcm object position are much less restricted than for
subjec: position.

For example:

(120) Paul en connait trois.
(121) Trois sont i n t e ~ l i ~ e n t s . ~ ~
(122) * Trois en sont intelligents.
(123) Paul en prendra un jaune.
(124) Un jaune est A votre droite.
(125) + Un jaune en est
votre droitc3'
Significantly, the conditions under which 'en' may be extracted from subject position in passives correspond to those for subject position in non-passives and not to
those for object position, the deep-structure position of the passive subject:
(126) Paul en a lu trois.
(127) Trois ont 6t6 lus par Paul.
(128) "1 Trois en ont 6t6 lus par Paul.
(129) Paul en a pris un jaune.
(130) Un jaune a 6t6 choisi par Paul.
(131) " Un jaune en a Qt6 choisi par ~ a u l . ~ ~
If we are to exclude (128) and (131) parallel to (122) and (1251, the extraction of

'en' must take place after the surface-subject NP's have been placed there by Pas~ i v e . I~f 'en'
~ could have been subject to CL-PL prior to Passive, we would incorrectly expect (128) and (131) to be the passives corresponding to (126) and
(129):
Paul a lu trois en

-+

CL-PL ---,

Paul en a lu trois

--A

Passive

*? Trois en ont

---4

6t6 lus par Paul.

A second argumentrAOreiated to and supporting the first, in favor of the
ordering of Passive before CL-PL involves a rule which we shall call 71'-extraposition

( I L - E X ) ~and
~ ~which is operative in the derivation of sentences like:
(132) 11 est arriv6 trois hommes.
which is synonymous with:
1133) Trois hommes sont arrivhs.
One characteristic of this rule is that it is sensitive to the distinction definite/indefinite:41
(133a) * II est arrive' vos amis.
* II est arrive les Amgricains.
This is mirrored in passives:
(134) 11 a i t 6 mange' des pommes de terre au lard.
II a 6t4 mange les pommes de terre au Iard.
(135)
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The fact that (134). but not (135) is grammatical suggests very strongly that their
derivation involves application of I L-EX to, respectively:
(136) ? Des pommes de terre au lard ont 6t6 mangees.
(137) Les pommes de terre au lard ont i t 6 mangkes.

and :

We conclude that IL-EX follows Passive.

Conversely, the foilowing pair of sentences

shows that IL-EX must precede CL-PL:

,

(138) 11 en est arrivi trois.
(139) * Trois en sont arrives.
Sentence (138) is like (132) with 'hommes' replaced by a pronoun.

As (139) and

!128) show, 'en' with numerals cannot come from subject position.

The 'en' in

(138) must therefore have been extracted after the postposition of the subject NP,

i.e., after [[,-EX, which itself follows Passive.

Therefore CL-PL follows Passive.

However, we showed earlier that 'se' had to be placed before Passive.

We conclude

that there is a rule SE-INS distinct from CL-PL.
The rule IL-EX can furthermore be used to show that still another kind of
'se,' what we shall call "middle 'se',"

is introduced independently of CL-PL.

This

'se' is found in sentences like:
(140) qa se dit souvent.
(141) Ca se mange partout.
(142) qa se remplace facilement.
where the surface-structure subject 'pi is understood as the object of the verb in
each case.

That there is a productive rule involved in the derivation of these sen-

tences is shown by:
(143) kssigance se pr&terait facilement i une s i belle fille.
Justice se renarait facilement dans ces conditions.
since neither 'assistance' nor 'justice' is normally a possible subject.43 Consequently.
the 'set must also be introduced by a rule.
the rule that will account for these

independently of the exact

:;,.;ire

of

we note that ~tmust precede I L-EX,

because of:
(144) 1 1 se vend beaucoup de fruits chez nous.
(145) * Il se vend les raisins surtout en France.
VS.

(146) ? Beaucoup de fruits se vencient chez nous.
(147) Les raisins se vendent surtout en France.

As in ( 134)-(137), we see the definite/indefinite distinction playing a role, confirming
the claim that (144) is derived from a structure resembling (146) by IL-EX, i.e.,
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IL-EX follows the insertion of "middle 'se'."

Since, as shown earlier, CL-PL must

follow IL-EX, we can conclude that CL-PL follows the insertion of "middle 'se'."
In that this result makes more apparent the dissimilarity between 'se' and other
clitics, it is an argument for the SE-INS analysis proposed in section 0 n e . ~ 5
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Section II I
In preceding sections we proposed an analysis of 'set in which we denied thi:
desirability of treating all clitics uniformly.

i n postulating a separate rule (or rules)

for introducing 'se,' it might seem that we are eliminating the possibility of capturFor instance,50 all clitics share cer-

ing several obvious generalizations about clitics.

tain behavior with respect to past-participle agreement.51

Past-participles agree with

preceding direct objects, in particular with preceding direct object clitics:
(148) Paul xa p r i s par la main.
(149j Marie x a priz par la main.

(Marie)
(Paul)

When it corresponds to a direct object, 'se' likewise triggers agreement:
;150) Marie s'est p r i g par la cheville.
(151) Paul s'est p r i par
~ la cheville.
Furthermore, indirect object clitics do not trigger agreement, and neither does a 'se'
corresponding to an indirect object:
(152) Paul lui a o f f e a une robe.
Marie)
* Paul lui a offer& une robe.
(153) Marie s'est c u i t des oignons.
* Marie s'est cui& des oignons. 52

(a

The problem is that if 'se' is introduced by a rule other than CL-PL, in no sense
is it, in (150)' a direct object that has been preposed.

Rather it is introduced to

the left of the verb in the presence of a direct object identical to the subject.

In

particular, 'set has exactly the same derivational history in (150) as in (153)' given
the SE-,,\IS analysis.

Furthermore, since 'set does not differ morphologically depend-

ing on case, there is apparently no independent motivation for mariting 'se' for case
as it is introduced.

In the CL-PL analysis, however, 'se' will automatically be

marked for case, since it is treated like the other clitics, which do show morphological variation, e.g., 'lesr/'leur'.

Similarly, in order to distinguish (150) from (151),

'set must somehow be marked for gender.53

Again, in the SE-INS analysis, it is

not clear how this could be accomplished, nor is there any independent motivation
for it, since 'se' does not vary according to gender.

As before, this would not be a

problem in the CL-PL analysis since clitics do sometimes show such morphological
variation, e.g.,

'ler/'la.'

The advantage of the CL-PL analysis in these cases is, however, only apparent.
Consider the inherent 'set described in section one.

There it was argued in effect

that even if reflexive 'se' were derived by CL-PL, the class of inherent 'se,' e.g.,
'slQvanouir,'

's'irnaginer' were best considered not to be derived from objects at all.

Significantly, however, these inherent 'set display the same behavior with respect t o
past-participle agreement as reflexive
(154) Marie s'sst e ~ r & de Paul.
( 155) Paul s'est epris de Marie.
The 'se' in (154) is acting as if it were marked as a direct object and as '+ feminine.'

This means that even if reflexive and reciprocal 'se' were not introduced

separately from the other clitics, mechanisms for assigning these features t o inherent
'se' would be necessary.

But this implies that there is really no support for the

CL-PL analysis to be found in this area, since the SE-INS analysis now has the
option of extending these independently available mechanisms to "reflexive" and
"reciprocal"
Somewhat analogous mechanisms would seem to be necessary to account for
the difference between:
(156) Ils se sont tire I'un sur I'autre.
(157) * Ils se comptent I'un sur I'autre.

We argued earlier that (1561 was evidence for SE-INS since 'se' appeared despite
the lack of 'a'-complement.
in a very peculiar way:

the

Sentence (157) shows that SE-INS must be constrained
CL

,:.as

between (156) and (157) is clearly related to

that in:

(i58) Je lui a i tirh dessus.
(159) * Je lui compte dessus.
Appar-qtly, tho, insertion of 'se' is dependent on the possibility of certain other
clitics +receding the verb in question.

Along the same line, we have:

(160) * Ils se sont jur6 I'un contre irautre.
('i61) * Je lui a i jure' contre.
Furthermore, it appears that the idea of surface-structure subcategorization will not
work because of:
(162) Ils ont parle/ I'un de I'autre.
(163) ? \Is se sont
I'un de I'autre.
If (163) is possible a t all, it definitely does not correspond to (162) as (156)
does to:
(164) Ils ont tir6 I'un sur I'autre.
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The 'der-complemefit in (162) can in no way be associated with a c l i t i ~ . Con~~
sequently, no 'se' can be introduced corresponding to it. The fact that 'parler' also
has a cliticizable 'Af-complement (the only possible "source" for the 'set in (16311,
as in:

(165) Jean lui parle.
changes nothing.

We conclude that although many serious problems remain for the

SE-INS analysis, the evidence here does not support the CL-PL analysis.

Moreover,

the evidence discussed in the first two sections strongly suggests that the CL-PL
analysis is in fact incorrect.

Footnotes to Chapter V

1.

That is, 'se' shares all the characteristic properties of object clitics referred

to in chapter two.

To take only a handful of examples, i t precedes the auxiliary

in compound tenses:
(a)

Jean s'est acheti des bonbons.
* Jean a/est stacheti des bonbons.

(b)

Jean ne s'achitera rien.
* Jean se n'achitera rien.

follows 'ne:'

and cannot be separated from the verb by anything except other clitics:
(cJ

2.

Jean, souvent, srachAte des bonbons.
* Jean se, souvent, achehe des bonbons.
Jean s'en achite souvent.

Unlike 'self,' 'm&i1ler is usually optional:
(d)

Jean
Jean

parle souver,t de
pense d'abord ?I

u.
u.

with certain exceptions:

(e)

3.

Jean se fiche contre u-mgme.
* Jean se fiche contre h.

In all our examples, 'm6me' is i o be read without esra-heavy stress.

I t is

not clear under what conditions the 'm$mel-reflexive, with such stress, can correspond
to English 'him himself.'

See Postal (1968b) for some comments on the problems

of stressed reflexives in English.

4.

See Lees and Klima (1963) and Chomsky (1965) for discussion with respect

to English.

We do not insist that 'm6me' is introduced exactly as 'self' In English,

since we have not investigated the syntax of 'mgme' in detail.

We use 'm6mef

primarily t o set off various peculiarities in the distribution of 'se,' and we will ultimately claim that these two reflexives are in fact not directly related.

In general,

intuitions about 'set are much sharper than those about 'm6me' (see footnote 3).

5.

This is clear for third-person pronouns.

In the first and second persons,

there is no difference between reflexive and non-reflexive:

Jean me regarde.
Je me regarde.

(f)

We return to the significance of this fact below.

6.

The facts are less clear with dative clitics:
(g)
(h)

Jean sr6crit souvent.
? Jean &it souvent

6

u-meme.

In particular (h) seems to be distinctly better than:

(i)

"7 ~ e a n&it souvent

A

moi.

7.

Again, we temporarily leave aside first and second persons.

8.

The rule inserting 'm6mer would have to follow CL-PL, so could not be

cyclic (see chapter 4).

This would preclude explaining the ungrammaticality of

sentences like (3) on the basis of Chomsky's (1965) proposed universal constraint
on the introduction of morphological material into lower sentences (see chapter 3),
unless it could be shown that rules adding features were subject to this constraint
also.

9.

We assume that pronouns are generated in the base as such, i.e., not derived

from full NP's.

See Bach (forthcoming) and Kayne (forthcoming

in favor of this position.

-

b) for arguments

In addition, we note that this discussion is independent

of the possibility of reflexives being generated in the base and then subject to
some interpretive mechanism (see Jackendoff (1969)). If pronouns like 'lui-m6me1
are generated in the base, CL-PL cannot apply to them, as argued in the text.
Furthermore, the arguments in the text against deriving 'set from pronouns to which
a feature

'+

reflex.' has been added by rule are valid as well with respect to pro-

nouns introduced in the base with such a feature.

We return later on in the text

to the possibility that 'se' itself is generated in the base.

10.

It is beyond the scope of this thesis to discuss in detail how one might

express the generalization that both CL-PL and the rule (or rules) introducing 'se'
place the clitic in a unique position.

See Emonds (1969) and footnote 50.

11.

In Old French, 'se' and 'soi' were much more closely related.

See

Stefanini (1962).

12.

This is true of 'on' meaning 'one.'

'On' has many uses, some of which we

would claim to be syntactically distinguishable.
'lui' to 'il,'

'Soi' can refer back to 'on' just as

but actually has a much more restricted distribution:

(i)

Lui, il est parti il y a longtemps.
II est comme qa, iui.

(k)

* Soi, on ne doit pas faire de klles choses.
* Quand on est comme qa, mi.

...

Detailed consideration of 'on' is beyond the scope of this thesis.

13.

Under certain conditions, 'on' can be referred back to by 'vous:'
ne doit pas demander aux gens de parler de vous.

(I )

14.

A few dialects have maintained (25) as a remnant of Old French.

15.

'Vous' would be possible.

16.

This sentence is grammatical for some speakers.
In addition, we note that 'mQrnel i-tself can be added to 'soi:'
(m)

Quand on parle de soi, . . .
Quand on parle de soi-mhe,

...

17.

See Bresnan (1969)

18.

The preposition must separate 'I'un' from 'I'autre:'
(n)

'

Ils pensent

A

I'un I'autre.

We leave open the question of the deep-structure of these sentences.

Dougherty

(1968) has argued that 'each other' in English is to be derived from 'each.
other' where 'each' is introduced in the base independentiy of 'other.'
the arguments carry over to French.

..

None of

'L'un I'autre' i s very much like English 'one

another,' which poses somewhat different problems than 'each other.'

19.

Sentence (421 is ambiguous:

20.

For most speakers.

21.

As well as reflexive meanings.

21a.

These sentences are also possible with 'mgme:'
(na)
(nb)
(nc)

22.

it may also have a reflexive meaning.

Nous n'krivons qu'i nous-m6mes.
Vous nf$crivez qu'i vous-m6mes.
Nous parlons de nous-m6mes.

It is unclear why SE-INS should be obligatcry in (56b) but optional in (43).

(See also footnote 6.)
Once SE-INS has applied, the deletion of '!-un I'autre' is optional, as in

(50)-(52).In addition, in the case of indirect objects, SE-INS allows the optional
deletion of

'A:'
(0)

(p)

? Ils ressemblent I'un
I'autre.
? Ils se ressemblent I'un B I'autre.
[Is se ressemblent I'un I'autre.
* I l s resemb!ent !'un !'stltre.

The possibility of dz!ztion is affected by the verb:
(pa:
(pb)

Ils se parlent I'un 6 I'autre.
? i i s se parlent I'un I'autre.

This deletion of

Compare:

' i f may

be related to that in:

(q)
(r)

? Je leur donnerai tous des livres.
Je leur donnerai des livres i tous.

(s)

? Je donnerai des livres ?itous.
* Je donnerai tous des livres.

(t

I.: also suggests that the insertion of 'se' can somehow change the status of 'I'un

I'autre.'
Judgments about the above sentences, moreover, vary considerably from
speaker to speaker.

23.

We leave this problem for further study.

I t is difficult to show that there is a real syntactic difference between the

two sentences.

Some marginal evidence is available:

In standard French (specif-

ically in dialects where sentences such as the fo!lowing are impossible:

* C'est rnoi que jrai fait qa.)

(u)

there Is the contrast:

? C'est
ellem6me qu'elle sr&rit.
* C'est a nous quleIIe nous dcrit.

(v)
(w)

This observation is complicated, however, by the following:

* C'est elle-m6me qu'elle s'aime.

(x)
(y)

Elle ne se parle qu'i elle-mgme.
? Elle ne me parle qu'i moi.
* Elle ne I'aime que lui.
* Elle ne s'aime qu'elle-m6me.

(z)
(aa)
(ab)

There seems to be a systematic difference in French between direct and indirect
objects with respect to the syntax of both clitics and pronouns, for which we have
no explanation.

24.

See chapter 3.

25.

The argument in the text, however, does not depend on the existence of such

a rule, nor whether its status would be lexical or transformational.

. .

only that there be two distinct structures:
\

\

~ ~ i iapies
i i i a NP.

26.

..

.courir aprh NP.

I t is necessary

..

and

...

, of :=.hlch cn!y the !atter is scbject :tc CL-?L.

We would also expect, but do not get:
(ac)

* Jean e t Paul se sont tir6 dessus I'un

I'autre.

This may be related to the ungrammaticality for most speakers of:
(ad)

"? Paul a ti;& dessus

[See also footnote 22.)
'tirer' than with 'courir.'
(ae)

A

Jean.

For some speakers, almost all such sentences are better with
In addition, the corresponding reflexive ser~tencesare worse:

? Jean s'est tire/ sur lui-m6me.

The impcrrtant point is that (103) is grammatical, and that it is not generable in the
CL-PL analysis; in particular, it contrasts with:

(at)

27.

* Jean leur a tire/ sur tous.

How then can SE-INS distinguish between (103), (105), (106)and the un-

grammatical:

(ag)
(ah)

* Jean et Paul se sont j u r i I'un contre I'autre.
* Jean et Paul se pensent I'un ?I I'autre.?

We return t o this and related questions in section 3.

28.

Similarly for 'inherent reciprocals' like 's'entretuer.'

29.

See footnote 17.

30.

Compare:
(a~i)

Jean et Paul g seront pre'senths

ma soeur avant minuit.

where 'Jean e t Paul' is the underlying subject of the sentence.

31.

This mechanism cannot be an output condition requiring 'se' to appear to

the right of i t s associated NP for a t least m;z rsasons.

First, it would not permit

(1 141, (116) to be excluded parallel to (log), ( 112). Second, it would incorrectly
predict that:
(aj)

Cela ferait

tuer votre ami.

is ungrammatical (see chapter six).

32.

'Identical' is obviously the wrong word with respect to reciprocals.

33.

Due to Postal (1968b).

Conceivably, one could consider SE-INS as a rule

that introduces a copy of the object into object position, t h i s copy then being
moved into clitic position, all as part o f ore wie.
would be subject to the 'cross-over! pr.inciple.

Formulated in this way, SE-INS

This discussion is of course predi-

cated on the validity of such a principle, which has been questioned:
doff (1969).

see Jacken-

Possible counterexamples to 'cross-over' in French are first, SUBJ-CL-

INV (see chapter two), as in:
(ak)

& souvient-a de tout qa?

second, STY L-IN V (see chapter two) :
(al)

Voila ce que g disait

Jean.

and COMP-0 RDE R (see chapter three) :
(am)

? Cela fera conna7tre

Jean 'a u - d m e .
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In the case of SUBJ-CL-INV, the problem would disappear if it could be shown
that the rule moves the verb rather than the clitic.

(This is in fact assumed in

Asselin ('1968).) Sentence (ak) would then be like:
(aj)

Cela ferait

tuer votre ami.

which is not inconsistent with 'cross-over' since the inversion is effected by FA,
which is a verb-moving rule.

The same might be true of STYL-INV, too; one

would need to show that the rule does not move the subject-NP.

Since the cor-

rect formulation of STYL-INV is unclear, we leave the question open.

COMP-

ORDER poses a more serious problem, since the derivation of (am) is presumably:
Cela fera - lui connaitre Jean

--+

FA

Cela fera connaitre lui Jean ---,
Cela fera connattre

A

lui Jean

--A

A-INS ---,

--+

COMP-ORDER

-+

Cela fera connattre Jean

lui ---,

---t

Cela fera connaitre Jean

lui-m&me.

reflex.

Another example of the same type is:
(an)

34.

Je ferai connaftre Jean et Paul I'un

I'autre.

Alternatively, one could deny that there is a significant generaiization here.

This would permit introducing 'se'
ruiing out (116).
(ao)
(ap)

2:. .

Passive, but would require other means for

The central problem is explaining why (114) and (1 161, but not:
Jean me sera livre' par la police.
Jean e t Paul me seront present& par ma soeur.

are ungrammatical, and a t the same time accounting for the contrast between (115),
(116) and:
(aq)
(ar)

Jean et Paul ressemblent I'un
Jean e t Paul se ressemblent.

I'autre.

I f 'se' is introduced after Passive, then at the time of i t s introduction, ( 1 15) and
(aq) are virtually identical.

The only possibility for distinguishing them, as far as

we can see, would be to claim that (116) is excluded for the same reassn as:
(as)
(at)

VS.

* Jean e t Marie se sont fidkles.
Jean et Marie sont fiddles I'un

2

I'autre.

(see section one). That is, one could claim that (116) is an example of a derived
'&re

+

Adj.'

structure, and in fact one could give a strong argument for assigning

derived adjectival structure to the past-participle in passives.

Nonetheless, we reject

174
this alternative on the basis of the fact that there are some speakers who accept
sentences like:
(au)

? Jean e t Marie se sont fidhles I'un

6

I'autre.

There is no one, however, who accepts the corresponding passives:
(av)

* Jean et Marie se seront pr6sent6s I'un i I'autre par Paul.

We interpret this to mean that the extension of SE-INS to adjectival complements
has no effect on the co-occurrence of 'se' and passives, as in (1 16).
dicted by the ordering:

35.

SE-INS

--

This i s pre-

Passive.

The fact that there are no direct arguments for the other ciitics is unim-

portant.

On the one hand, there is no evidence that a l l the non-reflexive clitics

that come from non-clitic position are not placed by one rule.

On the other hand,

even if there were such evidence, the demonstration that two of them must be distinguished from 'se' is significant and makes our position quite reasonable.

36.

This is one of the arguments for the adjectival character of passive, but not

other, past-participles, alluded to in footnote 34.
the pzst tense

Our example is chosen such that

qua!lty nf the verb IS clear!\/ fe!t. The facts may he rnore cnmpli-

cated in other environments.

The examples in the text are, in addition, to be dis-

tinguished from cases of adjectives having the form of past-participles; e.g.,

37.

We give all examples from subject position with 'stre.'

from subject position depends on the verb.

'casd.'

Extraction of 'en'

'itrer is one verb which does not in-

crease the restrictions on 'en":
(aw)
(ax)

38.

39.

Le pied en est cass6.
*? Le pied en cassera.

Similarly, for most speakers:
(ay)
(az)

Paul en connait le frhre sing
*? Le frkre aine' en est intelligent.

(ba)
(bb)

Paul en a rencontri le frire aind.
*? Le frire aine' en a Lte/ rencontr;

par Paul.

Conversely, 'en' must be extracted after Passive in order to account for:

(bc)
(bd)
(be)
(bf)

On obiit aux lois du pays.
* On en ob6it aux lois.
Les lois du pays sont obhies.
? Les lois en sont ob6ies.

The 'en' in (bf) could not have been moved before Passive due to a general constrain: on the movement of PPfs, as in (bd) (see chapter two).

40.

A third argument, valid in literary French and in some dialects, revolves

around those few verbs which can take 'de' as their agentive preposition:
(bg)

Jean est aim6 de Marie.

The PP thus created by Passive is sometimes subject to CL-PL:
(bh)

Jean est aim6 de Marie, tandis que Paul

en est

dgtestk

The conditions under which 'en' can refer to animates, as in this case, are unclear,
and subject t o dialectical variation.

40a.

Despite the name, we do not mean to imply that this rule i s involved in

other kinds of 'extraposition', e.g.:
(bha) II est important que tu partes.

41.

In this respect, it i s similar to 'there1-insertion in English.

The rule is

limited to certain verbs, all intransitives (at the time of application of IL-EX).
That it does not apply to transitives is likely related to the constraint on NP-NP
sequences discussed in chapter 3, footnote 6.

The appearance of 'il' in subject

position is probably predictable (see chapter 3, footnote 4).
Justification for this rule, in addition t o that implicit in the text, comes
from consideration of past-participle agreement (cf. chapter 3, footnote 4):
(bhb) Les choses que j'ai produites. . .
(bi)
Les choses qu'il s'est produit. . .
(bj)
* Les choses qu'il s'est produites.

43.

..

Compare the discussion of 'facile' in chapter four.

The problem is that here

one could claim that some kind of lexical redundancy rule is involved; we have no
evidence that any transformation must apply prior to the 'rule' at issue.

On the one hand, verb sequences produced by FA do not enter into this

construction (v. chapter 3, footnote 9):
(bk)
(bl)
(bm)

* L'eau se fait bouillir facilement.
* Le colrrrier se fait suivre d'habitude chez nous.
" Les enfants, Fa se fait taire facilement.

even when, as in the above, the combination

'faire + V' is felt strongly as a unit.

On the other hand, there are sentences like:
(bn)
(bo)

Ca se dit surtout pour ennuyer les gens.
$a se mange bien en parlant.

where the subjects of the two verbs in each sentence are understood to be the
same.

Further consideration of this topic would take us too far afield.

44.

I t is not clear that there is any reason to think that it i s the same rule as
For discussion of a similar construction in Portuguese, see

that for reflexive 'se.'
Naro (1968).

45.

Middle 'se' will not be discussed a t all in chapter six, since for some reason

it may not be embedded under 'faire' (v. Gross (1968, p. 44)).

50.

We will not discuss how one might account for the fact that CI-?I_ and SE-

INS place the clitic in the same position, i.e., both attach it to the left of a
particular verb, assigning a unique derived structure, and the choice of verb is always the same for both rules.

We note, however, that inherent 'se,' which are not

placed by any transformation, have a l l the properties of the clitics that are.

This is

certainly not fortuitous.

51.

See footnote 4, chapter 3, and chapter 2, section C, part I.

52.

Similarly for reciporcal 'se':
(bp)
(bq)

53.

Marie et Pierrette se sont p r i s par la main.
Marie e t Pierrette se sont o f f e c des cadeaux.

Verbs in French that are conjugated with 'gtre' show past-participle agreement

with the subject:
(br)

Marie est morte il y a 250 ans.
* Marie est rnort il y a 350 ans.

:77
We know that (150) is not a case of this type of agreement because of (153). The
parallelism between (148), (152) and (150)' (153) strongly suggests that the agreement
with 'se' is as if the auxiliary were 'avoir.'

This is not su~i;iising, given that the

alternation 'avoir'/'6trer is a derivational fact.

This is shown most strikingly by the

contrast, in Gid and Middle French, between:
(bs)
and

Marie s'est voulu cuire des oignons.
Marie m'a voulu cuire des oignons.

Thus we would claim that there is a rule taking 'avoir' to '&re' in the presence of
'se,' and that this rule follows the agreement rule for past-participles.
This implies that there is no relationship between the use of '&re' with 'se'
and i t s appearance in (br), a not unreasonable position since in the latter case, it is
a question of a small number of verbs being lexically marked

(bt)

Marie est morte il y a 450 ans.
Marie a crev6 il y a 550 ans.

(although there may be some lexical sub-generalizations here). The appearance of
'stre' with 'self on the other hand, is completely productive, and independent of
the verb.
Further evidence in favor of distinguishing these two uses of '&re' comes
from diaiects with 'temps surc0iripus6~:'
(bu)
(bv)
(bw)

but

Quand j'ai eu fini. . . .
Quand j'ai Qt6 arrivd. . , .
Quand je me suis eu cuit des oignons.

.. .

Parallel ro (bu), which has the perfect tense of 'avoir' as the auxiliary, is (bv), with
auxiliary equal to the perfect tense of 'itre.'

Sentence (bw) indicates then that the

underlying auxiliary with 'se' i s in fact 'avoir' and that the rule 'avoirr--+

'&re'

applies only to that part of the auxiliary to which 'se' is directly attached.

We are not claiming that the two 'avoir'/'6tre'

alternations are fortuitous.

There may very well be some explanation for why '5tre' and not, e.g.,
is the auxiliary that alternates with 'avoir' in the ways in question.

(1967).

'devenir'

See, e.g.,

Bach

However, only in the sense that both may be predictable from some

deeper regularity in linguistic theory and/or French syntax can they be said to be
related.

We would thus expect to find dialects in which one but not the other use

of '6tre' was existent.

54.

In addition, we have for inherent 'se':
(ca)

Quand il s'est eu aperqu de cela.

...

parallel to (bw). Therefore the agreement in (154), (155) is effected by the same
rule as for reflexive 'se.'
Unfortunately there are few examples of inherent dative 'se' like 's'imaginer,'
and we know of none having past-participles which would show a phonetic change
if agreement took place; consequently, we can offer nn examples parallel to (153).

55.

A more detailed analysis of what such mechanisms might look like is beyond

the scope o f this thesis.

56.

More precisely, with a dative or accusative clitic; the fact that it can be

pronominalized to 'en' evidently plays no role.
(cb)
(CC)

(cd)
(ce)

Similarly, for 'y':

Ils pensent I'un
I'autre.
* Jean lui pense ('a).
* I!s se pensent I'un h I'autre.
Jean y pense.

CHAPTER V I

T h e subject of this chapter is the highly assymmetrical distribution of the
clitic 'se' i n the 'fairel/'laisser'

construction.

If the rule FA has n o t applied, then

'se' patterns jus? like t h e other clitics:
(1)

(2)
(3)
(4)

Paul laissera son fils s'acheter des chaussures.
Paul laissera son fils m'acheter des chaussures.
* Paul se laissera son fils acheter des chaussures.
* Paul me laissera son fils acheter des chaussures.
Paul laisssra son fils se tuer.
Paul laissera son fils t e tuer.
Paul laissera son fils la tuer.
* Paul se laissera son fils tuer.
* Paul te laissera son fils tuer.
* Paul la laissera son fils tuer.

If, however, FA has applied, then t h e distribution o f 'se' is rather different from

t h a t o f the other clitics.

We saw i n chapter four t h a t t h e application o f FA had

the effect o f preventing t h e attachment o f t h e object clitics t o the embedded verb:

(5)

* Cela fera la tuer Jean.
* Cela fera t e tuer Jean.

(6)

*
*
*
*

(7)

J'essaierai
J'essaierai
J'essaierai
J'essaierai

de
de
de
de

faire
faire
faire
faire

l u i acheter des chaussures \a rnon ami.
t'acheter des chaussures
rnon ami.
i u i laver les mains 2 rnon ami
t e laver les mains ?irnon ami. i

a

'Se' is superficially an exception t o this generalization:

(8)
(9)
(10)

Voila ce q u i a f a i t se tuer votre ami.
Paul essaiera de faire s'acheter des chaussures
rnon ami.
Paul essaiera de faire se laver les mains 5 rnon ami.

O n t h e other hand, 'set can also occur, like t h e other clitics, attached t o 'fairer:
( 1 1)

Jean m e fera connattre 'a Marie.
Jean t e fera embrasser par Marie.
Jean vcus fera laver les mains par Marie.

(12)

Jean se fera connaitre
Marie.
Jean se fera embrasser par Marie.
Jean se fera laver les mains par Marie.

(13)
(14)

However, when 'se' is attached t o 'faire' it is interpreted differently from when

In the latter case, 'se' is interpreted as associated

attached t o the embedded verb.

with a following NP, specifically the subject of the embedded sentence:

(83

Voila ce qui a fait
tuer votre ami.
* Voila ce aul a fait
tuer votre ami.

(9)

Paul fera iacheter des chaussures
rnon ami.
* Paul fera gacheter des chaussures % rnon ami.

(10)

Paul fera
laver les mains \a rnon ami.
*
fera se laver les mains h rnon ami.

;

Conversery, when 'se' is attached to 'fairerr it must be interpreted as associated with
the subject of 'faire:'
(12)

Jean se fera connaitre a\ Marie.
* Jean
fera connattre Marie.

(13)

Jean se fera embrasser par Marie.
* Jean
fera embrasser par Marie.

(14)

Jean g

fera laver les mains par Marie.

* Jean g fera laver les mains par Marie.2

Consequently, in (12)-(14), the 'se' could not appear attached to the embedded
verb:
(12,) * J m fera se_ connaitre
Marie.
(131) * jean fera g'embrasser par Marie.
3
1 4 * Jean fera
laver les mains par Marie.
Similarly, (8)-(10) could not be rendered with 'se' attached to 'faire:'
(8i)
(9 )
(1

dl)

* Voila ce qui
* Paul
* Paul

fera tuer votre arni.,
fera acheter des chaussures a rnon ami.
fera laver les mains
rnon ami.4

>

We have so far noticed two "peculiarities" in the behavior of 'set in the
'faire1-construction (after the application of FA):

it occurs in positions which ex-

clude the other clitics, and it varies oddly in coref~rencepossibilities depending on
i t s position.

A third "peculiarity"

A-INS (see chapters 3 and 4).

of 'se' in these constructions involves the rule

This rule inserts an '?I' before the embedded subject

"postposed" by FA in the presence of another NP which has originated as direct
object of the embedded sentence.

Furthermore, this

object of the embedded sentence is cliticized:
(15)

Paul le fera lire
Jean.
* Paul le fera lire Jean.

'Se,' when attached to 'faire' acts the same:

(12)

Jean se fera connabre

A

Marie.

'A' appears even if the direct

2

* Jean se fera connaitre Marie.

However, a 'set attached to the embedded verb, although still corresponding t o the
direct object of the embedded sentence, does not trigger A-INS:

(8)

Voila ce qui a fait se tuer votre ami.
* Voila ce qui a fait se tuer i votre ami. 5

These facts a!jo~~c'se' in fact constitute a good argument for the proposal
made in the previous chapter concerning the derivation of 'se.'

I f 'set were intro-

duced by CL-PL, parallel to the other clitics, it is difficult to see how this data
could be accounted for.
We would, however, like to make the much stronger claim that all the above
superficially anomalous facts about 'set can be explained, given the rules so far discussed, i.e., CL-PL, FA, A-INS, COMP-ORDER, and SE-INS, plus the principle o f
the transformational cycle.

That is, we ma.;

claim to have achieved the level of

explanatory adequacy, in that a highly assymmetrical distribution of data follows

from otherwise simp!$ rules applied in a cyclic fashion.

No ad-hoc conditions need

to be added to any of the rules formulated in previous chapters.

The apparent

irregularity in the behavior of 'set as compared with the other clitics is merely a
consequence of the order in which the rules are applied.

In extracting t h e principk

of the cycle from the data, we are saying that :he%? properties of the 'fairerconstruction are nclt directly reflected in the grammar of French, but follow rather
from linguistic theory.
The precise way in which all the facts about 'set in the 'fairet-construction
follow from the principle of the cycle depends in part on the possibility, within a
cyclic theory, of distinguishing between cyclic and noncyclic rules.

The difference

in behavior between 'se' and the other clitics in the 'fairel-construction will be seen
to follow from the cyclic character of SE-INS, vs. the non-cyclic character of CLPL.

The peculiar facts about possible coreferentc of 'se' will follow from the

cyclic interplay between SE-INS and FA.
We argued in chapter four that CL-PL could not precede FA, which is
equivalent to saying that, given the principle of the cycle, CL-PL is a post-cyclic6
rule.

Consider now SE-INS.

This rule differs crucial1y from reflexivization in

English and from the similar 'memet-insertion in French in that, since it inserts a
clitic, it must mention the node 'V' in its SD.

The most straightforward

formulation of SE-INS is, then:'
SE-INS:

X

NP

V

Y

NP

Z

1

2

3

4

5

6

with appropriate conditions on the two NP's.*
of the rule contains the sub-part:

. . .NP

--4

2

1

'se1+3

4

5

6

The important point is that the SD
V.

. .

.

On the one hand, this auto-

rnaticaily accounts for the fact, noted in chapter five, that 'serf ilnlike 'me^mel or
'I'un Irautre,' cannot appear if the first of the two "identical"
(16)
(171

NP's is an object:

Je prisenterai Jean et Paul I'un 2 I'autre.
* Je se pre'senterai Jean e t Pau1.9

On the other hand, it makes it clear that in the derivation of, e.g.:

(10)

Paul essaiera de faire g laver les mains

the 'se' had t o be inserted before the string 'mon ami
before the application of FA.

-

mon ami.

laver' was broken up, i.e.,

SE-INS must also be able t o apply after FA, how-

Yier, as is shown by the following sentences:
( 18)

(19)

Marie laissera Jean Lembrasser.
* Marie laissera Jean gembrasset-.

(20)
(21)

Marie se laissera embrasser par Jean.
* Marie la laissera embrasser par Jean.

(12)
(22)

Paul.
Jean se fera connaitre
* Jean le fera connaitre ?I Paul.

The 'set in (20) and (12) could on!y have been inserted after FA, since, corresponding to the direct object of the embedded sentence, 'set cannot occur in the absence
of FA, as shown by (18), (19).
follow FA.

We conclude that SE-INS must both precede and

Given the principle of the transformational cycle, and the most straight-

forward notion o f simplicity, it would immediately follow that SE-INS (as well as

FA) is a cyclic rule. 10
The distinction between SE-INS as a cyclic rule and CL-PL as a post-cyclic
rule will account for the possibility of 'se,' but not of the other clitics, being
attached to the embedded verb in the 'faire'construction,

(8)
(23)

Voila ce qui a fait se tuer votre ami.
* Voila ce qui a fait la tuer votre ami.

(10) J'essaierai de faire se laver les mains
(7)

when FA has applied:

h

* J'essaierai de faire te laver les mains

man arni.
mon ami.

We noted in chapter four that when FA has applied, clitics corresponding to objects
of the sentence embedded under 'faire' must appear to the left of 'faire.''*
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Sentences (23) and (7) are merely examples of this general fact.

The more difficult

prcblem, then, is to account for the grammaticality of (8) and (10). But this in
fact follows directly from the cyclicity of SE-INS.

Pro.

faire - votre arni tuer

lying structure of (8; is:

The relevant part of the underNow since SE-INS is cyclic

it will apply on the first cycle, before FA, plzcing the 'se' on 'tuer,'

were a simple sentence.

The result is:

the 'Pro' is then deleted.12a

..

votre ami se+tuer.

into

faire

-

just as if it

votre arni se+tuer Pro.

..

On the second cycle, FA will convert

. . .faire -

se+tuer

-

votre ami.

...

Assume that
.faire

-

The string

'se+tuerJ, rather than 'tuer' alone, is raised by FA, since a 'clitickverb' sequence has
the derived structure:

CI
will apply.

...

/"\

, as argued in chapter two.

v

In particular, CL-PL will not apply t o the 'se' in

-

.faire

cycle)

mon arni laver les mains

--+

..

..

deletion

---,

FA (second cycle)

;nains

les mains
mains

.faire

Pro.

. . --+

-

set-tuer

SE-INS (first

.fzire - mon arni se+laver les mains

-+
!SS

..

The derivation of (10) will be essentially the same:

post-cyclically.'3

..

No further rules

--4

.faire

--4

--A

A-INS

--+

COMP-ORDER

--4

-

Pro.

..

mon arni se+laver les mains

. . .faire - se+laver - rnon ami - 1 ZGR a n i . . ,,:,r
--+
. . .faire - se+laver - les
.,,,I=

..dl....--

J G ~
lavct

a

mon ami

I t can now be seen that clitics other than 'se' cannot position as in (23i
and (7) for a combination of reasor;s.

On the first cycle, they cannot be attached

to the embedded vzrb since CL-PL is post-cyclic.

Nor can they be so attached

post-cyclically due to a general fact about clitics in the 'fairer-construction (v. footnote 11).
Moreover, this indicates where the explanation lies for the fact that a 'set
attached t o the embedded verb, as in (8)-(lo),always refers to a following NP,
whereas a 'set attached to 'faire' can only refer t o a preceding NP, as in (12)-(14).
We saw that in the former case, the 'se' is placed cyclically, which implies that it
corresponds to the subject of the embedded sentence.

Consequently, when FA

applies it will necessarily have the effect of moving this 'se' to the left of i t s
associated NP:

..

.faire

-

gjtre ami s+tuer ---,

The same holds for sentences (9) and (10).

FA

---

faire

-

-

se+tuer
votre ami

Since the only way for 'se,' or any

other clitic, to end up on the embedded verb is by being placed cyclically (see also
footnote 17)' there is no way this 'se' could refer to anything but a following NP,
given subsequent application of FA.
What then is the origin of the 'se' which occurs attached to 'fairer? The
preceding discussion shows that it could not have been inserted on the first cycle.
I t must therefore have been inserted on the second, or 'faire', cycle.

This cor-

relates with the observation that the 'sel in ( 12)-(14), while interpreted as referring
to the subject o f 'faire,' is also understood as corresponding to the object ~f the
embedded verb.

But this means that the two 'identical' NP's that triggered the in-

sertion of 'set did not originate in the same sentence.

The following example shows

that SE-INS is not normally applicable in such a case:

(24)

* Marie laissera Jean iembrasser.

The two NP's in question must therefore have become co-sentential through the
effect of FA (see chapter three), which implies that the 'se' was inserted on the
'faire1-cycle. The derivation of (12) is:

Jean fait - Marie connaitre Pro --+
2nd cycle; FP,

--4

1st cycle; SE-INS inapplicable --4

Jean fzit - connailre - Marie Pro -+

A-INS --+

COMP-ORDER l4 --J e a n
Jean fait - connartre - i Marie &I--A
Jear, se fait connaitre
SE-INS --4
fait - connaitre - Pro - 4 Marie --4
deletion ---+
Jean se fait connaftre k Marie.
Pro ii Marie --4
The formulation of SE-INS given earlier correctly predicts15 that on the higher cycle,
'se' wiil be attached to 'faire' and not t o the embedded verb.
Thus we see that the extra freedom of distribution of 'se,'

compared with

the other clitics, follows from rhe cyclicity of SE-INS vs. rhe post-cyclicity of C L PL.

Furthermore, in the constructions at issue, each possible position for 'se' cor-

relates with i t s insertion on a particular cycle, and it is this that explains the striking difference in coreferentiality relations between 'set attached to 'faire' and 'se'
attached to the embedded verb.
Finally, we note that the principle of the cycle also allows us to account for
the inapplicability o f A-INS in (8). Despite the fact that the 'se' in ( 8 ) corresponds
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to an underlying direct object of the embedded sentence, the original subject of the
sentence i s not preceded by

'3.'

This contrasts sharply with {12)16 (see footnote 5).

The property of (8) which prevents the application of A-INS i s exactly that SE-INS,
and the accompanying deletion rule, have applied on the first cycle.
the first cycle:

. . .faire

embedded sentence.

- votre tlmi se+tuer.

FA will apply, yielding:

..

The output of

no longer has an NP object in the

. . .faire -

settuer - votre ami.

.

,

,

and the lack of object NP will render A-INS inapplicable. This is to be contrasted
with the derivation of (12) given earlier, in which SE-INS does not apply until the
second cycle, after A-[NS. Therefore a t the point of A-INS the pronoun object from
the embedded sentence is still present to trigger application of the rule.

Similarly,

in the derivation df sentences with clitics other than 'se' correspondicg to a direct
object in the lower sentence (see chapter four), A-INS will be applicable by virtue of
the non-cyclicity of

CL-PL.

All the superficially excepri~nalfacts about 'set presented a t the beginning of
this chapter are thus seen to be accounted for by the fact that the rule introducing
'set is cyclic, while that placing the other clitics in clitic position is post-cyclic.
extra conditions on either of these rules need be stated.

No

In the sense that the

asymmetrical distribution of 'se' mav be said to follow from the principle of the
transformational cycle, we have achieved an explanatorily adequate analysis. 17
A t the same time, this analysis is a strong argument for the existence of the
cycle in syntax.

In searching for linguistic universals, one is interested, net in prop-

erties that happen to be true of existing human languages, but in principles which
can account in a simple way for an otherwise hopelessly complicated mass of data.
From the point of view of learning a language, one must account for the child's
ability to acquire a complicated set of intuitions, here those concerning the distribution of 'se,' on the basis of the relatively poor primary linguistic data he is
to.

. lr~sed

To the extent that this can be achieved in the context of a particuiar ,,.,guistic

analysis, one has found strong evidence both for the proposed linguistic universal in
question, here the transformational cycle, and for those aspects of the grammar of
that language which crucially interact with it, in this case the transformations developed in earlier chapters of this thesis.
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Footnotes to Chapter V I

1.

We are interested in the readings under which the clitics in (5)-(7) corre-

spond to objects of the embedded sentences, i.e., where (5),(61, (7) are the result
of embedding under 'fairer:
(51)
(6i)
(71)

Jean
Jean
Mon
Mon
Mon
Mon

la tuera.
te tuera.
ami lui achkera des chaussures.
ami trach&tera des chaussures.
ami lui lavera les mains.
ami te lavera les mains.

Corresponding to (5)-(7), we have the following possible grammatical sentences:
(52)
(62)
(72)

Cela lalte fera tuer par Jean.
J'essaierai de lui/te faire acheter des chaussures par rnon ami.
J'essaierai de luilte faire laver les mains par rnon ami.

The corresponding sentences with clitic precding 'fairer and embedded subject being
preceded by

'A'

are ungrammatical.

(53)

'

Sentence:

Cela lalte fera tuer

Jean.

is ruled out by a restriction dapending on the animateness of the object of the ern-

bedded sentence (see footnote 55, chapter 2).
(63)
(73)

Sentences:

J'essaierai de luilte faire acheter des chaussures & mon ami.
J'essaierai de luilte faire laver les mains 2 mon ami.

are possible, but only with the reading under which the clitic has come from the
subject of the embedded sentence, i.e., they are grammatical in the sense of having
embedded under 'fairer:
(6a)
(7a)

II/Tu acheterab) des chaussures
mon ami.
IIITu lavera(s) les mains h mon ami.

In this reading, 'mon ami' is the indirect object, rather than subject, of the embedded
sentence.

Sentences (631, (7$ are not possible with a meaning approximately that

of (62) and (7*) due to a restriction on CL-PL discussed in chapter four.

it may be that the starred sentences in (13) and (14) are doubly ruled out,

2.
i.e.,

if:
(a)

* Ces chaussures

seront achetees par

Jean.

is excluded by some constraint on "ccreference" with agent-phrases (see Jenkins

(forthcoming)) rather than by cross-over.
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3.

For a variety nf reasons, the 'se' in ( 121)-(141) cannot refer to 'Marie' either.

For (12, ), see discussion below about A-INS.

Sentence (141) is excluded by a con-

straint cn reflexive-passives (see footnote 2, and chapter 3, section I I). Sentence
(131) would have had to come from the inconceivable passive of:

(b)

4.

Marie s'embrassera.

The 'set in these sentences could not refer to the subject of 'faire' either.

There seems to be a restriction, of semantic character, on embedding under 'faire'
sentences whose subject is identical to that of 'faire.'

5.

Note the difference between this sentence and:
(c)

* Votre ami s'est fait tuer ?I la police.

which is out for a different reason (see footnote 55, chapter 2)' whence the contrast
between (8)and:
(d)

* Votre ami s'est fait tuer la police.

In particular, we have, as opposed to (12), the following grammatical, albeit somewhat odd:

iei

6.

se c-,nnz?t:e

Jean.
* Voila ce qui a f a i t se connaitre Jean.

tr-:~-

Ce qiij

8

6-:+

We will continue to use the term 'post-cyclic,' although we have no evidence

to choose between 'last-cyclic' and 'post-cyclic.'
we know follow CL.PL:

Specificallv. none of the rules which

e.g., L-TOUS, STYL-INV, AUX-DEL (see chapter two),

gapping (see footnote 34, chapter 2), probably R-TOUS, and SUBJ-CL-INV would
seem to be cyclic.

7.

We are here abstracting away from the problem of how to restrict the NP of

term 5 to a suitable complement (see last page of chapter five); in fact, it is far
from clear that this should be stated as part of SE-INS.

8.

Presumably we want to insert 'se' uniformly for reflexives and reciprocals,

since the various conditions on the insertion of 'se' discussed in chapter five, section
1, as well as the ordering arguments of section 2, are valid for both.

This suggests
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that they might have some feature in common t o which SE-INS would be sensitive.
Moreover, it suggests that a t the time of SE-INS, both reflexives and reciprocals are
already there, i.e., that the

NP

is already ma;ked as either a reflexive cr a re-

5
ciprocal.

This would eliminate having to state the conditions for reflexives and re-

ciproca!~twice, and is necessary to exclude:
(f)

* -Jean se laissera Marie embrasser.

(g)
(h)

* Jean laissera Marie tirer sur u-&me.
* Jean et Paul laisseront Marie tirer

parallel to:
sur I'autre.

especially if the latter two are to be ruled out by a condition on the insertion of
morphological material into lower sentences (see footnote 8, chapter 5).

9.

We also saw in chapter five, footnote 33, that 'cross-over' was not apt to be

the rcason for the ungrammaticality ~f (17) if 'set was not placed by CL-PL.

The

observation in the text insures that no special condition need be stated in the SEINS analysis to exclude (17).

Furthermore, should 'cross-over' turn out t o be in-

correct, this would constitute still another argument against the CL-PL analysis,
which would then have no ad-hoc way of ruiing out i'i7j.

10.

Notice that this kind of argument does not necessarily mirror any part of the

language-acquisition process.

A linguist working on a grammar of French, within a

cyclic framework, would look a t the facts just presented, reason that SE-INS bcth
i

precedes and follows FA, and conclude, for reasons of simplicity, that both rules
are cyclic.

In fact, given a cycle, one might very well guess that SE-INS were

cyclic, merely on the basis of its preceding Passive.

Although we have little direct

evidence (but see chapter four for some evidence that Passive precedes FA), it is
likely that if any rule is cyclic, it is Passive.
In any case, there is no particular reason why the child learning French would
need t o hear sentences like (10) and (12) to know that SE-INS is cyclic.

The cy-

clicity of SE-INS might rather follow from the nature of the rule itself, abstract
conditions on rule ordering, or some global property of French grammar, i.e., from
considerations of linguistic theory.
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On another level, we note that the strongest argument for the cyclicity of
SE-INS is really the fact that the analysis as a whole can achieve explanatory
adequacy.

More generally, despite the linear order of presentation, the analysis of

French syntax presented here must of course be judged as a whole.

For example,

it is not really the case that the evidence in chapter five for the distinction between SE-INS and CL-PL prepared the way for this chapter except from an ex-

pository point of view.

The fact that 'se' must be placed cyclically and the other

clitics not, is, in the light of the explanatory power of the a~alysis,conclusive proof
of the need for two separate rules, and in turn strengthens the arguments in
chapter five.

11.

I f FA has not applied, as in (1) and (3)' no notable structure is in existence;

both 'set and the other clitics will be attached to the verb of the VP dominating
the objects they correspond to, just as in simple sentences.

(See footnote 8.)

It

is only when FA, as a rule that changes verb-verb configurations, applies, that
clitics gain the power of 'moving up,' thereby creating the contrast between them
and those 'set that have already been placed prior to FA, and which have therefore

10s ~ i i ton the chai-ice l o 'i-irove up' to a higher verb.
12.

We have described, but in no way explained, this fact.

We proposed that

the SD of CL-Pi include the provision that the verb to which the clitics were to
be attached be VP-initial.

The question is:

could French conceivably change such

that (23) and (7) were grammatical? (But see footnote 20, chapter four.)

If the

answer is no, then there is presumably some deeper reason why CL-PL should be
so constrained (if VP-initial is the right constraint).

In addition, one might wonder

whether the verb-raising nature of FA were not related to its cyclicity.

12a.

The 'Pro' is clearly deleted a t some point.

is concerned, it rnakes no difference when.

As far as the placement of 'se'

It will become apparent when we dis-

cuss A-INS that the deletion must be cyclic, unless the 'Pro' somehow loses the
status of an NP.
about 'I'un I'autre.'

See footnote 22, chapter five for some perhaps relevant remarks
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Ir. simple sentences, the facts are unclear.

With indirect objects, the prmoun

can sometimes remain, as in:
( i)

Elle s16crit h elle-m2me de trhs longues lettres.

With direct objects, there i s the problem of distinguishing the reflexive object from
Thus:

the emphatic reflexive felt as associated with the subject.
(j)

Jean se lave lui-rn$me.

is felt milch as English:
(k)

John washes himself himself.

whereas the following is more likely to be felt as a pure object reflexive:

(1)

Jean s'aime lui-mime.

(We are indebted to N. Ruwet for bringing this problem to our attention.)
In the great majority of cases with direct object, it is most natural t o have
the clitic form only:
(mi

13.

Jean se lave.

I f it did, we would get the ungrammatical ( 8 i ) .

reason t o expect that it would.
[-p
IWI

Jean s'est tug.

PP-)

We note that there is no

As formulated, CL-PL is a rule which moves NP-

dsrninated pronwns f:~m object I n t ~clitic pasiticn.

Siich a ;i;le would

not necessarily extend t o moving pronouns out of clitic position, in particular since
clitics, as argued in chapter two, are no longer dominated by NP (nor presumably
by PP).

Unfortunately, we do not have a motivated way of writing CL-PL such

that the formalism wou!d predict what i s in fact the case.

( I t is not clear how

the Pro-Adj 'le' fits in here.)
Moreover, there is extremely suggestive evidence in Spanish that indicates
that there is an independent reason for the non-applicability of CL-PL to the 'ser
in (8),which would hold in addition to or instead of the preceding argument.
Spanish has a rule very much like CL-PL and a construction very much
like the 'fairer-construction, in which the distribution of clitics closely resembles
that of French:
(n)

Cela fit se tuer Jean.
Eso hizo matarse a Juan.

(0)

* Cela f i t la tuer Jean.

* Eso hizo matarla a Juan.

In addition, Spanish has a subsidiary clitic-moving rule which 'moves up' clitics in
certain

verb + infinitive

sequences (v. footnote 12, chapter 3).

This rule is

optional, and can apply to 'se:'
\

(p)

Quiere verla.
La quiere ver.

'r

*r

Quiere matarse.
Se quiere matar.

%A

' ~ ~ i r i k i n g l ythis
, rule is inapplicable to (n!:

* Eso se hizo matar

(9

3

Juan.

although in other cases clitics can 'move up' to 'hacer' just as they can to 'faire:'
(r)

Cela le fera lire Jean.
Eso se lo hizo leer a Juan.

(The 'se' in'.k) is not a refiexive, but comes from 'le' via the "spurious 'set rule"
-see

Perimuttcr (1968).) The ungrammaticality of (q) suggests that the 'ss' in (8)

may be immune to movement rules of all kinds.

-.

We leave this matter to future

study.
Finally we note that there are cases in French in which a clitic appears to
have been moved out of Zlitic position.
that certain 'se,' e.g.,

in 's'evanouir,'

We argued in cnapter five, section one,

should be regarded as not having originated as

This implies that this 'inherent' 'se' was never in any but ctitic position.

objects.

Yet it occurs attached to other than the lexical verb in sentences with tenseauxiliary:
(s)

Marie s'est ivanouie.
* Marie estfa ~ ' ~ a n o u i e .

If there is a rule that moves i t off the past participle, then this rule does not
generalize to the 'faire1-construction:
(t)

Cela fera s'6vanouir Marie.
" Cela se fera ivanouir Marie.

This demonstrates a significant difference between the tense-auxiliaries and 'faire,'
which has often been called an auxiliary verb in this construction.

(See e.g.,

Chevalier et al. (1964, p. 116)).

14.

We recall that the question of whether FA alone was sufficient to cause the

deletion of the embedded S-node was left unsettled in chapter three.

I f not, then

COMP-ORDER must be ordered before SE-INS. This is a rather ~aturaldecision,
moreover, since in some sense FA, A-INS, and COMP-ORDER act like a tightly knit

set of rules.

15.

The prediction is not one based mereiy on the order of exposition of the

argument.

There i s a real sense in which choosing the simplest formulation of SE-

INS for non-complex sentences leads to the right results across a much braoder
range of data.

Thus, considering only non-embedded sentences, it is clear that

SE-INS must mention the node 'V' and a t least two NP-nodes. The fact that verbs
may have more than one object would immediately suggest placing a variable between
V and the NP to its right:

..

.V X NP.

...

In contrast, only one NP is gener-

ated to the left of the verb; consequently no variable is necessary there:
X NP.

...

..

.NP V

It immediately follows, as noted earlier, that 'se' cannot be inserted

under identity of hvo objects.

In fact, it would require enormous complication of

the rule to allow that possibility.

Furthermore, the formulation:

'NP V X NP'

correctly predicts that 'se' can be inserted if the two NP's are separated by two
verbs, as in the text, and that it will be attached to the first one, in this case,
'faire.'

18.

As menZion4 earlier, there is a yenerai resrriction on the 'fairer-construction

with '2'-insertion if the underlying embedded object is animate.
sentences such as (12) are nor really productive.

This means that

The important point is that when

such sentences are possible, A-INS is obligatory, hence the ungrammaticality of:

(12')

* Jean se fera connaitre Marie.

On the whole, the sentences in this chapter which illustrate SE-INS applying
on the first cycle, e.g.,
maticality.

(8)-(lo),are of delicate, although unquestioned, gram-

By this we mean that they seem to be very sensitive to slight changes

which reduce their acceptability to informants.

For instance, in (9),replacing 'des

chaussures' by 'les chaussures' makes the sentence less good.
bedded verb may also be significant.
ergument, however.

The choice of em-

This observation in no way detracts from our

Such sentences do exist, and are productive.

That there may

be independent restrictions acting to reduce their generality is irrwvant.

A crucial

point is that none of the ungrammatical sentences in this chapter are even remotely
possible.
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Similarly, although we have not given any examples of the distribution of

reciprocal 'set in the 'fairer-construction, it is certain that insofar as sentences with
reciprocal 'se' can be embedded under 'faire,' the paradigm will mirror that for reflexive 'se.'

17.

See Ross f1967b) for an analysis of pronominalization in English which makes

similar u s of the principle of the cycle.
The cycle will also account for the inability of 'inherent' clitics in idioms
to appear attached to 'faire,' even after the application of FA.
(aa)

J'essaierai de I'm faire parler.
J'essaierai d ' e ~faire parler votre ami.

(ab)

Voila ce qui I'a fait en vouloir I? Jean.
? Voila ce qui a fait en vouioir votre ami

(ac)

If the idiom 'en vouloir

qn.'

(ad)
i

I

with inherent 'se.'

en

a fait vouloir votre ami

Jean.

is embedded under 'faire,' the 'en' musT remain

This would follow if 'en' were in clitic position to begin with,

i.e., as part of a lexical idiom.

I

Jean.

* Voila ce qui I'm a fait vouloir i Jean.
* Voila ce qui

attached to vouloir.

Compare:

Sentence (ab) would then be similar to:

Cela a fait sf6vanouir Marie.
Again, we note the contrast with tense auxiliaries:

(ae)

Votre ami

en

a voulu

Jean.

The sentences in (ac) show furthermore why one would not want to claim that

CL-PL moved the clitics up stepwise in, e.g.,
(af)

(aa).

Parallel to (aa)-(ad, we have:

Voila ce qui !'a fait s'en prendre i sa femme.
sa femme.
* Voila ce qui I'en a fait se prendre
Voila ce qui I'a fait s'en aller.
* Voila ce qui I'en a f a i t s'aller.

for the idioms:

's'en prendre

(ag)

A

qn.,' 's'en aller'.

Voila ce qui 1 ' a~ fait
Voila ce qui I ' g a fait

These contrast sharply with:

se souvenir.
se repentir.

These latter examples are notatie in that they are instances of object clitics
originating in the same verb-phrase, yet appearing in distinct VP's in surface strfjxure.
In (ag), we have embedded sentences corresponding to
(ah)

I1 j& souvient.
II $ e ~
repent.

where t h e t w o clitics are together.

vs.

A parallel case, derived f r o m (9), is:

(ail

J'essaierai de lui

(4)

II &
I achetera.

faire gacheter.

These facts f o l l o w f r o m t h e analysis given in the text.
concerning 'en,'

however, see footnote 20, chapter four.

F o r extra complications
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